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DOVER,
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DECISIONS! "

‘who takes

a newspaper

regularly

the

amount

of

$25,000,

without

any

guarantee that the income of the present
funds shall be left undisturbed ; while others pleaded earnestly, as essential to unity
and good faith, for a provision that'left the
present funds, with their income, beyond
all liability of being diverted from their
present channel. With a hope of barmonizing the views of the brethren and uniting
the Society heartily upon some plan of action,the subject was referred Lo a committee

of seven, with instructions to report at an

adjourned meeting, to be held on Weduesday, at 2

o'clock,

p.

Mm.

The

committee,

as appointed, consisted of J. Fullonton, E.
Knowlton, W.

H.

Bowen,N

Brooks,

Curtis, E. W. Page and R. Diino,
quently, J. Fullonton

was

S

Subse-

excused

from

service, at his request, on account of feehle

health, and D. Waterman

The Anniversary

SERMON,

well, both in the home field and foreign.

assembled

at 7 o'clock, the Presidgnt, Rev: J, Mariner,
in the chair. The uayil business was transRev. E.
Knfwlton was chosen Pre
‘acted.

ident

for the ensfing

year, and

Rev,

I.

D.
Stewart, Secretary, who
was
also
hc the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or
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assigned a place on the Com. of Arrangeresponsile for the payment.
aan
his
aper discontinued, he
ments, which consists of the Corresponding
mt
ay all arr
,or is e publisher may conSgeretaries of the several societies, with
tinue to send it until
paymentis made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the-
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Rev. C. O. Libby as chairman. On motion
of Rev. J. A. Howe, it was voted that the
Com. of Arrangements at once make out,
report and publish a list of the names of
speakers who are to deliver addresses before
the several societies at the anniversaries to
be Leld a year hence.
At -a quarter before eight, after prayer

Te. Horning Star.

the Anniversary
8:5, 6:

| ‘o Nice or not.
. 8. The courts

have

decided

that

refusingto take

newspa
ad periodicals from the post-ofiice, or
remo
d leaving them uncalled for, is prime
facie evidence of fnteytional fraud.

by Prof. R. Dunn, Rev. J. Mariner preached

Now

make

tions.

WEDNESDAY.
AY.

‘OCTOBER

sal

15!
15, “1873,
TR

ee

Still in our nights of deep distress
The manna falls our hearts to bless,
And, famisbed, as we cry for bread,

With heavenly food our lives are fed.
And each day’s need finds each day’s store
Enough. Dear Lord, what want we more?
— Margaret KE, Sangster.
8

cam

Auniversaries.

3

eo

with

the

F. Baptist

So-

de-

nomination were held at Farmington, N,
H.,

commencing

on

Tuesday, Oct. 7, and

closing on Thursday evening, Oct, 9.

The

attendance of ministers and others was,
from the first, quite large, and the interest
felt ‘and exhibited at the various Beating

sometimes rose t/a
high level.
Ld

We give

such epitomized ‘aecounts of dea occasion,- in its various features, as may enable’ our

readers. to enter someiWhat into sympathy

with those in, attendapoe, andl eateh the
spirit animating the bodies here setting

forth the denominational life.

EDUCATION BOARD AND SOCIETY.
The ‘Ex. Board of the Ed. Soeiety met,
o'clock’
in the vestry of the church at
P. ., on Tuesday, and after att ding lo
a

little

formal

business, took up the ques-

tion of raising funds to aid in ‘meeting the
conditions upon which Mr. Bates has pledged $100,000 to Bates College. It was urged by all the members who expressed them-

selves, that such an. effort is demanded,
- that it should at onee be entered on by

Society, and pressed forward
and

persistence; and

the

with energy

it was unanimously

agreed to recommend the Society to pledge
the

sum

all

the

.na-

when they

and Samuel pray-

sermon

would

need

to

Le

read

without

the successes and failures of the past.

well

FR

The Anniversaries of the Benevolent

cieties connected

like

us

der to be properly understood and 'estimated. He al once gained and steadily kept
the attention of the audience to the close.
He said:
It is one thing to copy ; it is another and
higher thing to originate or invent. To imitate implies a valoablé power; to furnish
something worth imitating signifies some.
thing still better. To repeat other men’s
thoughts may not be a very great matter.
Libraries may run through a man's head,
but at the end of the process it may be as
emply as ever. - We ought to profit both by

For willful waste, for prideful show,
God sent not angels’ food below.

;

judge

displeased Samuel,

yor judge us;

Sam.

abridgment or attentively listened to in or-

And largest need—enough——no more.

Bo

to

1

the briefest report of this

aces

Enough for each day’s fullest store

a

unto the Lord

king

from

can bé given, and the peculiar, quaint, forcible, pathetic, humorous and bizarre utter-

"Twas ii the night the manna fell,
That fed the hosts
of Israel,

The

oa a ki

the thing
usu

Only

RT

Po.

eee

Bit

H Give

Sermon,

of $25,000, on such conditions as

would make it aid in.meeting Mr. Bates’s
offer; and yet leave the arrangement for

to prize

‘goodness;

aud

It is

honestly praise bygone

but it is better to find

good

things now,

.

We have had eflough of the work of 'unearthing the defects and faults of our fathers.
They wére grand and noble men. Randall was no copyist,~<save : that: he copied
Christ. He did not ask to be like others.
Not ambitious to reproduce the past, he
would bring im what should be. “The
fathers dared to set out on a new voyage.
They did not wish to make a pope for or of
themselves ; they would unmake the popes

already existing. They would un-Calvinize
the Calvinists. They taught free grace and
They might not have known sq,
‘I free will.
much of technical theology as others, but
they knew the Bible, men,

and

life,

They

were not;ashamed of full tones. They did
not speak in apologetic whispers. Their
mode of promoting revivals
was
not
They had ear nestness, and be-

hac kneyed.

it rose

lieved iu life even when
They

ment.

to excile-

Pentecost

remembered

and

sought its repetition. Their going into the
country rather than into the cities has been
criticised. But that was a merit of their
method. There they found the elements to
be built up into the best types of character
and life, htted for service if the cities: Their
parishes extended a hundred miles. Colby
is found traversing half a dozen states. The
cities were wisely left to a later time. It is
They

faults,

bad

using th 8 income of the progent fands un-

not well to call up their

disturbed;
At 21:9,P. M,, the Annual Meeting of the

men, and not copyists or echoes,

members

we nay not put a liberal plank into the
platform and go over to another position
and company: -May not the minister join
the: converts, instead | ofvleading the converts to join his church ?, Such survender is

rare and solid virtues.

They were original

Some may question whether this original-Fduedtion Society was held in the church.
ity
is worth-so much. They ask whether
In’ spite of the rain, a large numberof
g

and

fiends were in

afdypdance;

represepting different parts of the.

dbnomis

nation, and embodying almost every dis
tinct phase of conviction and sentiment

among
a

us on educational questions.
invited

Rev.

The

John Stevens, one

denominational fathers, to open the
bi
with prayer. The Secretary's ree
ord ‘wag read, the Treasurer and the Ex.
" "Board presented their annual reports, which
were approved, a resolution was passed
deelaring' that any beneficiary of the Soeciety; who, after becoming ‘such, should en-

ter into the marriage relation, should cease

“¥

to revefve aid from its fundsy a committee
to nomipate officers was appointed, and
‘the Society then took up for consideration
the ‘récommendation of the Board relating
to the raising of funds in aid of Bates College.

A free, kind, animated

and

earnest

"discussion, oceupying about two hours,
was entered on; and participated in by a
large number of brethren. The differences
of opinion. concerned

to be adopted.

chiefly

All partis

the

methods

secimed séttled

in the eonyiction that the Society should at
once tndertake the work of raising fands
for this'object. - ‘Some of the speakers fa-

voreql the giving of an unconditional

note

J

We, don’t want to seek

not what we want.

a throne and

throne,

make

we should

a king.

If

we bad a

fight over the question,

Who shall occupy it?
It is presumptuous for any man to assume
to speak for the whole denomination,

It is

well if each can speak wisely for himself.
In speaking for the denomination, the poor
and weak should be taken

into

account

as

Our work
well as the rich and strong,
within the denomination should be done not
so much
selves.

others

for

outside

as for our-

2

We have made real and¢ Tediing progress
in our work.

Besides the 70,000

members

we now report, we-have given to other denominatiofi‘many of their: best members,
ag, well as some of their very poorest, 1f
more or less churches have gone down,
there are many others; that have nobly gone
up.

this has not come fron the effort to be

like others, but of the energy and faith we
have put ioto the effort to do our own
proper work, In missions we are doing

then

Convention

And

Instead of the school-houses and barns

in which our fathers preached, we haye
church edifices that. embody convenience
and taste. We have as good ministers to-

Here we can use men and money to the
highest purpose ; andif they are supplied,
it is easy to foresee a grand future. It is
hard work to build up churches in the midst

oiiiathenisn, whether it be of the foreign
or domestic kind.

But the gains have béen

real and large since Noyes and Phillips fast
went out to Orissa. We shall go on with
that work, won and bound to it afresh by

W. H.

Bowen,

then read his sunual re-

port, which was especially brief but suggestive. *
He said: The great question before the
Christian

church

to-day

is,

how

to

meet

the demands for an efficient and adequate
iniglry. . The plea, ** Come over and
help us,” sounds out from all quarters. The
ranks of the ministry must be chiefly filled
by those who come from families in humble
circumstances. Not many of the worldly
aise or' emiinent’ are called, or, if called,

they donot answer.

N

15, 1878:

day as the fathers: were, ‘and far more of elements were distributed by the-deacons of
them. They are as pious and devoted to the church in Farmington, ‘assisted by, the
their work, and though some of them have deacons of (he church in New Durham,
larger salaries, they often die poorer. We sometimes designated as “the mother
want more of them. We want a eompany church.” The remarks made and the solemof evangelists, besides the pastors. (We nity and interest of the occasion rendered
want our papers and booksto be thoroughly the season most precious and memorable.
denominational, and. items and‘ thoughts
AFTERNOON.
farnished from every section and every
The Anniversary of the Education Soei-"
class. Let the denomination keep its namé,: ‘ety was held at 2 o'clock, P. M., the Presifor it is honorable. Let it be enterprising, dent, Rev. G. T. Day, in the chair. After
independent and hopeful.
singing, and prayer by Rev. E. W. Porter,
Our schools have multiplied cheeringly. the Com. appointedat the previous meetWhat a family of them have sprung from ing, to consider the subject of rendering
the mother-at Parsonsfield! . If she were to aid to Bates College, made “their report.
buy two hundred acres of iand and call them This report was temporarily laid on the |
home, what a gathering i would appear. table, to be taken up at the close of the AnAnd how much that family stands for. niversary addresses. The Cor. Sec., Rev.

ad-

was appointed

to fill the vacancy. The Society
journed,
ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION AND

N. HH, "OCTOBER

From the less prom-

umber

4.2

worldly and unbelieving hearts which re- same thing, The "whole abla was‘ consist all the culture and skill of tbe pulpit sidered, and on its various sides; the argu,
scholar and orator, She carries more than ments for and against the plan werej prehuman magnetism. ‘It is God's power sented and ‘weighed ; suggestions respectthrobbing in our ‘speech that sayes us from ing other methods that might be more pracfeebleness

and

gives us success.

Having

both the educated mind and the inspired

ticable were thrown out from lime to, tiie ;
and at six o'clock the subject was recom-

mitted to the Com., with instructions to reheart, we shall go forth to conquer.
port at an adjourned meeting, on Thursday
Rev. Dr. Fulloiiton followed in a speech

morning, at half past 8. The
whose. vivacity and wit and humor, underadjourned.
lain by a really serious purpose, rendered |
EVENING.
it highly effective,
but which can not be

Sogiety

then

He com-

The Anniversary of the Home
Mission

mended, in the highest terms, the brethren
from the West for the ‘generous -magnanimity they were showing in their co-opexration to secure the needed aid for Bates

Society was held at 7 o’clock,the President,

Rev. S. Curtis; inthe chair, A large audience - gathered,’ completely filling the
house, anda fine company of S. 8. children

College.

enliveried the occasion with some.

really exhibited ia a brief report.

He thought it had been seldom

equaled, and declared that ij, challenged his
profoundest admiration.
then proceede
ed to paint a vivid picture of the
when, 26 years ago he made his mai
speech on the subject of education.
It
was the most effective speech be
made.
He urged, at that time,

had
the

ever
need

excellent

singing.
After the devotional exercises,
and the 'presentation-and acceptance of the
| Treasurer’s report, the audience listened to

Lan abstract of the report of the Cor,

Sec.,

Rev. A. H. Chase.

He said:

This Seeiety is now 39 years

old. It has not done a great and noticeable
work during any one year. But it has gone

of more literary culture as a preparation
for the pulpit. It evoked such a storm as on doing something real every year. Each
is seldom seen, . Only one man came to his Y. M. has stations’ needing aid. “The
ride, and he said that, though the views South and ‘West need aid as never before.
presented were in the

main

and

in

them-

selves correct, yet the speaker's legs were
so long that he was striding quite. too far

There are the Chinese heathen, the ignorant Romish masses, the German rational-

ism from over the sea, and the liberalism
inent circles the recruits must be expected.
Who shall send and. provide for them ? ahead of the denomination to warrant any that ckiefly means license. There is atiecesOther reinforcements will follow that now | What is our part of the ‘work? First, we expectation that he. would be followed. sity for a pure and free ‘gospel, This
waited for and on its way. Let us learn that must pray the Lord of the harvest to send ue man replied,—looking out of the win- alone will save thg country... If you love
our dignity is found, not in ruling, but. in forth laborers.
This is the Master's di-|' ow meantime toward the distant horizon, and'would help the Foreign Mission, our
serving. We have abounded in good reso- rection.
Praying in the true spirit, ‘we —that,in the light of that speech, he saw in edueational interests, the welfare of the
lutions and speeches, but they are not all. shall hasten 't6 ‘employ all ‘proper means the distance a eollege education called for freedmen whose chains we so long labored
Noble deeds have followed them.
to induce young men to enter the field, as a preparation for: the ministry.
Very to strike | off, then come forward and aid
Why should we change or turn copyists?
and to encourage and sustain them in it. likely he did see it, for, as time has proved, the Home Mision cause, ‘for only as this
Our cansé has been the ‘winning one. The
Each church should Jay its hand on such it was really there, and we have learned to prospers can they be sustained. Do you love
New Orleans slave-pen) against which we young men as may be found within or about look at it, close at hand, without any mor: the ‘denomination; ‘do! you’ care: for the
protested, is now Lhe hone of a" F. Baptist it, and aid in effecting their consecration tal terror. He went from 'that meeting prevalence of té influence ? Then help the
churéh.
Our record on' Temperance is a to this service.” ‘And those in thé ficld' can with a heavy heart.
Home Mission Society.
clear and noble ene. We have promptly
aid others who are entering it,—aid them
During the past year; there have been
But things have changed. There font opanswered all calls to the front which this by being bett
inisters themselves, and position enough now to awaken éntbusiasm special hindrances to progress, but, in spite
cause has sent out.’ And these principles’ by freely giving them counsel and sympa-' in a speaker.. Fora real speech is born of of them, there are some cheering facts to
by which we have “stood are triumphing. thy and encouragement.
the energy stirred by opposition. Men send report. The ‘receipts have ‘been ‘a little
We want as much zeal'in preaching Christ
Theé number of young men in our various for Wendell Phillips, ask him to lecture on more than $10,000, ‘an ‘increase of $2,000
as in advocating reforms, and it is saspicinstitutionsof learning who have the min- the Lost Arts,or Street Life in Europe,and go above the receipts of the previous year.
ious when we lack if. “ The courteous apistty in view appears to be increasing. The away at the end, saying they have heard 1a The financial condition has been improved.
proach of other denominations to us owes whole number of such young men aided by speech from the great orator. But they’ The debt of the western Board has been
itself more to our independence than to our
the Society the past year is 70,—an increase haven't. - Send up a basket of addled eggs paid, as wéll as other old debts.—The Sec.
se¢king their favor, just as our maintenance
of 10 over the mumber aided the previous to Boston, to be emptied by’ a mob which then proceeded to give some account of
of free government has won® the cone year.—The report was approved, and it makes him their target, and then you will the fields in whieh the Society is making
fidence and sympathy of monarchies. Close was voted that the usualhumber of copies hear a real speech from him.
appropriations, read some brief extracts
communion and Episcopacy begin to co- be printed for gratuitous distribution.
Twenty-five years ago, at General Con- from the letters of several missionaries,
quette with and praise us. Randall would
Rev. A. H. Heath then addressed the So- ference, we sought to finish up a partially- and specified a number of new fields from
rejoice in all these sigus of progress could |
ciety. He said: This Society claimed to be filled subscription of $10,000 for aiding which pleas for aid are ‘coming,—Kansas,
he 160k down upon them from his heavenly
the guardian of all good learning, and theological education. It was a long, hard Alabama, Texas, California, Oregon, &c.
hight.
here was the place to discuss topics bearing task. Dr. Burns stood up and plead with the There are nowissome: 2500, members
A few things are needed in order to our
on this object. © Educated mind was never audience,and especially with one prominent gathered into the churches among the
real and rapid progress.
4
:
needed in the pulpit more than to-day. We and well-to-do man in’ it. After a long freedmen.
1. We want a settled policy for years to
The Sec. gave an interesting account of
have been ‘gaining in" this direction, but time and mueh pressare the object was
come, so that we may be assured of order
~gained, and the congregation went wild his recent visit to Louisiana, and especially
there
is
still.
room
for
improvement.
He
and permanence.
We don’t want to go-to
would utter no criticism over those who over the achievement, and spent their en-; to New Orléans; referred to the interest
each General Conference or Convention
have not enjoyed the advantages of college thasiasm in stamping and clapping and awakened by the labors’ of Rev. D. P.
looking for and shuddering at a coming revChristian manhood ig} shouting. Then the Moderator, touched in Cilley while serving as army chaplain ‘in
education.
Real
olution. We want whole, rounded men,
a’ profuunder and
more
reverent
way, the South ; to the mectings of worship held
wanted, and time will sshow if it is present.
and a healthy and harmonious
developwished
some
one
to
voice
thé
gratitude
of by the freed people in the old slave pen
1f
college
study
inte
eves
with
the
develment.
i
the assembly in thanksgiving and prayer to and auction room in the Crescent city; to
opment’ of this quality” its, unfortunate,
2. We want the earnest heart as weil as
We want the God... And the one man to whom thé eyes the joy with which his coming was: hailed
the quickened “brain. | The-power coming but’ never really needful.
and hearts-of the audiénce i turned for that by a good old colored brother, who hnd a
from the indwellihg of the Holy: {Ghost! is ctilture and’ the faith of Mitchell who' shone service, was the sainted Hutchins,—a man F. Baptist Trealise ow our Faith, and whose
like
a
star
in
the
heaven
of
science,
and
the vital thing.
then went up ‘to be himself ‘a star in’ the whese dropping mabtie, as he “went up to confidence was wholly satisfied wlhén he
‘8. We want more mutual faith and fraGod, was:s0 white and spotless/that ro one found thot the visitor carried ‘a copy of the
ternal feeling.” We want to be free from: diademv: of Christ; ‘the ‘larger knowledge of us has yet ventured to touch it with one same ‘work 4 of the steady faith feposéd’ in
and
doep
piety
of
Hugh
Millér,
who
read
jealoasies,, invidious distinctions, harsh eit:
off tous the history ‘of the azoic’ ages as of our fingers. « There are other mantles the prophecy of an old minister on rhis
icisms and managing rings.
loosening,but we can ‘not afford to ‘dismiss death-bed, that the Freewill Baptists of the
he found'it written:in’ the rocks, but ‘who
4, We need to,pay our debts ofp
( North
would yet visit ‘and care: for them,
also
read
his
New
Testament
with
the
rovthe wearers yet.
needlessly incurring others. This will save
and found there’
“Weanow' propose’ 10 lie $200; 000 for and ' of ‘their patient waiting; in- spite of
oup: credit und beget a Rede public; condi- erent faith of ‘a Chtistiany.
the lessons . that ‘were dearest to his heart;
Bates College. That won't ‘make ‘it. rich. ridicule and overtures’ ito: go: elsewhere;
dence.
the rave attidinments of Faraday, who could By no nyeans. It ‘will just enable it to and ofthe overflowing gratitude which
|- 5.
We need to recognize the fact and
It. is followed as the fellowship was vitalized
act on it, that God calls men to preach who weigh the moon in the scales of his thought get on'paying its needful expenses.
and deepened by intercourse. There are
against a' Scottish mountain,
but who
now,
though
but
partially
manned,
running
have not graduated at a epllege. Hinder not
brought his own soul to the test of :Christ’s behind $4,000 a year. It wants another three 'Q. M’s, 2 number of ¢hurches and minthose whom God calls, Some of the most
istevs, ‘ealling themselves F. Baptist,in th at
useful men in our ministry’ are those who teachings as to the only perfect standard. building at once. It won't do at all to fall
region; but their’ knowledge of us as a
We
know”
how
Leverrier,
sitting
in
his
back
and
say,
‘‘The
college
has
a
backer
in
have never been-blessed hy the advantages
study, without a telescope, and basing his the person of Mr. Bates, and so we need people is small, and they greatly ‘need inof such a course of study.
:
calculations on the recorded pertur bations not trouble ourselves about it.” If that sen- struction and guidance. The report closed
Let us trust that. our successors: will be
of Urdnus, pointed out the spot where a timent were to prevail, I would move to with a brief and encouraging statement
wiser, stronger’ and more 2fficient than ouryet “undiscovered planet might be looked request Mr. Bates to do what a New York respecting the Sec's travels -and labors,
selves, and that our denomination will, unfor; and when the tube’ of the ‘telescope paper advises him to do,—send bis gifts to with the obvious results which they yielded.
der their direction, sweep like a noble ship
was turned to the designated point, there Bowdoin, or to some other institution rep- The : report. was ‘approved, and .a vote
into her trinmphant port, with the old name
flamed out the circling sphere and gave us resenting _ his. own denomination. But he passed providing for printing and distribupreserved, the old flag flying, and the
a fresh revelation.
This illustrates the stands like a, rock in his devotion to the ting the usual number of copies.
watch-word pealing out on the air, ‘Christ,
power of educated mind, We want minds college. He sends us word that his heart
Prof. R. Dann then addressed the Socieaud Him glorified !”—Adjourned to meet: at
in the pulpit, educated to an equal effi- is fin it. Oue of his friends iff Lewiston ty, briefly, bat ‘with his Hhual effectiveness.
the close of the public services on Touesday! ciency, and that can deal thus skillfully.
says: of him, that he thinks more of the col- He proposed simply to consider and reply
evening.
i
with the great facts and traths of morality lege than of all his capital invested in. the to a few . objections brought against such WEDNESDAY, ‘OCT! 8. “~MORNING.
‘and religion, until men shall find, not sim- business of the city. And to fail”in neet- missionary’ work as this Society underThe Annual Meeting of the Home Mis- ply a star, but a God blosséming on their ing the generous offer of sneh’a man as that, takes. “Ht is charged that it is sectarian,
We want men who can follow with pronmptness, appreciation and self-sac: oe
sion Society was held at 8 1-2, o'clock. vision.
into partisan competition with others
The chief business transacted was the. elec- these scientists,—many of whom are honest- rifice,is what we ave not going for a moment to | bi
hurches where ‘they are not
tion of officers. These were substantially ly and naturally skeptical over the teachings to consent to, As has been said, the fathers ne
is'inot a ‘work involving
the same as . those chosen last year, The of the Bible,—~through all their course of have done. noble things; and the young any more competition . than any other form
Society then adjourned to the hour appoint- observation and experimeut, detect their er- men will worthily follow them. Yes, they of church work. There ate other churches
rors,and balance and keep them on the prop- will do it. The purpose flashes now in their in. most places. where ours are planted.
edfor its Anniversary. |
At 9 1-2 o'clock there was held a social ertrack.. The speaker here detailed a series eyes, Like Job's war-horse, they snuff the The argument against planting ¢hurghes
religious conference, concluding with the of experiments bearing upon the theory of battle afar off, and are eager to go forward lies equally against majutaining thoge aland meet the armed men, and they are’ to ready existing.
“celebration of the Lords’ Supper.
The con- gpontaneous generation, that would sweep
ference was conducted by Rev. A. H. Mor- God from the universe, and which he re- bring back a victory.
There is no objection to a real denominas
tell of Havper’s Ferry. The hymn, “Am I garded as illustrations of the principle,
At the close of the addresses, the report tionalism. Instead, it is a virtue.
‘Men
a solder of the cross,” was sung, when the that Chridtian scientists are the only pos- of the Com, was taken from the table, and and
women poavoidably have different
leader read a scripture lesson, offered pray- sible correctives of that science which lacks discussed frankly, earnestly, and at. length. views of religionas well as farming, politics,
:
er, and made remarks introducing thé sub- the Christian element.
In substance, thé report recommended that trade, and education,—in respect to the sun.
ject of the Christion Soldier as the theme of
But we need eddcated mind imbued with the Ed. Society give its note for $25,000. to and the air. Increase of knowledge brings
the meeting, Short prayers and pertinent ‘the Spirit of God, . This last, is the really Bates College, and pay interest on ‘jt; from change and diversity, They interpret the
remarks, interspersed with songs of praise, vital thing, and the young men do not for- the time when the whole sum of $200,000 Bible differently. That can’t be helped. : ,
followed in quick succession. Some spoke get or ignore it. A man can reason and shall have been secured, —provided not less These diverse views embody themselves. in
out of the depths of their experience, others plead and charm without thie, but he can than 25 persons can be found who will be different. = organizations.
Episcopacy,
recalled reminiscences, and still others ex- not melt sinful hearts. and bring men to responsible {or making up any deficiency in sprinkling, &c., are regarded as right by
pressed their purposes for the future. So Christ. Absorbed with questions, of edu- the interest due on. this note while the one, as wrong by another. To ask. either
well were the moments occupied, that there cation as we have been and age, and hav- work of raising the $25,000 is going for to surrender a strong- and yitdl conviction
were, in the'space of an hour and a half, ing only a given amountof ws on which /ward, so that neither the present (ands nor is unreasonable,
It is not necessary to sixty prayers and ‘exhortations. The spirit to draw, we are at, times lacking in soul their income shall be liable for any! part ot real anity. Indeed, faithfulness to conv fo
of the meeting was most excellent, and in- forpe, because we have so largely used up the sum due the College. It: also recom tion must be the basis of all Christian unity
ereised in depth add férvor’ from its ‘com- the energy in supporting the action of the mended putting an efficient agent at, once that is anything more than a name ‘and a
metcement to its close. If ‘wdd in’ every brain. But the meed of it is urgent. A into the field to raise this amount. Three sham,
Souls don't unite | by stultifying
respect a “love feast,” except in nine.
plain and i vorant old. woman, who, can members of the Com, offered . to take their themselves.
And it ia proper to build up a
At the communion, Rev. J. Stevens and not frame a sentence correctly, having this share of this responsibility, and, during the denomination for the same reason as to
Prof, Dunn presided at the table, and the fervor eoming of God's spirit, will mastes afternoon, a few others proposed to do the |:
Concluded on fourth page.
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The government

by

The yellow fever rages-wat Shreveport with

uun-

people daily becomes more pitiable.

An

to

fight,

fever panics prevail in several Texas

Raids

and

Estella,

appeal

by the Times of that city is published.

Yellow

towns.

Saturday

which

was

consolida

precipitately

occapied

by

evacuated

be cut through,

to

The work of enlarging the tun—

nel; to the full size, is completed

from the east

end up to the central shaft.
The

Rev.

Dr. Littledale

will shortly

‘from Bogland to this country, and

come

will deliver

lectures in various cities on ccclesiastical and
social questions of the day, -at the invitation of
many American churchmen.

News

has

just reached

Washington

of the

murder of Howell H. Walker and his son Henry

‘by Indians, on Little Salt Creek, on the
stant.

13th in-

The cavalry were at once sent in pursuit.
is diseovered

‘that

‘two

Labrador

fishing

The political situation in France

grows

more

interesting.’ A committee has Been appointed to
draw wp a platform on which the Right can
unite,

Paragraphs. =
Eigbtedn |thousand Americans went * alirond »
this year.
Laura D. Fair has taken up her residence at
Sauneelito, Oal.; having abandoned her first inten-

tion to remove to Chicago.
The use amd adaptability of banana fiber in
the manufacture of paper ismbout to be’ tested
by competent parties in Savannah, Georgia.
The skull of an Indian of an extinct

been

discovered

in dn ancieht

Franeisco, and the academy
discussing its age.

of

The

foreign

mail, per

steamship

Main,

was

found saturated by the contents of a Droken bottie of indigo.

tribe has

mound

Jd A Stlepham, eashier of the
taal

Life

Insuranee

St. * Louis Mu-

Company,

is missing and

also a large amount of funds.
John B. Baldwin, speaker of the rebel house
of representatives, died
day.

at

science

A special despatch from
the dispute ‘between Jay
shéeim
gbout the sale of

stoek

has been

adjusted;

the Erie ‘Company

also that-a

sit

for

for the

negotiation

of

loans last year.
John

O.

Lovett,

cashier

of the Hingham

Na-

tional bank, is a defaulter to the amount of $41,000. The discovery of the crime was made by

Colonel

Danijel Needham,

aminer, and the papk

upon

The

other

government

institu-

, Mrs. Ames has added to Pheebe Calé" Ss unfib-

national bank ex-

disclosed.

De positors will

lose nothing.

A train onthe Midland (Railroad is being

run

witha sheriff on board, it having been seized for
debt.
;

A conflagration occurredat Brenham, Texas,

Sunday wight, destroying two squares and a halt.

which

coosists

simply of two

sleeves of India-

rubber, to be drawn on over the

arms

and then

inflated by blowing in them.
In this e« ndition
they will sustain the body in any position the
wearer may choose to assume on the surface
of the water.
They can be fastened on the arms
ard adjusted in fifteen minutes.

A great

bell for the cathedral

being cast
China

at Cologne

is

of captured French gun-metal.
possesses

coal

fields to

over 400,000 square miles, one
having

chaige of air may be effected by. difference of:
temperature or mechanical currents, the extent
being dependent upon. the size of the openings,
crevicesof windows, door, etc. Most exhaustive investigations

made by

that with & difference
external and ternal
feet. capacity, the air
one hour; and more

Pettenkofer showed

of 34 degrees between the’
air of aroom of 1895 cubic
was entirely remewedin
rapidly with increased
dif-

Jjurious than continued ing

A stove, under
The

results

of

will

feet of fresh air per hour.

investigations,

by

Merker

Schultze, of the air of stables were
similar to the preceding.

of the

no

Jess

than

31,000

the

extent

of

province (Shausi)
square

miles

with

veins from 12 to 30 feet in thickness,

The Egyptian cotton, crop for the past year is
estimated at 200,000 pounds.
is encouraging the industry.

The

government

be-

of many with draught, while in reality it need
only be the proper renewal of the air of closed

rooms by currents of insensible

velocity,

bery

and f i¢

murder of several whites in Texas.

George Law was shot dead while stealing cab* bages at Hungver, Penn., Thursday night.
James Warger killed a miner at Hazelton,
Pean., Thursday night, while defending himself
and wife from ap attack by several of them.

of a heavy

bail.

The

court;

however, refused to aecede to the request.

and

it is bes

ures to be delivered

health.
The sessions of the Evangelical Alliance

continued

at New

York

Saturday

“evening, addresses being made

inept, diviges.,
The

grocery

by

were

and Sunday
various

em-

,
store

of Henry

H. * Jagiith, on

# The Sun,”

to act as if the whole

body were

cooled

Mars,”

Friday night, fhe safe blown gpen, wd

$12,000

worth of bonds

Kate Stoddard was
murder of Goodrich,

stolen,
indicted

§aturday

for te

ing

been equal to “four times

unnecessary,

dnd thus

save

many

&

this stratum of the @vial ocean has its slow, jusensible currents, just as that in the walls of},
buildings, in clothing, etc, A bird in a glass, ves-

2, Keep an account of fu

his

stay

here

air of the soil, and, at

Earth and

Moon

“ Comets

and

times, its noxious proper-

ties, Accurate investigations show that the air
of the soil of Dresden contains twice as much
carbonic acid as that of Munich, This is a subject ‘that demands more attention, on adeount
‘relations,

than it has

thus

tribute to disease.— Harper's Magazine.

con-

are:

Feeding Rich Food...:

and

Meteors,”

aud Mati

JOHN

of stall

feeding beef cattle i8 ong

* Wonders of sthe Stay Depths? ‘4 The Moon.” that appertains to' an advadeed, agriculture. But,
These will be illustrated by many beautifully { ‘curiously enough, while it thus. belongs. to such
lunar, photographs

grams;

and dia. ‘a condition,it. has

great: influence in: bringing:

about’ that condition,

An organization has been racemtiy formedin
Fouon ‘called the Mississippi’ Nahey Soefety.

bes

Tn

Eugland

it ‘has’ Jong

‘by’ the “best farmers,” ‘Grizing
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orchards,
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7. Do not refuse to make correct [experiments
in'a small wily;
of many néw things.
8.°Plant fruit trees ‘well, care for thein, ‘and
of course get good erops.
0. Practice economy by giving Hook: shelter

during the winter; also

good food

taking

dll thatis unsound, half rotten ot moldy.

out

10. Do not keep tribes of cats and snarling
dogs around

the

month
time.
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than
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BLACKBERRY CAKE.—Beat four eggs with two. both;gant apa
cups of sugar, one cup of <butter, three and one
half of flour, with one teaspoonful of soda sifted:
in it; add one cup of sours
ilk. Stir it well, and |
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To BOIL NEW POTATOES ~The sooner new
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then stir in one cup 6f preserved blackberries:
flavor it with {lemon. It's a nice desert with’
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hard

because it is cheap.
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DOMESTICS.

Low

clously, and do. not. Attend

received.

A careless neighbor can render the air of the
soil inpnre as (well as “its water, and

5. Use money

8.

Mid. to gd mid,

the GLORY.”
Go. . Soor.. The remember
“SONG. KiNa, by B

3. Do not leave, implements s altered over the
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A Book intended to clear away all Mystery from | Lemons,¥hoy 8 50
the Art of Singing. | Specimen copy, by mail, $3.00. | Oranges.....

farm, exposed to snow, rafn snd

sel closed with a layer of earthean live; for hours
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Good Ord}
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Rules, for Farmers.

3 Take good papers and read them.

Olive,
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¥
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The latest and best Instruction Fook for Cabinet
Organs. Specimen copy, by mail, $2.50
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AMES,
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By GEO. F. ROOT.

These remarks, of

day’s work.— Rwral Express.

While. the permeability of the earth to water
is generally noticed, ‘the penetration ‘of air to a
great depth 18 overlooked, and also the fact, ‘that

“ The Giant Planets,—Japiter, Saturn,

Uranus, - Neptune,”

have

two raking of a garden between the rows of the
various crops, in, do ict} almost render hoe-

instead

of but a part; and the decided change in the circulation of the blood becomes dangerous by its
suddenness,
just as when acold drink.is taken.

*‘ The Sun’s Inner Familyof Plan-

ets;~Mercury, Venus, the

Salem street, Medford, was entered ‘by burglars painted pictures,

during

during

would

the time at'a later period.

oe %

JAVA ¥ Bias » 0:

Root’s ModelOrgan Method,

weeding

ay Clayed..

COFFEE.

For advanced Classes and Chorus Societies.

draught, on the other hand, is the cooling of a
limited portion of the body, either by stronger { course, apply more to garden-than to farm-work.
Where horsepower is at hand, weeds half an
currents of air or by radiation, as to a cold wall,
ingh’high, if annual weeds, are as easily destroyfor example, from which a cold current of air
ed by a broad-toothed cultivator, as if they were
then seems to reach the body. In the open air
much stronger currents do not suggest a draught. but pushing through the ground; but in garCooling but one side of 'the body disturbs den-work a simple raking up of the ground when
the weeds are just sprouting, is quite as effectthe functions of the vase-motor merves, not subiveas the best hoeing would be. An hour or
ject to our control,
and they at omee
begin

of its ‘hygienic

Richard A. Proctor of London, the eminent
Yeved fatally ill of hemorrhage of the lungs in astronomer, will arrive in this country the last
Montana Terzitory, whither he had gone for his ‘of September. Some of the subjects of his lect~
John €C. Heengu is dangerously

ground,

A

and

Oct. 1, 1873,

MOLASSES,

ed

.

COAL.

Picton..covees 0008 000
Anthracite. .. 800g 8 50

By H. R. PALMER.
Specimen, by mail, +

TH

}

Cannel..... 26:00 @28 00 Parla Rico, 1 40 Lk rid

Standard Concert Choruses,

4, Repair tools and buildings akan Proper tine,
a current of'air can easily be blown. throvgh a
Biff aiegaurt ‘hrgefold gxpentabe‘a yard “Jong filled with earth, ete. "This, and do
)A
air {n the earth
¢an be pitin motion by Siffre: “diture of time a

in Berlin for indulging in certain acts of theit.
While the prosecution was in progress she ind
herited a fortune of 200,000 roubles, and her
advocate now moved the court for her release,

in consideration

same time spent in harrowing

Conventions.

copy, by mail, for Betas; $7.50
$1 per dozen.

tion in getting in seeds and plants that would
have doue just as well a week later when the

the minds

The British merchant?’ shipping set, amended,
Despatches from Dennisor.
and Marshall, Texprovides that in case of a collision at sea the mas$s, deny the reports of yellow fever there.
ter of the vessel inflicting’ the Injury shall stay ence of temperature as well as: by’ carrents of
Memphis sends out an appeal for aid to all the
by.the other long enough to render any assist- air, Thus the odor of gas has ‘been found, in
cities of the Union, on account of the ravages ot ance that may be requited.
houses without gue-pipes, and ' persons have
the yellow fever epidemie.
bic
been injured by it, the gas being: dawn from
The
Roxburghe
¢lub,
bas.
arranged,
to
issue
a
The President issued orders some days ago
very distant
fegtive pipes in the winter by
for the commutation af the sentences of Slolnk volume of colored photo-lithographs, possibly difference ‘of temperature, since, when the room
accompanied
by
autotypes,
of
the
earliest
and
and Bameho, of the Modog prisoners from hangwas not heated the odor disappeéared, and was
ing to imprisonment for life at Alcatraz Island, choicest illuminations in ‘MSS. in the Bodleian found in an adjoining heated room. It seems;
library
beginning
with
those
of
the
Anglo-Saxon
. San Frapeisco.
therefore,
that the frozen earth was also pengospels.
Complaints ae mile of depredations on eatetrable to the gas. ' ‘This movemént of airin the
A Polish lady of rank, tweity-seven years of
tle, b7.Cuog enue Indians in the Arkansas Vealsoil ‘renders antimal
life, ‘though a Jow-type,
ley, and bill settlers aré orgamizitg against the age, and ‘‘a perfect Juno in beaufy,”’ was re: possible at’ great “depths; and to this life must
marauders,
The Lipans are charged with rob- only sentenced to a long term of imprisonment be ascribed the excessof carbonic acid in the
~
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This 'is ‘just how it is in- the

The nature, especially

assoziation in

CT

CANDLES, .

Mtkiiniing..

The “JOY,” by P. P, Bliss.

wall in all cases eauses

cause of its inseparable

"BOSTO
STON,
N WHOLESALE Pron:

The Best
Music. Books
For your work this season, are

twice ns hard as need be, when the same amount
of labor judiciously expended would
have a

and

precisely three-fold ‘result.

BMavicts,

For the week ending

rising become impossible. We take, more, sleep
than our ancestors, and we take more because

war against weeds.
We are so accustomed to
get into
a ** flurry ” about getting in the crops
variation in the
amount of fresh ‘air; and it {
in time, that we forget that the weed crop
also appears that the air of small rooms with
1s already in, and going on at a rapid pace. We
few inmates is purer than that of large rooms
have not unfrequently. seen thie greatest exerwith many, Ventilation

the, thickness,

The

——

The fact is, that as life becomes cousontaed,
and its pursuits more eager,short sleep and early

early

The great trouble With mn
most of us is that we
lay out bo niuch work for ourgelvesto do. We
got a ‘gréat many things hal done; and work

of vitiated air.

fayorable ‘¢ireumstances,

introduce 150 ‘cubie

your

——

the |

/Keoping Work
Wor Ahead.

for the poorer classes that rooms cian not be
made airtight, since. .want.of warmth is less in-

is oiten neglected

én

$2,000,000 is about to be begun against Bischofisheim, of London,by the stockholders of the
Erie, to recover the immense commission paid

by

conferred

according to

the amount. - It is especially fortunate, therefore,

ferred at the Viena £xposition, and out-offthose
five are
tions.

an adult,

the investigations of the lecturer, and in hospitals much more, even as high as 5250 feet, Such

busily

is

only four goesto individuals.

for

about

we want more, Six hours sleép will ;do very
ered with good, dry sand, coal or wood ashes.
“well for a ploughman or bricklayer, or any other
Feed chopped eggs, bread and milk, bread and:
man whe has no exhaustion, but that produced
ale, meat chopped fine, bread crumbs and cook- {
hy manual labor, and: the sooner he takes it after
ed Indian meal. Feed often, especially early
bis labor is over the better,
But’ for, a man
iu the morning,~and keep the coops well cov- whosé labor is mental, the stress of wi
on
ered at night with old, carpets er sacking, that his brain and nervous system, and for. im_who
will keep the warmth within the gaop.
is tired in the evening witha day of mental aps
| It is generally known that meat fod with grain piication, neither early to hed nor early to rise is
to hens, especially in winter, will produce aw jn- | wholesome. | He needs letting down to the level
crease in eggs: The scraps,rinds and gristles used|
of repose. The longer the interval between the
in soap-making form avery profitable food. for
active uge of the brain and his retirementto bed,
hens. Now tliat soap is so cheap and nearly althe better his chance of | sleep and refreshment.
ways high priced, it is surprising that the comM0 him an hour after miduight is probably as
plaining house-wife,who chafes under the drudggood as:two hours before ‘it, and even then his
ery of soi(p-making and other labors, will hoard sleep will not 'so completely and quickly restore
the greasy mass, that so often beconies a prey to
him/ag it “will his neighbor who is physically
mice, mold and rust,~a
to pantry ,storefired. © He must met:anly
go to bed later .but le
room aud cellar. Feed the scraps to the “hens,
longer. His best sleep probably lies in the early
ond they will lay endiish more exes to buy the
morning hours;when all the nervous excitement
soup,
has passed away, and he isin abiolute test.

eonsidered insufficient for one:

necessary

How, Bong to y Sleeps

chicks, if you keep them in a warm coop on the
ground, on earthen floors, which should be cov-

ference of temperature; but by carefally pasting
up the crevicesit can be reduced te one-third

ished collection of poems several
ballads. for
Tues- | little folks of both the writers, and this is the
p)
book
in press by
Hurd & Houghton.
Miss
New York Says that Phebe had begun the series of balladsa short
Gould and Bischoff- time before her. death.
1,500 shares of Erie
A Brooklyn man has invented a life-preserver,
Staunton,

kitchen oven during the winter,
There i8 no danger of your losing

person; and, at considerable expense, the apparutus was adlipted to provide 1400 . instead,
| with ¢ébtirely unsatisfactory results, 2100 cubic
being

when

They will he ready,

and add to the fine flavor that hangs

In providing ventilation for the hospital
Lariboisiere,in 1856, 700 cubic’ feet of frésh air

per hour were

rirtpmt—v————

These. will be sold

the chickens are full grown,

in San

i Ameriea has obtained only nine diplomas of
honor out of four hundred and nineteen connine

'8, 1873.

OCTOBER’

broods of TT,

:

Ventilation.

Yeet

‘Mosby practices law in Richmond.

vessels from Nova Scotia were lost in the gale of " A glass goldfish globe, filled with water, set
the 24th of Aug. with all havds, numbering fire to the sleeve of a lady’s dress in New Haven,
twenty-seven.
the other dav, by concentrating the rays of the
One passenger. was killed and several wound- sur. Quite a large Dole was burned before the
ed by a eollision on the Pennsylvania Central fire was found.
Railroad, near Bolivar station, Sunday.

Rural and. FomesticEt.

government

by Sioux Indians are complained of by

Only 1000 feet of the Hoosac tunpel remain

STAR,

forees.

residents of Knox county, Nebraska, and measures have Leen tuken to check the savages.

It

contemplates athe

General Moriones last week offered battle to
the Carlists before Estella. The Carlists refused

M ISCE LLANEOD Sy.
Two school children were gored to death
wild steers at Jersey City, Wednesday.
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Take one dozen good sized tomatoes, skin and
"1,
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tepces commuted fo imprisonment for life,
The Rev. Dr. Cumming,
of Crown-court
flice them; put in a sauce-pan and boil for one
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Chapel, London, in a recent sermon,

FOREIGN.
il

Andrew Lusk, M, P., is elected Jord mayor

London.

The Spanish frigates which bombarded Ali
cante, Saturday, have left for Cartagena. Tt fs

thought the failure will precipitate the surrender
of Cartagena.

The political situation in France

grows

referred to

the visits of the Shah, Sultan, and Khedive. All
these potentates had been struck with England’s
of greatness and civilization, and with the results
of Christianity. One of the effects of the Sultan’s
visit was the repeal in Turkey of the law which
obliged ladies to go in public with ' their faces

veiled, and
never

been.

tolerating

Christianity

previously;-and

he

as it

bad

believed

that

a8 goon as the Shah reached Persia, the profes
inter- sion of Christianity would be openly permit-

esting, and despatches from Paris teem with rumors of important
Vena.

Special despatches Hoi t.
Petersburg report

ed,

A discovery has been made in the

Paris Acad-

emy of Science that hydrogen, hitherto considerthat a rupture has
ween Ruggia and gan element, is in reality a combination of two
' Japan, growing out'of
éstion “of
pro- elements, one of whieh Js nine times as light as
hydrogen and twenty-fiye times as light as ordi_prietorship of a portion “of ——
Island,
The new element is callFive persons al killed and several others nary illuminating gas.
ed abaron, meaning
weightless,
It will not

Ta

by

ofall of a high obimuey

at the

t, Eng., Friday.

‘burn, extinguishes flames , is without odor, taste
or color, The discoverer WM, Eire a well-

lligonss is received of severe fighting ™ known Kinoneh chemist,
and his,
Central Agia, the Afghans being engaged in war

: Pna

8, The former

defeated ‘by

Aare ace
{

Bokbars.

.

"latter recently.

1%

were severely cessful experiments, The infliiencé of the diseot‘Afghans

destin toSogn

RT

$3

und finnex
7

The Corremponiensin contradicts the report
that a coolness has sprunyg-up between Castelar

and General Sickles, the United States minister.

Fide

discovery was
not am accident, bat the ‘result of w'series of suc,

ery; should’ it be birbatantinted, upon ‘bulfeoning,
ery,

will be manitest. The tremendous

‘power

of abaron will rendér possible the employ njent
f metalic balloons,capable of resisting all strains
shocks, and also of Prevenuuz the eseape of
gas by exosmosis,
phil

hour; season with pepper and
through a sieve, put back into

Hens
H
nd Hennery.
yg ba

“A whted

So
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gh

Last year we.
Anew hennery. When the
carpenter had finished it he declared, by way
of self-praise ; that it was the finest one in the
country. It had windows and doors, and a
staircase

leading

up

into

the

cold

weather Dra

laying

parlor,
#s-

nice as a lady’s chamber. After. some able,
the hens were decoyed. into their new
but it was found, as

that they did
home.

We

no

have

Iny as well as in their

troughs

fresh sour. milk,

crow

will

afford a daily

supply

of

The, feathered beauties will

and eacklp over jthig, and’ every

fow fresh cxg8 WADE Fathdrad into't

mixed with ice and show to scratch in,

1t is folly'to ‘shirt hens out of ‘the ‘Stables and’|
barn-yard.
Nov. 156th all the, hes were sold
except some of the finestdooking dnd best lay-

ers, together

with

some

without

paring,

is a small

beef or

mut-

quantity

of hot

fat, put in the apples, cover, and fry them soft;
then remove the cover and brown them nicely.
|
ie

Toast Soup

“Why

for Invalids.

break it into

fragments,

the pieces into a pitcher, and pour on more
half a pint of boiling water.

A little

than’

pepper and

old hens having

late

This drfok iy haity found sede to sick

or deficate persons, |and, at the same,

nutritious.

It was

much

recommen

time, quite
ed

under’

the namie of ** toust soup”by the late Dr. William Dargach, and gave satisfactjon whefeyer
used,
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Large bottles, $1.50;
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will strike into the bread without leaving any on
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hes is a a

“

For terms
territory, apply to J. B.
New York, 2
Gils, o San kit

Merit

many years.

A
“Unliké all other
books, it has a oldim on woman’s attention,
A
HOURSE-TO HOUSE CANVASS PAYS|”?
$70 in one
Week was made by & single agent,

Take
a thin slice of stale wheat bread, and
toast until it is brown through; but be careful
that you do not burn it. While itis still hot,
spread some butter over it, but not more than

Now

True

aria tats 117A

-

BRONCHIAL TROCKES,” have been béfore the public

*“Housekeeper's Manual” sells,
Bucceéssful
Agent says:

GO

the sarface,

by

oyment at home, day or evenin
no capital; Me ructions und vahiable package A
goods sent free
he l. Address with six cent return stamp, M, Y
& Co. ,178 Greenwich 8t,N.Y,
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Wanted to introduce our celebrated Rubber Goods
They sell rapidly,
get Went
for ladies’ and bor oh
and give perfect satisy
‘Active fgents can real:
ize small fortunes;id
r par liu
0%
Josue, Adds feos 1

day a | salt foproyes! tlie tasté ; so that they may
be add :
Pintry. ed,

Last winterft, was a ney house; with: graveled
walks,

in ‘slices,

pan ready in which

old

Holes will be cut thourgh leading into.the stables #ud ‘hog-pens. Here
opportunity will be
had for hens to serateh and pick up waste grain.

to roast

Friep AppLvs,~Take, any
cut

been at work to make it warm;

it is banked and battened, and after the floors
ap well cleaned, they. will be littered with
ay.

The hog

delicions accompapiment
ton,

tio
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galt, then strain
the pan and add

two well beaten eggs. ‘Stir rapidly for fiye minutes, then turn out .and serve. This isa very
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BAPTIST

PRINTING

ESTABLISHMENT

Office, 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
ReviI. D. STEWART.

Publisher.

To
whom all letters on business, remittances of
monty, &a., shold be sent. All communications
desighed for publication should be addressed to the

their income,

beyond

all liability of being diverted from their
present channel. With a hope of harmonizing the views of the brethren and uniting
the Society heartily upon some plan of ac-

tion,the subject was réferred to a committee
of seven, with instructions to report at an

Mermint $3.00 per year; or If pad strictly IN ADVANCE, $2.50
:

adjourned meeting, to be held on Weédnes-

BEMAITTANCES must be Jade in money
orders, bunk checks, or drafts, if possible.
When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a

as appointed, consisted of J. Fullonton, E.

registered letter.

All Postmasters

are

ebliged to

day, at 2

o'clock,

p.

M.

The

committee,

Knowlton,W. H. Bowen, N. Brdoks, S.
Curtis, E. W. Page and R. Dunn. Subsequently, J. Fullonton was excused from
service, at his request, on account of feeble
health, and D. Waterman was appointed
to fill the vacancy... The Society then ad-

register letters whenever requested to do so.
oneys
thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
regular charges for money. orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money ordefs may be deducted from the amonnt due, when thus sent, Agents
Are pa
larly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
apers are forwarded until an 8X plicit order is
received by the Publisher for their
discontinuance,
and unl payment of all arrearagesis made as required
by law.

journed.
ANNIVERSARY

the date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing

The Anniversary Convention assembled
at 7 o'clock, the Pyesident, Rev, J. Mariner,

Each subscriber

year, without

1s

particularly

further

reminder

NEWSPAPER
1.

Auy person

requestedto note

from this oftice.

a newspaper

regularly

from the post-ofce—whether directed to his name or
another’s,

or

whether

he

has

subscribed or

responsible for the payment.
2.

Ifa

person

orders

his

jorer

not—is

discontinued,

he

must pay all arrearages,or the publisher may continue fo send it until paymentis made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paperis taken from the
o Nice or not.

:

8. The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspa;
and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or
emo
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidemce of intentional fraud.
BE .

49

When

Agents receive

premiums, Bo percentage

on prea sent for the Sfar isallowed in addition.
_ &@
We send no. books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.

The Blorning Star.

. That fed the hosts of Israel,
Enough for each day’s fullest store
And largest need—enough—no more.
For willful waste, for prideful show,
God sent not angels’ food below.
_

Still in our nights of deep distre.s
The manna falls our hearts to bless,

And, famished, as we ery for bread,
With heavenly food our lives are fed.
And each day’s need finds each day’s store
Enough.
Dear Lord, whit want we more?
ih
nin Margaret KE, Sangster.

a =

-

Anniversaries.
sn

Le

“The Anniversaries of the Benevolent So-

with the F. Baptist de-

«nomination were held at Farmington, N,
H., commencing on Tuesday, Oct. 7, and
closing on-Thursday evening, Oct, 9. The
attendance of ministers and others was,
from the, first, quite large, and the interest

felt ‘and exhibited at the various meetings
sometimes rose to a high level. We give
such

epifomized

ments, which consists of the Corresponding
Sgeretaries of the several societies, with

Rev: C. O. Libby as chairman.

On motion

of Rev. J. A. Howe, it was voted that the
Com. of Arrangements at once make out,
report and publish a list of the names of

speakers whe are to deliver addresses before

the several societies at the anniversaries to
be Leld a year hence.
At a quarter before eight, after prayer
by Prof. R. Dunn, Rev. J. Mariner preached
the Anniversary .Sermon, from 1 Sam.
8:5, 6:

ble, pathetic, humorous

——

"Twas in the night the manna fell,

cieties connected

ident for” the ensuing year, and Rev. I.
D. Stewart, Secretary, who was
also
assigned a place on the Com. of Arrange-

Only the briefest report of this sermon
can be given, and the péculiar, quaint, forci-

Manna.

t

SERMON.

Now make ona kip to judge us like all the nations. But the thing disp eased Samuel, when they
said, Give us a king to judge us; and Saniunel prayed unto the Lord.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1873.

The

AND

in the chair. The Jeol snes va travsacted. Rev. E. Khowlion was chosen Pres-

DECISIONS.

who takes

CONVENTION

accounts of "the occasion,

in its various features, as may

enable

our

readers to enter sometyhat into sympathy

and

bizarre

utter-

want more of them. We want a company
of evangelists, ‘besides the pastors.
'We
want our papers and booksto be thoroughty
denominational,

and.

itets

anf

thoughts

farnished from every section and every
class. Let the denomination keep its name,
for it is honorable. Let it be enterprising,
independent and hopeful.
Our schools have multiplied cheeringly.
What
a family of them have sprung from
the mother at Parsonsfield! . If she were to
buy. two hundred acres of iand and call them
home, what a gathering would appear.
And how much that -family stands for.
And this has not come from the effort to be
like others, but of the energy

and faith we

have put into the effort to do our own
proper work. In missions we are doin,

well, both in the home field and foreigd,
Here we can use men and money to the
highest purpose ; and if they are supplied,
it’ is easy to foresee a grand future. It is
hard work j build up churches in the midst

of heatherfism, whether it be of the foreign
or domestic kind.

Bal the gains have been

real and large since Noyes #hd Phillips frst
went out to Orissa. We shall go on with
that work, won and bound to it afresh by
the graves that hold our beloved dead.
Othenreinforcements will follow that now
waited for and on its way. Let us learn that
our dignity is found, not

in

ruling, but.

in

church,” The remarks made and the solem~
aity and interest of the occasion rendered
the season most precious and memorable.
:
AFTERNOON.
The Anniversary of the Education Society was held at 2 o’elock, P. M., the President, Rev. G. T. Day, in the

chair.

‘After

singing, and prayer by Rev. E. W. Porter,
the Com. appointed at the previous meeting, to consider the subject of rendering
aid to

Bates

College,

made

their

report.

This report was temporarily laid on the
table, to be taken up at the close of the Anniversary addresses. The Cor. Sec., Rev.
W.

H.

Bowen,

then

read

his annual re-

port, which was especially brief but suggestive.
He said: The
Christian

great

church

question

to-day

is,

how

before the
to

meet

the demands for an efficient and adequate
ministry. . The plea, *‘ Come over and
help us,” sounds out from all quarters. Tle
ranks of: the ministry must be chiefly filled

against

which: we

protested; is now the home of a F. Baptist
church.
Our record on Temperance is a

cléar and noble ene.

We have promptly

answered all calls to the front which

cause has sent ‘out.

this

Avid fhese principles’

by which we have ‘stood are triamphing.

We want as much zeal'in preaching Christ
as in advocating reforms, and it is suspicious when we lack it. The courteous approach of other denominations tous owes
Jitsell more to our independence than to our
seeking their favor, just as our maintenance

We have had

enough

of the work-of

un-

Christ. He did mot ‘ask to be like others.
Not ambitious to’ reproduce the past, he
would bring im what should be. The
fathers dared to set out on a new voyage.
They did not wish to make a pope for or of

themselves ; they would unmake the popes
already existing. They would un-Calvinize
the Calvinists. They taught free grace and

and

a healthy

and

harmonious

ment.

2.

develop-

i

We want the earnest lieart as well as

the quickened “brain. | The power coming
from the indwelling of the Hgely.'Ghost! is
the vital thing.

3.

i

{3

dedi

We want more mutual faith and

fra-

ternal feeling.” We want to be ‘free irom
jealousies,
icisms and
4,
We
needlessly

invidious distinctions, harsh crit
managing rings.
ti
need to, pay our debts before
incurring others.
This will save

Président invited
«OF

Rev.

The

John Stevens, one

denominational fathers, to open

exercises with prayer.
ord, was

read,

the

the

The Secretary's recs

Treasurer and the Ex,

Board presented their annual reports, which
were

approved,

a resolution

was

passed

deelaring: that any beneficiary of the Soci
ety; who, aftef becoming

such, should

en-

not what we want.

; We don’t want to seek

a throne and make a king. If we bad a religious conference, concluding with the
throne, we should fight over the gestion, celebration of the Lords’ Supper. The conWho shall occupy it?
It is presumptuons for any man to assume
to speak forthe whole denomination, It is
well if each can speak wisely for himself.
In speaking for the denomination, the poor

ter into thé marriage relation, should cease and weak should be taken into account ag
Our work
to recetve aid from ils funds, a committee well as the rich and strong,
to nomipate officers was appointad, and within the denomination should be done not
the Society then took up for consideration so much for others outside as for ourthe ‘récommendation of the Board relating
to the raising of funds in aid of Bates Col~
lege. A free, kind, animated and “earnest
"discussion,

oceupying

about! two

hours,

wag entered on; and participated in by a
large number of brethren.

The differences

of opinion concerned chiefly the methods

At 9 1-2 o'clock there was held a social

selves,

We bave nade real and cheering progress
in our work.
we now

report,

Besides the 70,000
we Have

given

members
to other de-

nominations many of their best members,
as well as some of their very poorest,
If
more or less churches bave gone down,

to be adopted. All parties seemed séttled
in the conviction that the Society should at

there are many others that have nobly gone

for this object. ‘Some of the speakers favored the giving of an unconditional note

church edifices that embody convenience
and taste. ‘We have as good ministers to-

up,.

Instead of the school-houses and barns

once “tindertake ‘the work of raising funds in Syoich our fathers preached, we haye

Each church should Jay its hand on ‘such

young men 85 may be found within or about

it, and aid in effecting their consecration
to this service.” And those in the ficld can

aid othérs who are entering it,—aid them

by being better ministers themselves, and
by freely giving them counsel: and sympa
thy and encouragement.
The number of young men in our various

sid ent,

made.

He urged, at

that

time,

the

need

old.

It has not done a great and noticeable»

so long that he was striding quite. too far
ahead

of the denomination to warrant any

expectation that he would be followed.
One man replied,—looking out of the window meantime toward the distant horizon,
—that,in the light of that speech, be saw in
the distance a college education called for
as a preparation for the ministry. Very
likely he did see it, for, as time has proved,
it was really there, and we have learned: to
look at it, close at hand, without any mortal terror. He went from that meeting
with a heavy heart.
Biit things have changed. There isn’t opposition enough now to awaken enthusiasm
in a speaker. For a real speech is born of
the energy stirred by opposition. Men send
for Wendell Phillips, ask him to lecture on
the Lost Arts,or Street Life in Europe,and go’
away at the end, saying they have heard a

Chinese heathen, the igno-

that ckiefly'means lidense. There is a necessity for a pure and free gospel,
This
alone will save thg country. If you love
and would help the Foreign Mission, our
educational

interests,

the

welfare

of the

freedmen

whose chains we so long labored

to strike

off, then

come

forward and

aid

the Home Mission cause, for: only as this
praspers can they be sustained. Do you love

thé

denomination;

dojyou care: for the

prevalence of its influence ? Then help the
Home Mission Society.
~~~ oi
pi. ;
During ‘the past year, there have been
special hindrances to progress; but, in spite
of ‘them, there are some ' cheering facets to

report;

The

receipts have ‘been ‘a little

more than $10,000,

‘an

‘increase

of $2,000

above the receipts of the previous year.
The financial condition ‘has been improved.
speech from the great orator.
But they The débt of the western Board has been
haven't. Send up a basket of addled eggs | paid, as wéllas other old debts.—The Sec.
to Boston, to be’emptied by a mob which then proceeded to give some account of
makes him their target, and then you will the fields in which the Society is making
appropriations, read some brief extracts
hear a real speech from him.
Twenty-five years ago, at General Con- from the letters of several missionaries,
ference, we sought to finish up a" partially-

filled subscription of $10,000 for aiding
theological education. It was a long, hard
task. Dr. Burns stood up and plead with the
audience,and especially with one prominent
and well-to-do man in it. After a long

time and mueh

pressare the

and specified a number of new fields from

which pleas for aid are coming,—Kansas,
Alabama, Texas, California, Oregon, &c.
There
are
now some: 2500,
members

gathered into
freedmen.

the

churches
:

among
:

the

The-Sec. gave ‘an interesting account of

object was

gained, and the congregation went wild his recent visit to Louisiana, and especially
over the achievement, and spent their en-; to New Orleans; referred to the interest
thusiasm in stamping and clapping and awakened by the labors‘of Rev. D. Pu
shouting.
Then the Moderator, touched in Cilley while serving ‘as army chaplain in

the South ; to the meetings of worship held

wanted, and time will show if it is present.

a’ profuunder

1f college study

wished some one to voice the gratitude of by the freed people. in the old slave pen
the assembly in thanksgiving and: prayer to and auction roomin the Crescent city; to
God. And the one than to whom the eyes the joy with: which his coming was hailed

interferes

with the devel-

but never really needful.

‘We want the

opment of this quality, it is-unfortunate,

culture and the faith of Mitchell who' shone
like a star in the heaven of ‘science, and
then went up ‘to be himself ‘a star in the
diadem of ' Christ; ‘the 'laige knowledge

and doep piety" of Hugh Millér, who read

off tous the history

‘of the" azoic ages

as

ertrack.

‘The speaker here detailed a series

of experiments bearing upon the
spontaneous

theory of

generation, that would sweep

God from the universe,

and which he re-

plead and charm

without

this,

but

he can

not melt sinful hearts; and bring men to
Christ. Absorbed with questions of education

sixty prayers and ‘exhortations. The spirit
of the meeting was most excellent, and in-

to dratv, we are at times lacking.in soul

+

P

rant Romish masses, the German rational
ism from over thé sea, and the libepalism

well were the moments occupied, that there
were, in the space of an hour and a half,

At the communion, Rev. J. Stevens and
Prof. Dunn presided at the table, and the

Society was held at 7 o'clock the

from the West for the generous magnan- Rev. S. Curtis; inthe chair, A large auimity they were showing in their co-oper- dience - gathered, ' completely filling the
ation to secure the needed aid for Bates house, and a fine company of S. 8. children
College. He thought it had been seldom enliveried the occasion with some: excellent
equaled, and declared that it challenged his singing. , After the devotional: exercises,
profoundest admiration, = He then proceed- andthe presentation:and acceptance of the
ed to paint a vivid picture -of the seene Treasurer's report, the audience listéiied to
when, 26 years ago he made his maiden an abstract-of the report vof the Cor, “Sec.,
""
eds,
speech on the subject of education.
It Rev. 4. H. Chas¢.
He said: This Seeiety is npw 89-yonte:.
was the most effective speech he had ever

There are the

called,

the Christian element.

wreased i depth and férvor from its ‘commencement to it Glose. | It wd§ in’ every
respect a “love feast,” except in nde.

then

EVENING.
The Anniversary of the Home Mission

He com-

mended, in the highest terms, the brethren

The Society

selves correct, yet the speaker's legs were

are

er, and made remarks introducing.

exSo

morning, at half past 8,
adjourned.

presented were in the main and in them-

eminent

ject of the Christion Soldier as the theme of But we need educated mind imbued with
the meeting, Short prayers and pertinent the Spirit of God, This last is the really
remarks, interspersed with songs of; praise, vital thing, and the young men do not forfollowed in quick succession.
Some spoke
get or ignore it. A man can reason and
recalled reminiscences, and still others
pressed their purposes for the future.

port at an adjourned meeting, on Thursday

or, if called,

or

garded as illustrations of the ‘principle,
that Christian scientists are the only paossible correctives of that science which lacks

out of the depths of their experience, others

and wit and humor, under-

lain by a really serious purpose, rendered
it highly effective, but which can not be

really exhibited ia a brief report.

recom-

they do not answer. From the less prominent circles the recruits must be expected.
Who shall send and. provide for them ?
What is our part of the work? First, we
must pray the Lord of the harvest to send
forth laborers.
This is the Master’s direction.
Praying in the true spirit, "we
shall hasten to employ all proper means

ference was conducted by Rev. A. H. Morrell of Harper's Ferry. The hymn, “Am I
a solder of the cross,” was sung, when the
leader read a scripture lesson, offered pray-

the sub-

vivacity

was

wise

he found:it written in 'the rocks, but who
with those in attendapoe, ang. .gateh. the
also read his New Testament with the rov"spirit animating the bodies here setting
forth thé denominational life.
!| free will. They might not haye known so our credit und beget a needed public, confi- erent faith of ‘a Christian; and found there
the lesson« .that were dearest to his heart ;
much Of technical theology as others, but | dence.
EDUCATION BOARD AND SOCIETY.
i
5. We need to recognize the. fact: and the rare att:iinments of Faraday, who could
The ‘Ex. Board of the Ed. Soeiety met they knew the Bible, men, and lite, They
in ‘the vestry of the church at 1 ¢'clock were nolasbamed of full tones. They did act on it, that God calls men to preach who weigh the 100n in the scales of his thought
against a’ Scottish mountain, but - who
P. M., on Tuesday, and after attending lo not speak in apologetic whispers. Their have not graduated at a ppllege. Hinder not
brought his own soul to the test of Christ's
a little formal business, took up the ques- mode of promoting revivals was not those whom God calls. - 'Some of the most teachings
as to the only perfect standard.
hackneyed. They had earnestness, and be- useful men in our ministry, are those who
tion of raising funds to aid in’ ‘meeting the
lieved iu life even when it rose to excite- have never been blessed hy the advantages We know how Leverrier, sitting in his
conditions upon which Mr. Bates has pledgstudy, without a telescope, and basing his
ed $100,000 to Bates College. It was urg- ment. They remembered Pentecost and of such a course of study.
calculations on the recorded perturbations
sought its repetition. Their going into the
Let us trust that our suceessors will be
ed by all the members who expressed themof Uranus, pointed out the spot where a
selves, that such an effort is demanded, country rather than into the cities has been wiser, stronger and more efficient than ouryet undiscovered planet might be looked
criticised.
But
that
was
a
merit
of
their
selves, and that our dénomination will, unthat it should at onee be entered on by the
for; and when the tube of the ‘telescope
Society, and pressed forward ‘with energy method. There they found the elenients to der their direction, sweep like a noble ship
was turned to the designated point, there
be
built
up
into
the
best
types
of
character
into
her
triumphant
port,
with
the
old
name
and persistence; find it was unanimously
flamed out the circling sphere and gave us
and
life,
htted
for
seryice
in
the
cities.
Their
preserved; the old flag flying, and the
agreed to recommend the Society to pledge
a fresh revelation.
This illustrates the
the sum of ‘$25,000; on such conditions as parishes extended a hundred miles. Colby watch-word pealing out on the air, *‘Christ,
power of educated mind, We want minds
is
found
traversing
half
a
dozen
states.
The
and
Him
glorified
!"—Adjourned
to
meet
at
would make it aid in.meeting Mr. Bates’s
| in the pulpit, educated to an equal effioffer, and yet leave the arrangement for ‘cities were wisely left to a later time. It is the close of the public services on Thursday cieney, and that can deal thus skillfully
not well to,eall up their faults, They bad evening.
n
using the income of the pregent funds un"with the great facts and traths of morality
rare and selid virtues.. They were original
WEDNESDAY, OCT! 8. MORNING.
disturbed.
aod religion, until men shall find, not simmen,
and
not
copyists
or
echoes,
At 2 1+2,P. M,, the Annual Meeting of the.
The Annual Meeting of the Home Mis- ply a star, but a God blossoming on their
Some
may
question
whether
this
originalEduedtion Society was held in the church.
vision.
We want men who can follow
sion Society was held at 8 1-2. o'clock.
In’ spite of the rain, a large numberof ity is worth so much. They ask, whether The chief business transacted was the. elec- these scientists, —many of whom are honestmembers and fiends were in attendance, we may not put a liberal plank; into the tion of officers. These were substantially ly and naturally skeptical over the teachings
represepting different parts of the denomi- platform and go over to another position the same as those chosen last year, The of the Bible,—through all their course of
nation, and embodying almost ‘every dis- and company. May not’ the minister join Society then adjourned to the hour appoint- observation and expgriment, detect their ertinct phase of conviction and sentiment the converts, instead of leading the con- ed-for its Anniversary.
rors,and balance and keep them on the prdpverts to join his church 2, Such survender is

among { 0s on educational questions.

Rev. Dr. Fullonton followed in a speech
‘whose

and at six o'clock the subject

4 mitted to the Com., with instruetions to re-

by those who come.from families in humble
circumstances. Not many of the worldly

institutions of learning who have the minances would need to be read without
istry in view appears to be increasing. The
abridgment or attentively listened to in orwhole number of such young men aided by
der to he properly understood and estimatthe Society the past year is 70,—an increase
ed. He al once gained and steadily kept
the attention of the audience to the close. “of free government has won' the con- of 10 over the mumber aided the previous
year.—The report was approved, and it
He said:
fidence and sympathy of monarchies. Close
1t is one thingto copy; it is another and communion and Episcopacy begin to co- was voted that the usual dumber of copies
higher thing to originate or invent. To im- quette with and praise us. Randall would be printed for gratuitous distribution.
itate implies a valuable power; to furnish rejoice in ail these signs of progress could “ Rev. A. H. Heath then addressed the Sosomething worth imitating signifies some- he took down upon them from his heavenly ciety. He said: This Society claimed to be
/|-the guardian of all good learning, and
thing still better. To repeat other men’s hight.
:
thoughts may not be a very great matter.
A few things arc needed in order to our here was the place to discuss topics bearing
"on this object: Educated mind was never
Libraries way run through a man's head, real and rapid progress.
ia
but at the end of the process it may be as
1. We want a settled policy for jéars to needed in the pulpit more than to-day. We
emply as ever. We ought to profit both by come, so that we may be assured of order have been gaining in this direction, but
the successes and failures of the past. It is and permanence.
We don’t want fo go to there is still room for improvement. He
well to prize aud honestly praise-bygone’ each General Conference or Convention would utter no criticism over those who
goodness; but it is better to find good looking for and shuddering at a coming rev- have not enjoyed the advantages of college
education.
Real Christian manhood is
things now.
3
olution.
We want whole, rounded men,
earthing the defects and faults of our fathers.
They were “grand and noble men. Randall was-no copyist, save : that. he" copied

heart, we shull go forth to conquer.

ing other methods that might be more prac-

ticable were thrown out from time to time;

of more literary culture as a preparation work during any one year. But it has gone
for the pulpit. It evoked such a storm as on doing something real every year. Each
The
is seldom seen. Only one man came to his Y. M. has stations needing aid.
side, and he said that, though, the views South and West need aid as néyer before.

serving. We have abounded in good resoMitions and speeches, but they are not all.
Noble deeds have followed them.
to induce young men to enter the field,
Why should we change or ‘turn copyists ?
and to encourage and sustain them in it.
Our cause has been the winning one. The
New Orleans slave-pen,

throbbing in our speech that saves us from
feebleness and gives us success. Having
both the educated mind and ‘the inspired

as we

have

been and are, and hav-

ing only a given amount of power on which

and

more

reverent

way,

and hearts of the audiénce turned for that by a good old: colored brother, who had a
service, was the sainted Hutchins,—a man F. Baptist Treatise on our Faith, and whose
whaose dropping mrabtie, as he went: up ste
God, was so white and spotless'that ro one

of us has yet ventured to touch it with one
of our fingers. There are other mantles
Joosening,but we can not-afford to dismiss
the wearers yet.

His

J

“We now propose’ to vaise $200,000 for
BatesyCollege. That won't ‘make it rich.
By mo means. It will just enable it to
get on paying its needful éxpenses. It is
now, though but partially manned, running
behind $4,000 a year. It wants another
building at once. It won't do at all to fall
back and say, ‘“The college has a backer in
the person of Mr. Bates, and so we need

not trouble ourselves about it.” If that sentiment were to prevail, I would move to
request Mr.Bates to do what a New York

paper advises him to do,—send his gifts to
Bowdoin, or to some othér institution representing his. own denomination. But he
stands like a .rock in his’ devotion to the
college.
He sends us word that his heart
is

(init.

One of

‘his

friends in

Lewiston

confidence was

wholly

satisfied

wlién

he

found that the visitor carried ‘a copy of the
same work ; of the steady faith
reposéd in

the ‘prophecy of an old minister on ‘his
death-bed, that the Freewill Baptists of the
North would yet visit ‘and

care

for

them,

and of their patient waiting; ia spite of
ridicule and overtures to; go: elsewhere;
‘and of the overflowing gratitude which
followed as the fellowship was vitalized and deepened by intercourse. There are
three Q. M's, 2 number of churches and ministevs, ‘ealling themselves F. Baptist,in that
region; but their knowledge of us as a
people is small, and they greatly ‘need in-

struction and guidance.’ The report cloged
with a brief apd encouraging statement
respecting the Secs travels and labors,
with the obvious results which they yielded.
The : veport.

was

‘approved,

and

passed providing for printing and

ting the usual number of copies.

a

vote

distribu-

Prof.'R. Dunn then addressed the Society, briefly, but with his usual effectiveness.
He proposed simply to consider and reply
to a few objections brought against such

says: of ‘him, that he thinks more of the col:
lege than of all his capital invested in: the
business of the city. And to fail in meet- ‘missionary wouk ‘as this Society under
ing the generous offer of such a. man as that, takes. “Ft is charged that it is sectarian,
with promptness, appreciation and self-sac- enters into partisan competition with others
rifice,is what we are not going for a moment to "build churches where they are MObiwues sie
to consent to.

have

done

As has been said, the fathers

noble

things; and

men will worthily follow them.

the

young

Yes, they

will do it. The purpose flashes now in their
eyes; ' Like Job’s war-horse, they snuff the

neéded.—But it is' not

a

‘work involving

any more competition . than any other form
of church work. There are other churches.
in

most

places.

where

The argument against

ours

are

planted.

planting churches

battle afar off, and are eager to go forward lies equally against maintaining those al.
and meet the armed men, and they are to ready existing.
|
bring back a victory.
There is no objection to a Teal denominaAt the close of the addresses, the report tionalism. Instead, it ‘is a virtue.
‘Men
of the Com. was taken from the table,

and

discussed frankly, earnestly, and at), length
In substance, the report recommended that,
the Ed. Society give its note for $25,000 to
Bates College, and pay interesggon jt from
the time when the whole sum of $200,000
shall have been secured, —provided

not less

and

women

unavoidably

have different

views of réligion,as well'as farming, politics,
trade, and education,~in respect to the sun
and the air. Increase of knowledge brings
change and diversity. They interpret the
Bible
: differently. That can’t be helped.

These diverse views embody themselves. in

than 25 persons can be found who will. be different:
organizations. | . Episcopacy,
responsible for muking up any vii
sprinkling, &g., are regardedas right by
the interest due on this note while the one, as wrong by another, To ask either
work of raising the $25,000 is going fi
surrender a strong and vital conviction
ward, so that neither the present funds nor i$ unreasonable,
It is not necessary to
their income shall be liable for any part ot real unity. Iideed, faithfulness to convic-

It also recom- tion must be the basis of all, Christian unity
forge, because we have so largely used up the sum due the College.
the energy in supporting thie action
.of the mended putting an efficient agent at once that is anything more than a name anda
brain. But the meed of it is urgent. A into the field to raise’ this amount. Three sham. , Souls don't ‘unite by stultifying
plain and iZnorant old woman, who, can, ‘members of the Com, offered to take their themselves. And it is proper to. build up a
not frame a sentence correctly, having this ghare of this responsibility, and, during the denomination for the same reason as to,
fervor coming of God's spirit, will master ‘afternoon, a few others proposed to do the
Concluded on fourth page.
\

3

3 le

FREEWILL

present funds, with

con-

sidered, and on its various sides; the arguments for and against the plan were] presented and weighed ; suggestions respect-

TM.

and good faith, for a provision that left the

ISSUED BY THE

J

The whole subject’ was

RBM

-{ funds shall be left undisturbed ; while others pleaded earnestly, as essential to unity

THE FAMILY,

il

same thing,

3

FOR

NEWSPAPER

were, and far more of elements were distributed by the deacons of worldly and unbelieving hearts which repious and devoted to the church in Farmington, assisted by the sist all the culture apd. skill of the pulpit
their work, and though some of them have deacons of the church in New Durham, scholar and orator, She carries more than
It is God's, power
larger salaries, they often die poorer. We sometimes designated as “the
mother human magnetism.
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but the term *“ Satan,” to the personal Sa- passage reads, ** until they haveseen the vate conversation he is very pleasant and
God had sayed them. with an outstretched and shalt climb the mountains of knowledge
ay
Jian whose service Peter wsof unwittingly kingdom of God come with power;” which social.
arm, and delivered ghem from their oppres- in coneeption and appreciation of his charwent to Surrey SOr8 with a great salvation.
performing,
It is claimed that the term | wasvseen in the day of Pentecost, and in | In the afternoon, we
Wx,
acter, as thou gainest peak after peak, still
—
ce
cone
| ** Satan” was not addressed to Peter, but | subsequent experiences given in Acts. Chapel, to hear Newmar Hall. The church
wilt thou find Christ looking down from °
more from a desire to shield Peter, than to | Luke says, ‘‘ till they see the kingdom of is octagonal in form and much better light"summits above thee, Thou mayest deem the
Not
Alone.
Sabbath School Lesson.—Oct. 19,
God.” The passage refers to the work of ed than Spurgeon’s. When they commencnext hight beyond is the last, as, in as.
stand bravely up fo the language used.
Jesus
in connection mp the preaching of ed reading the liturgy, we feared there |
Thou
*
Satan,
of
say
to
cending the literal mountains of the earth—
that
QUESTIONS
AND NOTES BY PROV. J, A, HOWE.
Our
Saviour,
while
speaking
to
.the
Jews
evident
is
It
$
Ca
.
his gospel, after bis ascension. The ex- had been some mistake, and asked one Lin the temple, sald, “He that sent me is
savorest not the things that be of God,” |
) *“HiNs peep o'er hills and Alps on Alps arise,—
pression to * taste of death” is supposed to sitting near if it was Newman Halls church,
with me; the Father hath not left me alone, Though, in the literal case, thou
| would Le meaningless, but to call a maa
THE
CROSS FORETOLD,
~
art able to
be suggested
by tasting a bitter potion Half assured, yet ‘fearing the question for 1 do always those things
Satan because he stands in the place of Sathat please gain the final summit at last, yet never
from
a
goblet
or
cup.
had
been
misunderstood,
we
looked
for
him.” And at the close of his last interview wilt thou be ‘able
tan, putting offenses or stambling-blocks
to find the summit
MATTHEW 16: 21-28,
;
The practical “lessons of thgse passages Mr. Hall, It certainly can’t be that very
Tom hy
]
in the path of duty, and caring to please
with bis disciples, before his death on the of Christ's
still will new
character;
give
them
their
value,
and
are
obvious
to
aged,
white-haired
gentléman
in
the
read[ men rather than God, makes the language
cross, he said, “Behold the hour cometh,
scepes
in
the
phases
of
coutempl
ation be
QUESTIONS.
yea, is now come, that ye shall be scattered continually expanding into sight
both severe and consistent. Peter was rep- all. May every teacher have courage and ing-desk conducting the services. |
!
still will
91. What did Jesus show hig disciples? From
grace
to
apply
them
to
his
scholars.
We had never thought of him as being every man to his own, and shall leave me
resenting the side.of Satan against Jesus,
what time is meant? The meaningof * from that
the uncomprehended
Christ, in sweetly
an
old
man;
and
in
a‘maze
we
began
to
Jerusaler
? Why must he go to
—————
SSS
time forth”
and therefore was addressed. as * Satan,” |
alone, and yet I am not alone, because the perplexing mystery impel thee to fall before
suffering forced on Chris
o>
.
*
Was
think how long since we first heard of his Father is with me.”
and suffer?
the
tempter.
**
Thou
art
an
offense
unto
|
fi
To
suffer?
to
i him, —
choose
he
did
or
against his will,
“ Coming to Jesus,” and vainly endeavorme.” The common use’ of the term “ ofwhat extent did he foresee his last experiences?
He
who
was
the
brightness
of
his
Father's
“Lost in wonder, I8ve and praise,”
ed to recall from his father's memoir some glory, voluntarily came to earth, lived a
92. How did this intelligénce affect Peter? Had
When fense” for ** stumbling-block,” is here made. |
told ‘the disciples? .
this ever before on
O Saviour ! 1 thank thee for existence, —for
dates
as
to
his
father's
or
his
own
life
that
of
ect
ob,
To
savor
is
to
taste
or
smell
acceptably,
to
|
true
the
d
did they first comprehen
suffering life, and died ‘an ignominious the capabilities
i
of my soul, able to go on in
‘Christ’s mission?
Why was Peter so bold in his
.
Homeward.
would throw light upon the subject. Just
relish, to take pleasure
in.
death, not secking his own will, but the such progressive comprehe
Junguage to Jesus?
nsion of thee,
then
a
tall
man,
of
middle
age
tentered
and
BY REV.J. M. W. FARNHAM.
* The things that be of God" refers to |
2, How did Jesus answer Peter? Why was
will of the Father. He was conscious of yet never able to
bh by
——
come
to
Jesus so severe in reply? The appropriateness of
a
fall. comprehenascended
to
the
pulpit.
We
were
not
at
the plan of redemption which Jesus was to |
the love of the Father, of the perfect union sion, I thank thee
calling Peter, Satan? The meaning of ** thou art
for the enlarged enjoyWe must not leave London without seeing all pleased to see this stranger ‘come jn,—
an offense unto me ”? What does savor mean?
finish.
Peter was mot in sympathy with
that existed
between himself and the ment which attends,
ever parallel with enOf what do the things of God savor? The things
that plan, as he had heard it unfolded by | one of its fine parks. Regent's, one of the fearing au exchange, and that we should Father, and of the co-operation of the Father
of men?
?
larging comprehension. Ob, grant me thy
largest,
is
a
long
distance
off,
and
no
street
not
hear
Newman
Hall.—Again
interrogat24. What did Jesus then say? What is meant
Christ.
:
in the mighty works which he wrought.
by * come after me”?
What by ‘deny himself”?
24. This episode gave occasion to Christ | cars, but thereis what you will find inno ing our next neighbor, we asked, ** Who is Consequently, through all the varied scenes spirit to aid me in this blessed study; for
his cross”? By “tollow me”?
By “take up
to declare the law of self-sacrifice.
He other city in the world,—a system of under- that? ¢ Newman Hall," was the reply. of his human life, even when deserted by without such assistance, I shall make but.
25. What did Jesus give asa reason for followmeager progress; but in. proportion as I
And his very
ing him? How ean this verse be true?
What is
taught that forgetfulness of self was an in- ground railrpads. A short walk brings us to ‘“Isthat. Newman Hall?
his most. devoted earthly friends; he could shall receive and retain thy spirit shall I
meant by * for my sake”?
5
the station, and, buying a ticket, we are di- satisfactory response was, ‘* Yes."
tegral
purt
of
discipleship.
To
follow
26. What questions are here asked? What is
rected upon which side to descend {o avoid
Mr. Hall is a dissenter, and of broad, gay, “IL am not alone.” He seemed to give continue ‘to go on in rapidly acquiring
What by “lose bis own
his soul?
meant by
Christ requires self-denial, and not until |
How can a man exchange his soul for the
soul”?
crossing the track. The platform and cars catholic spirit. Though he uses the litur the reason that the Father had not left hint knowledge of thee.
Gro. E. Prac,
the mind is brought to recognize and choose
: world? What is the answer to these questions?
are lighted with gas. There isa double gy he does not ‘read prayers. When, aft- alone,in the assertion that he made, that he
Danville, N. H.
is here made? When
27. What announcement
that principle, ean one walk in the footwill this occur? John 6: 40, The meaning of
track, and the diminutive engines go shriek- er the service, I expressed my surprise did always those things that pleased him;
steps of Jesus. Notice the universal appli- |
How will Christ re~++ the glory of his Father”?
ing past each other, dragging their little that they read the liturgy, he said, * we and to hgs-diseiples he said, *“As the Father |
What works are necessary for salward men?
An Hour Before Day.
cation of this law of self-sacrifice: ** If any |
trains at full speed, usually below the sur- claim to be the only ones who use it prop- bath loved me, so have I loved you; con- ||
vation?
BY JOSEPH
FULLOXNTON.
man4vill
come
after
me,
let
him
deny
him|
affirmed? The meaning of
_ 28. What is bere
| tinue ye in my love. If ye keep my cqmface, sometimes beneath the open heavens,
Of
“verily”? Of *“shall not taste of death”?
self, and take up his cross, and follow me.” but often plunging into long arches under erly.” His theme was *‘the Gospel the mandments ye shall atdde in my love, i 1 | © The literal night is often a time of gloom.
coming in his kingdom”?
“the Son of man
bread of life.” The only thi%ig remarkaTo “ come after” Jesus is to imitate his | the streets and houses.
Mark 9:1; Lukead: 27.
Was this promise fulas | bave Lept my Father's commandments { The sick in wakefulness and pain, travelers
Arrived at your
filled? . Acts 2: is
4: 31-83.
spirit, or to obey his precepts. To deny | destination, you ascend the steps upon the ble about the discourse was its plainness, and abide in his love.” His follawers are re- (on diffi-u't highways, and marriners on
self is to put our desires under, instead of same side of the road, and pass outinto ‘and great simplicity. But he wa$ earnest, quired to exereise the same mind that he | stormy seas, *‘wish for the day.”
_.
NOTES AND HINTS.
over our wills, and our will§:in subjection daylight. These railroads are so numer- interested, and interested. every ore who possessed. ‘‘He became obedient unto death,
Moral and religious night, caused by ig:
21. The scene of the events here describ“
.
to that of Christ.
The expression, ** Take | ous-that you may easily and. quickly reach heard him.
|
norance
and sin, is terribly gloomy and
ed is Cesarea Philippi, a town at the foot up his cross,” was a proverbial remark of |
_ His language is much more chaste and even the death of the cross,” ¥nd these'who
|
distressing.
. The world has had much of
follow
and
obey
him,
have
th®
-precious
any’neighborbood
you
desire.
A
few
niiuof Mount Libanus, aud near the source of that day, yet meaning more than the dis- |
correct than Spurgeon’. He isa man of
such, one of which is now to be described.
promise’of
his
unchanging
love
and
conutes
brings
us
to
the
entrance
of
the
park.
the Jordan.
It was the ancient Laish, | ciples saw. It'is mecessary for any person |
leathing and culture, and possesses ‘more
{ The night had been long and dark. There
stant presence.
We
took a long and
tiresome
walk
afterwards called Dan, thé Dan denoted by { who will be a disciple of Jesus to consent |
refinement than
Mr. Spurgeon. When
“If
2
man
love
pe,”
said
Jésus,
“he
will
| were but feeble glimmerings of light. Polthrough
the
extensive
and
beautiful
grounds,
the expression ** from Dan to Beersheba.” to obey the law of sacrifice of self for duty |
told howt.mhuch he was honored for giving
lok speaks of the Bible as a “‘star that rose
keep’
my
word;
and
my
Father
will
love
spending
most
of
our
time
in
the
part
deHere Christ blessed Peter for bis confession, -and for Christ, because circumstances will |
all of bis father’s life,—the dark side of
on time.” But only parts of it were then
him,
and
we
will
come
unto
him
and
make
voted
to
the
menagerie.
Here
is
one
of
the
—+ Thou art the Christ, the Son of the liv- often be hostile to Jesus und friendly to |
the picture with the bright,—he said it was
written, and the {fragments of it here and
our
abode
with
him.”
Precious
promise
!
|
|
finest
collections
of
animals
in
the
world,
ing God,” and here that, Raving prophesied
pretty hard; he sometimes thought people
evil.
| and containing
a far greater variety than will say, * He must be a strange sort of a And, oh, how precious, is the fulifilment of there shone but dimly, like very distant
of his church whigh should never perish,
25. The Saviour here teaches that even
stars, to the bewildered inbabitants of
that promise !
he begun to announce what awaited him. life on earth is not the highest gift of God, | we have before seen in one place.
man if he had such a father as that.” Bat
earth. There was a moon in’ that. night,
Various
are
the
situations
in
which
the
If oue’sycircumstances would permit, a
“ From that time” means after baving de- and that if any man will * save his life,” |
it wasthe way his father had left it, and Christian is liable to be placed’; but no ex- the law of Moses with ifs ordinances, but
month
or
two
could
be
passed.
pleasantly
clared to Peter and the other disciples the rather than his virtue or obedience, if he
it was necessary in order to show the work
that moon was waning and its light was
destined institution of his church.
Pre- will ‘put life higher than Christ, he will, in and profitably in and about this grest me- of grace. We told him it could not but do ternal circumstances can deprive him of the
feeble.
——
.
in
presence
of
his
Saviour,
and
nothing
can
viously, Christ bad intimated that he must the world to come Iose all that is meant by tropolis and e¢ommercial center of the good wherever it was read, tha¥it had done
Men
groped
in
darkness.
They
stumbled
separate
him,
from
his
love.
He
may
be
become a sacrifice for the world. | He had the term ‘‘eternal life.” On the other hand, world. In sight-seeing, shopping and vis- us more - good than any other book,* and
called to resign worldly ease and cows and fell, they kuvew: mot at what. ‘Many
ULecome familiar
said, * As Moses lifted up the serpeat in if Christ is ranked higher than life, and the iting friends, we have
expressed a hope it might be abridged to forts, and, in the employment of his love darkness rather than light. Tt wa<
the wilderness, even so must the Son of disciple will sacrifice even that rather than with most of the great thoroughfares and
bring it within'the reach of all classes.
heavenly Master, to perform arduous duties, not altogether so then, Some knew there
man be lifted up.™ John 3: 14. Jt accords disobey or remoumce Christ, be shall find principal places, and must now be off to
Like Spurgeon, he is at the head of requiring high moral and intellectual at- was something better and desired it. There
with the usual method of revealing truth hereafter, that his loss is everlasting gain. see something of other parts of England.
numerous evangelical organisations, He tainments, and to contend with combined was a gracious promise of a ‘‘day-spring
to have .this announcement delayed until In our day, when loyalty to Jesus involves But we can not think of leaving till we
is said to have fifteen Sunday schools, with opposing influences, and he may deeply from on high,” of the glorious rising of ‘the
the disciples were prepared to receive it. no exposure to death, the danger is that we have heard Spurgeon and Newman Hall.
sore
five thousand children in them, He
feel his own insufficiency for the work “as- Sun “of righteousness,” and there was a
As we approached the Tabernacle, there
At the beginning of their discipleship they be not willing to yield less ‘than life for
has"
the care of missionaries in seventeen
:
would have been confounded by it. They Christ. The mania for riches is doing more were a few tiers of persoms gathered upon localities. And after the Sunday evening signed him; but he hears’ the voice of his longing for (heir coming.
The ‘morning Star is the harbinger of
Saviour, saying, “Lo, I am with you alexpectéd him to be a royal, invincible Mes- to blast Christian character than all other the steps. While those provided with
service, the members of his congregation
It shines not of its own light,
ways ;" andthe language of his heart is;™'I coming day.
siah, with whiclf
a prophesy of his death evils. © The record of daily dishenesties tickets passed through a gate, and, crossing
go to hold out-door meetings in various
would have @¢ollided and wromght evil. should cause us to hear Christ say, *“ If any
the yard, were admitted at a side door, the dircctions. Connected with his church'are will. go in the strength of the Lord God ;" but of that borrowed from the sun. At the
“I can do all things through Christ that time now spoken of, it was below the horiThey had just declared their faith in him as man Will have riehes he shall lose them, crowd upon: the front steps was constantly
numerous, elothing societies, = Industrial
zon. Not far. from-Jerosalem, on the slope
*¢ the Christ,” the Messiah of God. Therebut whosoever will lode riches for my sake and rapidly increasing. Though there was schools, Temperance societies, and Tract strengtheneth me ;” and hehas the pleasing
of a hill, commanding the valley where
consciousness
that
his
*‘labor
is
not
in
vain
fore it was time for them to know what shall find them.”
the most good feeling, yet those nearest the societies, besides contributing to other
:
in the Lord.” Or he may be placed in a David fought Goliath, John the Baptist was
their Messiah was to do. Ile was to build
doors
maintained
their
position.
After
long
26. The aniswer to this question is, *“Nothassociations.
this way several thousand
He was a son of the priest **of the
less active, but more trying situation, and born.
his church, which should withstand assault
ing, and worse than nothing.” This verse waiting and much crowding, we heard the pounds are expended yearly, besides supand decay ; he was to * go unto Jerusalem, is generally misunderstood. The word ren- bolts stide and simultaneously the three large porting the services: at Surrey chapel. be removed from the active scence of 1ife, course of Abia.” He now dwelt in Hebron,
twenty miles south of Jerusalém. Near
:
~~ and suffer many things,”
and * be killed,” dered soul does not mean what we under- doors were thrown open) and, borne up- Though burdened he looks fresh and vigor to the lonely couch of suffering.
that
town Abraham, his wife and
Ispac
and “be raised” ag:an. The necessity of stand by that’ term. The same word ap- on the tide, we were carried forward, find- ous, and his conversation is animated and
Yet, though afliction’s storm may rage, "
were
buried.
This
John
from
the
first
day
He
thinks
not
of
repinirg;
his journey, denoted by the words, $ how
:
pears twice in the twenty-fifth verse, and is ing a convenient and comfortable seat hearty.
For "mid the dark and threatening ¢louds,
of
his
accountability
was
‘‘filled
with
the
that he must go to Jerusalem,” was origitranslated ‘“ life.” If it means *‘life” in the near the middle of the house directly in
The rainbow bright is shining.
“*Autobjography ‘of Vine Hall, author of the
Holy Ghost.” Soon in the wilderness of
nated by the object for which he came into twenty-fifth verse, why should it not mean front of the pulpit, or: where the pulpit Sinner’s
Friend, is the book referred to.
Judea his ringing voice would be heard
And, though the waves of deep distress
the world. He had ‘* a baptism to be bap- «Jife” in the twenty-sixth verse?
The would be if there was one. The building is
crying, “Repept ye, for the kingdom of
Are o’er him wildly rolling,
.
tized with.” In order to carry out the re- question of Christ, therefore, is, ** What is eliptical, with two galleries, one above the
A voice, that brings him heavenly peace,
Moses.—No.
4.
.
heaven is at bani” Over in Galilee by the
demptive work he bad undertaken, he the profit of a person who gains this world other, extending quite around it. The
Oft speaks, with words consoling.
sea of that name, some boys were mending
ayes
=
;
“ must go unto Jerusalem.”
in
of the galleries are attached to light
at the sacrifice of eternal life,” or‘ What: fronts
He's not alone, and, oh, how sweet
Pharaoh in his anger sent Moses away,
their father’s nets, who were to become
"Christ reads the future, and sees at whose shall a man give in exchange for that life?” iron pillars painted white, which support
The words of love that cheer him;
fishers of men and teachers of the world.
instigation his death will take place. ¢‘Eld- The life denoted by the word rendered soul littie arches all round the building under threatening his life if he ever came into his
While
angels, from the world of light,
presence. Soon after this, God sent the
One of these lads was named Peter, quick,
ers, and chief priests, and scribes” compos- is that found when the earthly life is lost the roof: In the center of the roof are
Bring heavenly musie ngar-him.
most
terrible
judgment
that
ever
fell
upon
active and impulsive in all his, movements,
There is no puled the principal men of the city and nation. for the sake of Jesus. It is life in the full- five octagonal windows.
_He fears
no eyil ; for the Friend
Saul of Tarsus was then on the stage and
pit. The front of . the platform is in the a guilty nation,—the death of the first born’
The elders were members of the Sanhedrim,

a.

|]

Tepartment,

Commumcations.

city. |, The

the

chief priests were the presidents

est sense,—that life which, in the twentyfifth verse, is compared with mere exist-

of the
divided.

orders into which the priests were
There were usually twenty-four

is asked: * What is a man advantaged if
he gain the whole world and lose himself,

shape of three semicircles, the central
one projecting a little forward.
Mr, Spurgeon’s table is not in the front
and center, buta little aslant and off on

or be cast away?”

one side, leaving hinl

or the. conncil

of

seventy

priests in a class.

The

that ruled

ence on the earth.

Scribes wrote, ex-

pounded and taught the law, and kept the
although alarming the

acter; and when God calls them to another

of the

crucifixion, this prediction. Perhaps they
grew so accustomed to the marvelous things
Christ did and said that their minds hardened onder them.
The enemies of Christ

remembered this predietion, when the apostles themselves forgot it.
22.

Peter,

flattered

and

elated

by

meaning of the.

is, their virtues, their principles, their char-

twelve for a moment, made no deep impression on their minds. They knew not
*“ what his rising from the dead should
mean,” nor remembered, at the time

The

passage is obvious. To obtain the things
of this life men sacrifice themselves, that

records of the city and people.

This: statement,

In Luke, this question

the

words off Jepus, + Blessed art thou, Simon
Bar-jona,” * "Thou art Petéryand on this

ed on the girment, or took hold of the
It is notin keéping

with

the circumstances to say that he took Christ
one side to rebuke him. That is too deliberate for Peter.
It is more in harmony
with what is natural to the man to say he
seized him, took held of his hand or his
garment. . The rebuke of Peter was an outburst of loyal feeling, forbidding that to

return

of Jesus {ftom the skies?

Jesus ap-

nounces his trinmphant re-appearance after

will. be made. He will not thén come in
humility”
but in demonstration of rank and
authority.

1

:

;

The same prediction is repeated in Matt.
“Then he. shall.
24: 90, 81;25: 31—46.

reward every man according to his work.”
By “reward” is meant recompense both
the good and the bad according to their
works. If they have sayed their lives rather

be which he could not endure
to have oc- than their characters, or if they have lost
cur.

The

apostle

means

that Christ must their lives, mn human

estimation,

for

the

change bis coursey and "shun this experi sake of righteousness, they shall be propence. This sentence, * Be it far from thee,” erly rewarded. To the believer will be
might bave been rendered, ¢ God be pro- given eterndl life, to the worldly and unpitious to thee.”

It forms

part of a pro-

verbial expression current among the Jews.
- The language shows how much Peter was
moved by the prediction. It was an appeal
to Christ to avoid the very experience for

whichhe came into the world. Hence it
Was a temptation.
+28. Christ, seized by Peter and rebuked,
* turnedto him and gaid, ¢ Get thee behind

me, Satan.”

Mark says that He ** looked

on his disciples, and rebuked Peter.” Prob-

room to move

without

about

the intervention

of anything between him and bis audience,
We were iatching for him as he entered
and walked across the platform, sat down

man

and

beast,

in

one

night so that there was nota family among

the Egyptians io which there was not one
dead. And Pharaoh thrust Moses and the
children .of Israel out of their land. From
their departure from Egypt till they entered
the promised land, they were led by Moses,
guided by a pillar of cloud by day and of

fire by night.

Tt required all the wisdom,

fortitude and patience he could command,

life they are not prepared for its joys. That and bowed his head upon his hand a mo- to quiet'the restlesss multitude, = still their
life to come is so full of good for man, that ment, as if invoking assistance. He then: murmurings, eovtrol their turbulent pashe does not truly regard his own happiness came forward and in a very natural way sions, and lead them on their difficalt way.
who barters himself away for this present said, *¢ Let/us pray.” His; prayer was sim- Then his story is replete with wonderful
feryent and
comprehensive, The
world.
q
; ple,
interpositions of divine providence, through
first
hymn,
—one
of
his
own composition,—
27. Here is a prediction of an event
the
hitercessions of Moses. ‘We will notice
which must have been, to the disciples, a he nearly recited. . A chorister on the plat- two or three of the most wonderful and
form
at
his
left
led
the
singing,
and
it
mystery not understood, for (if they could
grand events; in which Moses: bore a most
not comprehend his promised resurrection, seemed as if the whole vast assembly join- conspicucus part.
iit
how could ‘they know the meaning of the ed him. He then read the eleventh chapAlmostas soon as Pharaoh ‘had buried

rock I willbuild magschiireh,” ¢ I will give his death and ascension, and his judgment
unio the thee keys of the kingdom of of men. ‘The glory of his father”iseems
heaven,” with characteristie boldness seiz- to denote the majestyin which the advent

hand of Christ.”

and-freé to speak

in the land, both

believing ‘‘ the wages of sin.”

28. The "some standing here” who were
not to “taste of death” until the Son of
man come in his

kingdom,

were

somé

of

the apostles who were not to die until the
promised coming of the Son of man was
fulfilled. « The disciples had no unnatural

tenure of life.

In the year one hundred

they were all in their graves.” When, then,

did they see what is here promised? Not
on the mount of transfiguratioh, for that

ter-

of John, giving

paraphrases and

brief

explanations and applications.
#le is a man of medium stature, rather
short, and slightly corpulent. He seemed
about forty-five. The upper part of his face
was shaved, but below and on his chin were

whiskers.

He bas thick hair and a low

forehead.

None of his ‘pictures,

however,

his dead,

he hardened his heart and reselv-

ed to pursue ‘the Israelites, and
backto bondage.
army,

started

force thei

He dccordingly raised an
in:

pursuit,

and

overtook

then when they were encamped near the
Red sea. | Josephus tells us there was a
ridge of mountains, terminating at the sea

on either side of them; so that to human

do him “justice. "When he speaks he has appearance there was no way of vsGape,
a pleasant expression ‘that noneof the the Red sea, before them, mountains’on
artists have caught, though gome have] [ either side, and Pharaoh’s army in the
représented him with his mouth open. His rear. The people were. filled with fear,
movements are slow. -Heispoke of course and laid the blame on Moses, accusing him
without notes and very

He trusts will leave him never:
He’ll safely pass death’s gloomy vale,
To dwell with Him forever.
REBECCA

Bath, Me.

was, in Jerusalem, a student in the Jewish

law, studying with Gamaliel, a noted teacher, This Saul was a Pharisee,
his religion was

E. STAPLES.

an outside show, but God was to have him

Loftiness of Christ’s Character.
Th

———te—

There are physical altitudes presented

to

our contemplation, and there are moral
ones.
‘And a sublime wonderment of mind

all ‘classes.

pleasure, Christ

towers

attractively

face

looked

careworn, as well it may, when we consider he has charge of that large church,
y | the gathering of converts and believers un- a gollege, and theological seminary, an order the preaching of the apostles, and the phanagé, ‘and a large nutiber of out sta‘tions, missions, colporters, &o., &e. To pr:

[descentof the Holy Ghost! Tn Mark: this
{

waters of the sea closed over them, and
the whole Egyptian army was drowned.

What a magnificent display of God’s power! What songs of praise went up

from the hosts of Israel at this great
erance!

to God

deliy-

‘‘desire

hope.

of all

nations,”

and

the

world’s

‘‘He was just and having salvation,”

gltiile so much loftier, the conteniplation

spires his mind with a sublime réverence
and awe.
We commence the ascent

ain,—how

Rev. Amaziah Loomis.

before

him in the grandeur of his character;
his
God-like nature and perfeot life, the vast
difference ' existing betweén his life and
Christ's life dppearing so great, the moral

‘|
of the

mount:

‘our view hegins to widen!

On

fluently; yet it was

His

But there was a Sun. It was to rise. In
the city of Nazareth, sixty or seventy miles
from Jerusalem, was one who was the

but then was ‘‘subjectto his parents” dnd
assisting his poor father in maintaining
the
tions.
The action of those sentiments is family ot working at the carpenter's trade.
Mark 6:3. He was soon to appear,
intensified, proportionate with the altitude Patient, ye anxiously waiting ones. The
attained. You direct your steps towards night is wearing away. The morning light
a mountain,—it presents an attraction even will break. Io Jermsalem is Simeon, just
The Holy Ghost is upon him.
before you reach it, towering loftily into and devout,
To him it has been
that the darkness
the sky, prophetic of the inspiring views is soon to disappear revealed
and the*‘promised day of
when you reach its summit,
expressive of Israel” come.” The “Lord's Christ" will
grandeur
‘and sublimity
and
colossal appear, the star in the east guide the shepimmobility.
And
so to the soul that herds to him and the hosts in heaven's eterhas resolved to abandon its sinful ‘life and ral orchestra, in delightful strains, sing
| “Glory to God in the highest.”
the’ low vale of sensualism and worldly

of bringing them into the wilderness to the common ground we get views of woodeasy to observe that he often brought a die, where there were no graves, But land and field and lake and river. But
sentence out differently from what he in- ‘Moses’ faith did not fail him, and he com- how cireumscribed the compass. We betended when he commenced it.
manded them to stand still and see how gin to climb the mountain,—~how our view
Among several slight errors we noticed, God woulddeliver them. “The Lord shall broadens,—how
the landscape stretches
he said of some ‘‘ notion” it was ‘‘ grossly fight for you, and ye shall hold your away ‘in pleasing and magnificent prosuntrue,”
and of our sins, that they ** divide peace.” Immediately he received the com- pect! Our souls approach Christ, we begin
us from God.” But his language is simple mandment from God to move forward, and to ascend him in the study and contemplaand his tones natural. His chief peculiarity stretch out his rod over the sea. Ie did tion of his character and attributeés.. Even
seemed to be the use of common expres- so, and God'made a high way in the sea, in the vale we obtain views of these,—his
and a whole nation of more than two mil- love, his meroy, his grace. But oh!
sions and old sayings:
r.
how
*¢ In what does his great power consist?” Jion people, with: thot flocks and herds, our views broaden aud widen as we ascend
we
asked ourself while
listening to a passed through the sea that night, Never in our study and contemplation, stretching
was there a more wonderful escape; never away “before our wondering souls in ingood, plain, practical discourse, from John
11:39—44. What he said was not strange a more triumphant march, Thé Egyptians, finite prospect; how the elements of his
or peculiar, but just what you would think in the darkness of the bight, pursued the character and attributes become illustrated
any one might say.” Beyond what has al- fleeing hosts of Israel until the whole more broadly and grandly and in more expathy with

be-

and exaltation of soul attend both condi

does not correspond to the coming of Christ ready been said, we could discover nothing 'Egyptian,army was in the midst of the sea, alted phases; his far-encircling love, his
in bis kingdom. When did he come in his but great earnestness and thoughtful sym- when, at ‘the waving of Moses’ rod, the infinite merey, his ‘exhaustless grace. O
kingdom? The answer is, when his kingdom came; when his kingdom took definite
form in the Christiay church, and came by

to-defend the truth and bear his pame
fore kings and Gentiles.
:
¢

The subject of this sketch was firsg licensed A the Catlin Chnrch
(Holland.

Purchase Y. M.) Aung. 21, 1830." On the
7th of fet, 1834, he was ordained by a °
council

chosen by the Chemung

Q. M's,

until 1855, when he moved

Iowa, as” deeply

seated in memory

sel of the aged veteran, and his earnest
Jeading at a throne of grace for the cause

loved.

Old and young,
professors and

those not: professing Christianity. were always ready to listen to Father Loomis with
grateful attention.
he

- Religion,

with

him,

e¢lothed

with the higher ‘capacities of immortality,

wgs so nattral a

theme of conversation, that no place was
found for the unnatural delicacy so.frequently manifested when that theme is intreduc-

ed. His pure, unselfish nature is seen in
one event of his last hours. His companion
said to him, You
Does the way still

bright,”

mediately

to talk o

was.

his

are almost ‘through.
look bright ?
“All

Sheek)

forgetting self,
i

churches

ep

and

3 but

im-

he hogan again
their

needs,

But he now finds employment in a sphere

of life whine anxiety antl “disappointment

“And we are

become

are the .

kind words of cheer and the fatherly conn-

acquired hights, thou wilt ever find Christ
rising infinitely above thee! When, in the
thou shalt

to the

the cause of Christ. ‘Never shall we forget the interest he took in our welfire
while laboring in the ministry in northern

can not come. “He died
near Riceville, Towa, Apr.

world,

"He

adjoining

state of Iowa. Here he immediately identified himself with, and began to labor for,

soul! thou art infinite, boundless in’ thy
capacities for knowledge, but from all thine

other

Q. M.:

labored as a minister in this and

72 years, 9 months and

at his residence,
80, +1878, aged

24 days.

1

glad that he has lived thus long,

And glad thatthe has gone to his reward.

When his weak hand grew palsied and his eye
Dim with mistsof 8ge, it was his time to dle.”

A. D. BANDBORN fo

i

MORNING

A

P—

Homily to the Pews.
Ra

;

There is"a large discussion in the secular
and religious press concerning a real or imaginary loss of pulpit power. Abundant
homilies are addressed to the preachers on
this subject. *‘Take heed how ye preach”
is the common text of a very common exhortation. ~ We do not doubt that it is need-

“ed, but possibly. the pews as well as the

i

Palpits are lacking in power; the pulpits as
well as the teachers are responsible that
no greater progress is made in religious
‘knowledge and religious life. We do not
remember that Christ ever said, . ‘Take
heed how ye preach,” or even gave his
apostles any
very explicit instructions in
" homiletics, but he did say to the people,
“Take heed how ye hear,” and he preached
a sermon to them with that for his text. In
that sermon, the parable of the sower, he
indicated that the reason why so much seed
is apparently wasted is less the carelessness
of the farmer than the poverty of the soil,

held all his church.

The

from

the Delectable

Mountains,

and have

will frown us away

from

the

“Oh, sweet, sweet dying!” said Mrs. Tal-

their

home,

bodies,

and

kept

their

souls

The mother is in the kilchen,

her* cook,

The maiden
the river, or
merchant is
his ledger.

preparing

her

Sunday

at

with

diner.

is with her lover, rowing on
walking in the moonlight; the
in his counting-room, studying
Theic bodies are in church;

but they are not..

When Saul sent

messen-

seemed lo all present

last breath.

to

be yielding up her

But in a little time she opened

her eyes again, and with an air, as it seemed,
of joy and wonder, she continued looking

upward with a fixed gaze for near half an
houp, By degrees she le: her eyes fall, shut

them, and yielded up her lastTreath. Those
who were present were not a little affected,
both with her last words and last looks.”

gers to slay David, Michal dressed up an
image to reprasent him, while he fled.
When the messengers of the Great King
come, not to sla But to save, the people
play the same erick on them, The imageof
avid is present to the eye; the véal David
is far away.
|
If the minister is a teacher and has a duty
of instruction, the people are hearers and
have a duty of learning, and therefore of attending that they learn. *‘Husband,” says

testified : “I have many times besotizht the

the wife, when he

rest amid holy ejaculations,
elevation of soul.

comes

home

to

dinner,

*‘what was the sermon about this morping?" “It was about—about—!" says the,
husband, hesitating, ‘“‘about—let me see; 1
believe it was something about eternal lite.
The fact is, wife, I don’t hardly know what
it was about. Somehow our minister don’t
interest me very much. His sermons are
structive, and

all that sort

of thing,

you

know ; but they don’t get hold- of me.”
Now suppose that Monday, at dinner, John,
who is attending school, follows
his father’s

example—*‘John,

what was

your history

lesson about this. morning P **1 was nbout
—about—Ilet me see; I belieye it was something about those old Greeks, and Romans.

Fact is, father, I don’t hardly know what it
was about.
very much.

and

Our teacher don’t "interest me
His lectures are iustruciive,

all that sort

get hold of me.”

of thing; but they

don’t

Doubtless it is the true

teacher’s business to get hold of his pupils,
and the true minister's business to get hold
of his people. But do the pupils'owe nothing to theirteacher, the people nothing to
their minister? The mind that, is like’ a
highway—trodden hard by worldly thoughts
and interests, and a foraging field for wandering thoughts that follow the sower, like
“birds of the air,stands poor chance of getting
mwich good from any preaching, let it be
;
;
what it may.
church,

selves.

merely

not

to

emotional.

learn

but

to

their

be

no surprise to

me; neither'is it. AndI have sought that
I might not be terrible to others in dying.”
The

san

sank

low in. the west, and as its

last

rays lit up

the hiil-tops, she sank to
and

in great

Sunday Services.
.

There is a growing feeling that two sermons 4 Sunday iS one sermon 'too much
for people to hear and ministers to prepare,
in view'ol all the other duties devolving on
‘both. The Christian Weekly thus outlines
its ideal Bunday service :
In the morning a service is held iu the
church.
The congregation is composed
mainly of Christian households.
The service is adapted to their wants.
It combines

Christian

worship

and

Christian

There 18 something in it for all,

nurture.

The

min-

ister in his sermon does not ‘forget the chil-

dren,

side of it, and no

He does not expect them to go -

it,

the room.

Jesus Christ

Pall from under

and

an

on

my

life
over-

the

other

anywhere in

head

that

pillow stinging with thorns, and put

under

it the hand of Jesus, on which many of my
loved ones have died. Though the pillow
may seem to the world as hard as the rock

on which Jacob slept, still there will he

let

down to that Christian death-pillow a ladder reaching into the heaven, an angel on
the lowest rung, an angel on the top rung,
and an.angel on every rung between, so
that the soul ascending may mount upward,

stepping
But- the
world is
How we
mer, or
arock

C—O

of

shadowing eternity standing

wasted

from wing to wing into the
commonest thing in the
fora man to die without
all were stunned when last
last spring, the “Atlantic”

near

Halifax

but

hark,

crash . of .ten thousand immortal
mates | If you-have ever slept in a
on the prairie, where in the morning,
out raising from your pillow you

skies.
whole
hope.
sumstruck

notion,

a

ripened
They

Of all hearers these
most

discour-

aging to preach to. The minister excoriates their follies and exposes, thein, faults;

They chuckle over it, saying with glee,
“The minister gave it to us all to-day,

didn't he ? Hit right and left.” He warns
with utmost solemnity of the coming judgment of God. They shake their heads, and

Heig the

author of all, the ruler

flesh. This. person is a real man, with my,
human heart and affections. This person

‘

*11.|

lived for years here, and knows mand
all my nervous, infirm ‘feelings, better than
any other. He remembers I am dust,
This person once was grieved, and wept,
and agonized, and prayed the cup might

pass from him.

This person sympathized

A@~ Notice CHAPEL EDITION, ot the “ Hymns and
Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the “ Hymns only.”

with and comforted men like myself, full of

infirmity, Savis , “* Let not your hearts be
troubled.”
This person lived and died for
me, and I belong to him, and his joy is one
with my salvation as a believer. There is
no such tender heart on earth, as his who
is in that place ; andhe is waiting to receive

Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET.
A.

very

bewildering

scene.

.shiphouse
withcould

much more intense the prospect,

the last pillow a soul

looks

back

But

eow30t24

hands T can

commit

rhy ‘spirit; and

/79
ITHFIELDST PITTSBURGH

into

thy hands I commit my ‘dearest, yea,
the tender child of my bosom. Take me
to thyself, for where thou art, there and
there only I wish to be. It was thus that
Jacob, when he had gone into Egypt, then
an old man and an humble shepherd, who
had hved all his life among the quiet hills
of Palestine, was not awed by the great
court of Pharaoh, the magnificent palace
and all the splendor which surrounded the

how

D. to be examined before paid for,

time which the young

tor the infant class;

there are none too old

for the adult Bible classes.

a soul

World

Is the

«

lite

great lamentation.

and

mid

TATE

God.

10:
;

How sad to disentomb Egyptian and Assyrian monuments, and gaze on endless
trains of miserable captives aud insulting
conquerors, and to see events writing similar subjects for history even now. Is this

summer.

of retrieval.
not despair.

Take away

our hope

in God,

and

on

Eb

dying meteors; and

all the

spiritéial

invitation. is
streets and

literallp~proclaimed

lanes.

circumstances

the

in the
justi-

say to ono another as they go out,‘“Well, he L fy, the churches unite in common labors for
-

4

brake, you see, on the cars.”

THE

bear to study history only as we forgef

all the higher ends it might serve as a
sohpol of training for an immortal state, as

the'steps of a Divine Architect through the

the-

But," said the affrighted passenger,‘* suppose that also should give way, where then
would we go to ?”
1

bj

glimpse of this is reviving, but to give it up
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WORK
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printed
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to order and
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form,

can

be
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& Co., Boston, pub-

lar Science, Practical and Instructive Stories

in the most attractive literary and artistic
guises, Standard and Religious Works by

doz., $3.84.
thick
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le, of Citiicr sox, young-or old, make more money ut
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bound in
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REMARKABLE MAN. TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES
Rev. Nathaniel Colver, D.D., with Lectures, Plans
of Sermons, et¢., by Rev. J. A. Smith, D.D., of the
‘ 8tandard,” Chicago.
Just issued
in one handsomely bound Vol., 450 pages, price $1.75, and to be
gold by subscription,
Agents wanted to solicit suk-

AND

TO

Superintendents of S. S.

Catalogue of, New Sunday School Books just published by the Freewill Baptigt Printing Establishscribers in every Baptist church. Send for terms
ment.
These Books are now ready for sale and deand Circulars.
;
- Rev. A. P. Mason, Disc’t Sec’y A.B. H.M.S,, of livery.
Prize Series.
‘Boston, says:
#
1
«I first opened the Meinoir of Dr. Colver at thé7th
Andy Luttrell,
chapterand read that throngh—while this gratified,
Shining Hours,
it did net satisfy—my appetite was only sharpened ;
Master and Pupil,
I turned to the beginningyand could not lay the book
May Bell,
aside until 1 bad read it #l.”
! Sabrina Hackett,
Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of Joe by the
Aunt Mattie,
Eablish
‘
DURKEE & FOXCROFT,
Light from the Cross,
:
Aa 13139
“#4151 Washingion St., Boston.
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,
Rainy
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Day

Series.

A Ramy Day at School,
Birthday Present,
New Year,
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,
Mrs. Child’s

and Bookstore, 38 and 40

Good Little Mitty,
Jamie and Jeannie,

;

Heaven.
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and Foreign

Day

Bright Days,
Sunny
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Series.

The Christ-Child,
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After the Chicago Fire.

Plan and Galvanized
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CURDY,

274 Main St. Springfield, Mass.
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Brother and Sister,

be

;
Miscellapeous;
as
Anéedotos of Animals,

.

Bloomfield,

Parsonage.

Early Choice,

Strawberry

Hill,

- Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitlynd,
Who is my Neighbor?
Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
Clandia,
’

Child Life,
ANE,
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage
on receipt of the price.
Parties designingto get new Sabhath School Ii.

braries,or to replenish old.jbnes eat send us their
orders which will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publiskers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
in Libraries.at wholesale prices.
I. D: STEWART, Doerv.N, H.
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Portable Stearn Engines,
SHAFTING
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will be sold upon© reasonable termsa to. aoash-hs
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Our seeond-handy gight-horse power, portable Steam
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wing, clear and
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MARCH,
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AT PRESENT,
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Series.

Pompeii and Hercalaneum,

AMOS PAUL, AGENT,
SOUTH NEWMARKET, N.H.,

LOAN

$2.88,
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STEWART,
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Cornhill; Boston, the largest assortment of
Bibles, American and imported, to be found
in the country; also of choice Books for
Public and Private Libraries,
for the Sunday

ESTATE AND

and

is well adapted to use in social meetings. Price
per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per

war-

© 1vdl

lish Books of Travel and Adventure, Popu-
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SOMETHING NEW!

stereotype plates, made
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volumes begin with Jan-
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Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes: ‘They meet
the want of the day for books which instruct and improve while they fascinate the
reader.”
;
The origin 11 $500.00 Prize Stories (8 vols.
$12.00) and The New $500.00 Prize Series
13'vols. $1.75), publisued by D. LoTHROP
Co., Boston, have given universal satis:
Jeogion Je farnishing =. Pleated literature
for ‘the Family and
Sunday
Sclipol.
29tf
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The $1000 Prize Series.
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Dover,
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sent us for either of these papers.
Sample copies will be sent free on
application.

will not decay, but coatinually grow harder
smoother. They have a joint which gives no
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to.

in
Papers,

each,—payable in all cases in advance.
Postage :—
The postage on a single copy of the
Little Star or Myrtle, under
the
new law, is 24 cents a year;
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address, than on a single one.
The
ostage is payable at the- office of de-
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a thoughtful mind with pain. The more of
such history, the more of sorrow.

“
Messvs. D. Lotarpe

YET
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Also at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth, N. H.

with no abiding result,this surely would ill
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Culverts,
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at once, Architect and end, and see human
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broken scaffolding and scattered stonewreck
upward to a finished structure. The very
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guaranteed

sure to Agents: every-

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.

long-

ings of the past are written down but to tell
us of the vanity of our efforts. We could

:

4 Suppose the locomotive should give
;
its Christian work begins, The evening is out, where would we go to ?”
« Ah," said the conductor, ‘*there is a
devoted to systematic endeavors %o carry
the
gospel invitation to.the lame, thé halt, brake at the front end of the car.”
“But;" said the traveler, “suppose that
in
the blind. If this third service is held
chucgh, the pews are tree; If a floating shoud give out,where wonld we go to?”
Said the conductor: ** There is another
‘population swarms the streets, a box or a
a pulpit) *and

DISEASES.

of Hydraulic
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These semi-monthlies are published
by the FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal to
that of any other
paper
of their
class.
All communications
intended
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publication should
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* The Little Star,’ or ** The Myrtle,”
Dover, N. H.
i
All orders and remittances for either

ivery.
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Manufactured

and shoreless ; nations rising only to fall;
great souls shooting across the horizon like
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dark

1s the Time
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181 Chatham Square, N. Y

THE

The services of the ehurch are now over;

barrel is converted into

GIVE
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steepest place of that steepest rail track in
all the earth a man was frightened and said
to the conductor:

DIGESTION,

made from 50 cts. Call and examine, or
Samples sent (postage free) for 50 cts.,
that retail quick for $10.

Ry L. WOLCOTT,
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per month
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Our

|

history
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of all, the
;adorved-of all,—and he is my
brother, bone of my bone and flesh of my
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enjoy

Their mivds are like a Jake, and the sermon is like a wind ; if it ruffles them for the
church theater-goers are the

might

side

a

The second service is a Bible service.
It is not-a children’s church; but a school

to

go to church as children to a kaleidoscope ;
‘and the man who ¢an give the most tarns
to the toy in‘ the half hour is the best man.

time, it is enough.

death

standing on one

with

atten-

is the very

fruit of pulpit labor to their

that

earth 1s a death, bed,

go

pocket-handkerchiels;

congregation in tears

Lord

swamp an archangel! The saddest thing on

They

They measure the minister by

power over

her speedy dissolution, *‘Sirs, I tell you that

this night, when your sun goes down, my
sun will arise, and never go down !” She

last,
feeble, languishing,
delirious
questions
momentous
enough
to

trated dismay of a departing spirit,’ she
looks at me, and says:
Pou
« Sir, 1 know I shall not!"
ly those impenitent who ave familiar with
.»Then she looks up as though she hears
Christian. truth. And the great object of the click of the hools of the pale horse,
the pastor in this service is, first- to inspire and her long locks toss-on the pillow as
and toflead the.worship of his people, and she, whispers :
next, to give inspiration, guidacce, devel* The summeris ended.”— Talmage.
opment to their Christian life,

There is a second class of hearers,

* tive but

Said Lady Margaret Stewart,forewarning

that
hour

Pricesof Freewill Baptist
Single andby the dozen;

stand not now.
Nevertheless there is one
eison
there whom I do know,--Jesus

ground

mercy-secat,

A Wasted Life.
"fault in his case certainly was not in the bot, of Reading. * “If this be “dying,” said
preaching ; it was in the hearing.
Hl
Lady Glenorchy, “it is the pleasantest
There is, first, in every congregation a. thing imaginable.”
* Victory,
victory,
There are two things that I do not want
large proportion of careless, indifferent, in- through the blood of the Lamb |” said Grace to bother me in'my last hour. The one is,
attentive e hearers. It is easy to give instruc- Bennet, one of the early Methodists.
‘I my worldly affairs” - I wantall those affairs
tion to those that want it; it requires ‘rare shall go to my Father this night,” said Lady so plain and disentangled that the must
skill to impart it to those who do not.
It is Huntingdon.
The dying injunction of the ignorant administrator could see what was
easy to furnish food for the bungry; but it mother of Wesley was, ‘Children, when right at a glance, and there should be no
is hard to furnish appetites.
The minister am gone, sing a song of praise to God !”
standing around about the office of: the
congratulates himsell on his large Sabbath
‘Looks, as well as words, often express Surrogate devouring widow’s houses. = The
moraing congregation. He would modify dying triumph.
Says one, after quoting other thing I donot want to be bothered
his self gratulation if he had the eyes the last prayer of the'Countess of Seafield, about in my last hour, is the safety. of my
to discern how many bave sent ou- “With these words she closed her eyes, and soul. God forbid that I should crowd into
ly

'All this I under-

And yet this simplest view of -heaven,
Dying testimonies of rare beauty have and to washas in his blood,—did he not
fallen from the lips of pious women, and if reveal himself as a father, yearning with on which all can repose, urges to the con- |.
Our beless familiar than those of ‘eminent reform- an infinite love over his degraded children ? templation of what it involves.
ers and divines, they are notJess worthy as Did he not say in his supreme tenderness ing with Christ evidently infers fellowship.
witnesses of the power of religion to im- of holy compassion, * These erring chil- with him. It must be so. Only think,—
part spiritual comfort and triumph at the dren in my earthly family are miserably that you or I, or any one we love, shall,
hour of dissolution.
Pious women, as well deceived
by the spirit of evil; they are during the life of God, world without end,
as worthy meu, have, near the heavenly wretched as well as sinful; I will save, if be like Christ! And yet this is implied
portal, been
filled with
exultation and it be possible, even those who have rebel- in going td'heaven, in beg happy, in betriumph—bave seen transporting prospects led against my love!” Think you this father ing with Christ; and there is no neutral

heard the music of celestial harps and ring- when he finds us weeping there over the
ing of celestial bells: They have walked in depravity and inconstancy which shames
Beulah, leaning on the arm of their Be- and distresses us !
loved, and their souls, amid the wrecks of + What is your idea of a friend?
Is it one
mortality, have been freshened and exhila- who gives up your love easily; one who
rated by the fragrance and glory of a heav- willbe impatient and disgusted if he disenly almosphere. *‘On,those rays of glory I” covers a fault or blemish in you; one who
said
Mrs. Clarkson,
when dying. . y will break his word towards you, believing
God, I come flying! to Thee!” said Lady whieh you began to love him? . Will you
Alice Lucy.
Lady Tastings said, “Oh, the call him a friend, who will not help you,
greatness of the glory that is revealed to when you need help ; who will not confess
me!"
.
wrong-doing? Is God such friend ? Is
Beautiful the expression of the dying poet- the friendship of Jesus to my soul nothing
ess, Mrs, Hemans: *¢ | feel as if I were sit- better than that?
Can I not trust his
or, to_drop-the figure, less the deficiency of ting with Mary at the feet of my Redeemer, werd P Will he tell me that he loves me,
the preadhier than the deficiency of the hear- hearing the music of His voice, and learn- though he knows that I am but a poor,
ers,
If we follow his classitication,
we shall ing of Himi to be'meék and lowly.”
No weak, defiled sinner, and then after having
find that spiritual husbandry is much the poetry, she said, could express, nor imagi- won me to his side, bg such words of tensame in the nineteenth century that it was nation conceive, the visions of hlesseilness derness and hope, will he forsake me -bein the first, that the heart-soils of America are that flitted across her fancy, and made her cause I fall again and again beneath the
very like those of Palestine, and that crops waking hours more delightfnl than those
ower of temptation? O Jesus, why do
have to contend against much the same even that were given to temporary repose,
need thee at all?. Why will no earthly
obstacles now as then.
Similar was the experience of Mrs. Rowe? love satisfy me; why hast thou offered thy
Christ preached for three years with an- She said, with tears of joy, that she knew self to be my friend? Is it not because I
exampled
eloquence and earnestness, he not she had ever felt such happiness in all am weak and full of sin, and because thou
spake as never man spake, all men throng- her life. Hannah Moore's last words were, art strong and full of love ?
ed his preaching; but after his death one “Welcome joy !”

uppér chamber

infinitely exalted.

geese

A

we were covered with the intolerable vileness of our sins, did not our insulted Maker send his Son ‘te atone for us, by his death,

Dying Words of Pious Women.

sounds, yauorusss of glory, a society gvast

ap

On motive looks.
Each ir a steward of a sacred trust,—
God keeps the books,

5
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There must be in heaven a countless sum
of things I'can not - comprehend, conditions
of being, memories’ and hopes, sights and
,and
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Christ the Heaven of Believers.

BEBE

of the community require—or the form of
labor may change altogether, and may conStewardship.
ing, too.
‘Why, there was hardly a dry eye sist of peighborhood prayer-meetings, or
rt
es
in the house.” But as to abandoning the house-to-house visitation. The hour thus
follies, correcting the faults, preparing for devoted by the missionary laborers of the
~ No beggar is thy God; He needs no aid,
Poor child of clay!
the judgment,
surrendering themselves, church to direct evangelization, is spent by
"The Woxld's vast wealth, created by a word,
body, soul and spirit, a living sacrifice to others quietly at home, in the ** church
s his to-day.
lim who has loved them and given. himself that is in their house.”
for them—does
that ever enter their
Yea, but a word, and other worlds shall fill
We are not particular as to the hours,
:
The Spuce aft
thought ? They do not even conceive of it In some localities the morning hour is the
Beyond where light hus falled, with tired wings, as the minister's aim.
The pulpit is a Bible service, and the afternoon hour is the
From furthest star.
;
stage, the minister is a clever actor, and church servioe.
In some, for aught we
they are play-goers.
Think not to bribe a place in God's esteem
koow, the early evening may be
devoted
‘With gift of gold,.
:
There is a third class of hearers who list to the Bible, the aflernoon to missionary
E'en ough thy gift should hungry thousands en attentively, and resolve earnestly to re- labor. ‘In yet others,where there are abundee
alize in life the precepts to which they have ant laborers, the same hour may serve a
% From stores untold ;
listened. But they either forget, or they double purpose, and the divided work may
Or strictures rear, and every chair endow,
never knew, that all days are the Lords be carried on by a divided host. «
For léarning’s use ;
days, that he who has given the Sabbath inThe essence of our!‘ church in the air”
Or Gospel heralds to the heathen send,
which to learn has also given the week in is this: a triple Sunday
service—one of
Their bonds to loose.
which to practice ; io particular they forget Christian worship and Christian nurture—
God gives the work thy character to test,
that itis only practice that makes perfect, Ie of Bible study—one of true missionary
Or mold complete ;
.h
and that to listen attentively Yo a sermon
Tis love, and faith, and faithfulness he seeks—
abor.
3
:
vi
All e)segds cheat,
on patience will do nothing to develop that
grace without some practical culture of it
The love he asks is Godward, manward, too,—
God My Friend.
uring the week, in the house and the shop.
The twain are one;
——e—
Uy
The garments of grace are not’ ready-made
Take heed, lest thine be sheerest love of self,
Or be undone.
and distributed by the minister from the * When we are guilty of sins, and shortpulpit, to be put on and worn away. They comings in duty, we know that we have dis"Tis faith in God and all that God bath spoke—
are self-wrought. Souls are clad with vir- appointed and grieved the Saviour ; we feel
A faith that works;
9)
tue as trees ave clad with verdure—by their that we have put something between us]
Tis faith in Christ as Saviour, Teacher, King,
Nor service shirks.
1
own forth-putting. The seed goes to weeds and the face of our Father.
Shall this
if it has no eulture, however
good the soil; sense of unworthiness and failure shut us
Tis faithfulness from faith, nor less from love,
and the truth is soon overshadowed and dies away from the Lord, in an exile self-impos'0 God und man;
out of the heart and life, it it be not kept ed, and induce us to seek tor paths where
"Tis faith and love co-working out in act,
Where’or# can.
alive by practical obedience through the we need not meet him ? Or, shall we even
-t,
Dost thou bring much,and yet keep back g- part? week, however well listened to on Sunday. stand just where we are, expecting an-irListen attentively, apply personally, cul- resistible power to remove that mountain
Tis worse than naught;
tivate diligently——this is .the sum of our of transgression which hides his smile? Oh
Tis not the smile of thy approving Lord,~
Mere name is sought,
“homily to the pews.” He that does this will no; praying for repentance and faith we
find some nufriment even in the driest ser- must return, and lift up our eyes to God,
fast but a mite to bring, and bringest that?
mons; he that doos not may enjoy his Sun- believing that he is still our infinite and un-"
With God ’tis more
.Than all the millions brought with noise and day feast, but he will get no strength from changing friend, ‘and not our angry and
= pomp
it tor want of digestion-and assimilation.— implacable enemy !
From hoarded store.
Christian Union.
Why are we so long getting at the
pre>
He in whose eye the millions are as mites
cious meaning of this word friend ?
When

WATERS & SO
BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE | A Great Offi er! 1 HORACE
481
foadway, N.Y. son
dispose of 100 Pianos, Melodeons and Or-

3

‘are held in a tent, in a hall, on the public
square, in successive churches, as the needs

And the conductor replied Funifeantly
‘ That depends upon how you have lived:

eT

Selections.

|

the redemption of wanderers; and services

i.

can be solemn as.any of then when he has
a mind to.” He entreats them by the mercies of God.
They weep at his pathos; and
their comment as they leave the church is,
“We hasi-a real good sermon to-day ; touch-
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man-
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Dover,
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- er DE
build a

eart,—ndt

for

but

as

the

means of reaching some real good beyond.
We want to organize Christian forces as
well as military, for the sake of efficiency;
churches as well as armies,
want
we
on his own hook isn't
fighting
wan
‘Bach
And so our
likely to reach great results.

‘work is justified.

are

who

of people

Abd there are

not effectively reached by the forces now
at work. We want the'new agencies to do

are

There

what is not done by the old.

thousands even in the city of Boston who
arc unreached by the gospel. New workers are wanted to seek and save them.
And, scattered all over the land, are eomthe
and
gospel,
the
without
munities

bring in the final trmmph of Him on whose

head

church, and more or less of them must
yeceive these at our hand or not receive

THURSDAY,

in

meal.

Christ’

beyond

the

and

then,

into

a

principal was

University,

at

the

outset,

was

of

em-

bodied in a small bundle of books given by
a small-pursed but
scholar.

We

large-hearted

dont

know

Christian

how

grand

a

Philip
thing lies in these little germs.
Doddridge, at his birth, seemed a puny
thing in human shape, pulseless and without breath, and he was laid

aside that the
An old nurse
was moved to minister to him, and her
wise and patient love kindled the hidden

sexton might be summoned.

spark of life into

a, flaming

vigor.

We
have
vead his-¢Xpositions, and seen the richest
meanings of God's word leap out from be-

know

what

of ‘it. « Multitudes

came

neath the puzzling sentence ; great..

crowds

hung on Lis lips and felt his soul-compel-:
ling uaction drawing them to®a diviner
life; tensof thousands of souls on every
Sabbath day are still making chariots of
hymns ou which they are
his precious
swept upward to the very threshold of - the
kingdom.
What the faithfal woman did
tor the world through her service for Doddridge, this Society undertakes to do and
does in aiding many a feeble church,
whose life, it may be, has long trembled
and’ still trembles in the balance,

and

that

has no fate but death unless such help shall
A speedily reach it. The years and the land

ave fuil of illudtrations.

Giving and receiving such aid is mutually helpful.

The

receiver,

if using the aid

healthily, is blessed by having
thies drawn out,

the

heart

the sympa-

deepened,

and

similar effort inspired in behalf of others.
A church that has been helped through a
and see a sister church in similiar tribulation go dowa- to, despair and death.—And
the giver is blessed. An individual or a

marrying

the heart to

Smith,

a great

truth or principle or cause, however large
the service rendered, is still more richly
blessed by the quickening whieh the truth or
canse gives back,~—just asthe sea responds
to the generosity of the stream by sending

effort

a

source

the rumseller, is a

wears
Who-

of great

constantly approaching womashood with
no acquaintance with those important laws
which govern their sex, it was urged that
the proposition to reinforce our Mission in
India with one or tive female physicians be
favorably entertained. It is a branch ef
Christian service that is receiving the appreciative attentionof all who are practically interested in the highest welfare of the
heathen, and one in which there are the’

most urgent needs that our Mission should
engage.—Ilt is hoped that the

tion.

may

receive the attention which it deserves, and |

result |

SABBATH

The
Union

SCHOOL

Let a soul or

a church give itself for a life-time

Jabor

of building Christ's kingdom

to

the

into

supremacy over the continent, and jt shall
see and experience even grander transfor-

‘mations than these.
The

home

field

and

“elements of grandeur,

work

may be so in the Suppression

of intemper-

the missionaries,

and

then

when

we

see

ance.

-| them sail away from sight feel that a heavy
Rev. Jobn Stevens, of Me., followed. jobiis off our hands.
We should follow
He arraigned Alcohol as a heathen. He them with our prayers, and not only that
always had been a heathen, and conducted but with our'money, and God will see that
as one. He was wicked, even quite as the work does not fail. His ear is open to
wicked as was Satan himself at his. age. our petitions, and his hand strong to do all

having

been made, and

He would have this heathen arraigned and

that there is now

quité

much liquor drinking as there ever was.
This may be so or it may not; but had the
cause ol temperanee never been agitated,

we might have all been drunkards,

$ | question was taken, and the report was
adopted, -though a pretty large minority
voted “No.” After the transaction of a few

and

this a nation of drunkards. We all admit
thut the present state of things is deplorable.” Why has no further progress been
made?
How can greater progress be
made?
The

first reason

why

greater

progress

has not been made, is be¢ause many professed temperance men ‘have ‘meant noth-

ingby their professions. If not. secretly
intemperaté; their temperance principles
are made subservient
to expediency. How
often has this cause been wounded in the

house of its pretended friends! In order

for

g@eater ‘progress,

there

must

be

a

change in this particular.
Another reason why greater progress has

the

tle cheaper. The temperance traveler often
goes to the rum-hotel in preference to the
temperance hotel, because the former may
have greater notoriety or more ample accommodations.
In order
for
greater

progress, there should be a change in these
things.
The temperance man should be
careful, lest he
do anything, however
small, to sustain the abominable tiffac.
Another reason why greater progress has

miles. Every
‘of Europe is represented
by our teeniving population. Africa stands beforeus
ow
negro, and Eastern

Asiaiu

inable traffic,afford
its tea and sugar a lit-

all the

divided by thousands. of

_ of the country. are

. "Thé mncient

heathenism,
ns ofthe middle
modern, science
of
audacity
the
ages, aud
sare all lors abe. mastered by the gospel

a
pp
“s@rAll communications designed for publication
kould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
business, remittances of money, &c., should be

not been made is the license heresy.

Rum-

selling is a crime, and should stand on the
same level as other crimes, as theft, robbery

and the like. Who would think of licen
ing murder, theft, and the picking of Pook.
| ets?

But just as

well

do this as license

rumselling
; usy, better do it., But some
pd | tell us that rum will always be sold, and

why not enrich the treasury of the town or

The

Anniversaties. i
———

There is perhaps no-apology

Lo

af el fa

vn aotl

Rc BY
2

needed

for

giving so much space this week to the reports of our Anniversary meetings. This
does indeed

make

the usual

variety im-

possible, and especially does it shut out
an’ account of the earlier meelings and
some of the notable members of the Evan-

Anniversary of the Sabbath sehool
was held on Thursday evening,

type.

been

put

into

We regret this, but presume a very

we need.

By the telegraph, one ean com-

report was accepted.
Fhe Corresponding Secretary of the Society, E. W. Page, Esq., then made his
fourth annual report, Returns from only
174 schools have been received. The reason why so few
rns have been received

is doubtléss owing to a defect somewhere.

extended debates that we have no space
to report adequately, and so have chosen

not to report them at all.

The final action

taken is reported in the very form
assumed, so that there may be
for misunderstandings. It will
be received with some surprise,

which it
no room
doubtless
but it is

items of business, the Society adjourned sine
die,

|

Py

FOREIGN MISSION SOCIETY.

.

Two o'clock, the hour set for the anniver-

sary. exercises

of this Society,

found

the

Education Society still discussing the important question which had already absorhed so much time. At three “o'clock, however,

the

way

was

clear,

and

Rev.

Knowlton, President of the F. M,
took the chair, and Rev.

A,

BR.

E.

Society,
Heath,

‘of

ody, the Society adjourned to give place to
the anniversary meeting of the Woman's

teacher

being prepared

to meet his class.

The teacher should be full of his

lesson, he

ready preparing to give them a glad wel-

come.

Three other persons

offered their services

to

have

the

already

Mission,

and

they will doubtless be sent out the next autumn." The whole receipts for the Mission

during the year, including

bequests,

&c.,

are $15,778.68, but three times that amount
would hardly provide for igpproving the opportunities that are constantly opening
there, and it i$ earnestly

desired

that

the

home churches let no lack of funds cripple
the future efforts of the Mission. But the
report, since it will soon be .pubiished for
gratuitous distribution, need

receive

no

days in the week, if it was not so- prone

to

ignore the messages. Ministerial unfaithfulness, or the Jack of opportunity or importunity to become better will never afford
these perverse transgressors a valid excuse

will then find no difficulty in teaching the
|
lesson and enforcing it. The most. prayerWOMAN'S MISSION SOCIETY,
ful
teacher, other things being equal, is
The Anniversary exercises of the Woman's
the most successful.
In conclusion the for their sing. We don't need Paul's testiMission Society were held at 4 o'clock.
speaker referred to the grandeur of the Sun- mony that ‘‘not the hearers of the law shall
Mrs. L. R. Burlingame, the President, prebe justified.” Common sense teaches us
day school work.
sided. The 850th hymn jn the Psalmody
Rev. A. A. Smith, of Portland, was the that it is only the doers who should expect
was sungj and prayer was offered by. Rev.
next speaker, After a brief introduction to stand before the Lawgiver.
A. A. Smith of Portland.
The Treasurer,
What could we expect to speak
with
he proceeded to speak of the duty of the
Miss L. A. Demeritt, made a statement of
church to the 8. 8. teacher. Many of our sharper tongue to the soldier than the sight
Mission Scciety.

the condition of the treasury. It appears
that $538.40 have been received, and
all

this sum,

except

$3.00

expended

for

Providence, R. I., opened the: exercises by
books, is gill unappropriated.
prayer,
The Secretary's report showed that the |. “The President then stated that it was exwork in the foreign field is reeeiving pected that Mrs. C. E, K. Davis, of Olneythe : efficient service of a faithful band ville, BR. I., would be present and address

of
missionaries, and « #lthough
their
number is inadequate to the vast require-

The Society should seek to learn

teachers are laboring men and woinen, and

have burdens to bear, They can not supply for themselves all the means of culture

and information.
ply a library

use.

The church should sup-

especially

adapted

to their

It should do this though it does cost

something.

The

speaker referred to what

the meeting, but as she had, for good rea- his own church is doing in this work, and

of a comrade shot for desertion and falling

dead into his coffin, orto the harder class
of criminals than the terrible gallows-scenes
that ave of so frequent occurrence P: And yet
+desertions in the army go on undifpinished,

and seemingly the more people are’ hanged
the more it is necessary to punish in the
same way. The fault is not that the warnings are too gentle, or the punishment too
mild, but that, the people will not: properly
heed the terrible

lessons

that

they

teach.

One might almost admit that if there were
‘no penalties at all, crime could hardly hold
a wider sway.

Does any one suppose

that,

warned

by

Christians be represented in Caristian work

the recent heavy calamities in Wall Street,

than a part of them.

the stock-gamblers Will learn

Rev. J. Muriner spoke of the work accomplished in his own Sunday school class.
mand some time for a cause like this, There He deplored that so few Sunday school
scholars, in many places, attended the
is a reason for our special work as women,
that we may feel and meet our special’ re- preaching service. He had found a boy in
sponsibilities and be strengthened by bear- Providence, twelve years old, who attending them. And every addition to the band ed two or three Sabbath schools, but did
He closed
of workers promises larger results.
There not know what a sermon was.
with
a
pleasant
address
to
the
children.
is a reason also in the fact that the weight
and woes of heathenism press with peculiar \ At the conclusion of Bro. Mariner's reforce upon woman.
And now, for the first marks the Union adjourned,and a session
time, in the opening of the zenanas, Chris- of the Anniversary Convention was held.
tian women are enabled to gain a direct ac- Rev. E.- Knowlton occupied the chair. The

We feel the pressure

of other cares and duties, but we

can

com-

caution,

and

be content to make fortunes slowly, to the
end that they may hold them longer? There
is certainly no good reason to expect any
such result.
The masses do not profit ‘in

that way.

The rule has been illustrated by

the operations of the last fuw years. The
exception is intetpreted by the transactions
of those few cautious ones who have dealt

sharply but knowingly, and'who have oir

sequently boen able to go through the panic unharmed. It is these exceptions that
redeem nearly all branches of business, still

cess to the wives and mothers of India,so speakers for the next Anniversaries were
making it safe to say that there is integrity
farther méntion hare. | It wag adopted.
The roa
[3
Tt was followed that a new day is dawning upon the dark- announced by the Sdoretary of the Com- in the world, and that it is slowly making
its way.
by remdrks by G.
, Rev. D. W. ness of that land. They are our sisters, mittee of Arrangements,
Rev, J. M. Brewster offered the follow C. Durgin of New market and Dr. Perry of they have special claims! upon us, and we
In all these respects men are constantly fail-

New York city. The fixst speaker referred
to the pressing need of female physicians in

alone can reach them,

We need also to undertake great {hings.

ing resolution which was adopted :

Resolved, That we extend our most ‘sin-

ing to do us well as théy know.

And what

is.chiefly marvelous is that they will so perA

AEE

on

ad-

dressed to the Publisher.

-| gelieal Alliance, which had

MEETING.

15
15, 1873.

in real benefit.
large part of our readers would prefer to
Bro. Durgin’s theme was the necessity of commencing at 7 o'clock, Dr. R. P, Perry, have the record made promptly and fairly
Christian activity, especially in the Foreign | of New York, the President of the Union, full. Thus we have sought to make it.
Mission service, and it was strongly enfore- | was in the chair.
We have no space in which to speak of
The singing for the
ed. Aristotle begins one of his books thus: ‘evening was by the Farmington Sabbath the occasion in any specific way. The at“This book is written for action’ The || school, led by the pastor. Prayer was ol- tendance was quite large, the interest at
Bible is our guide, and its injunctions prove fered by Rev. J. Rand, of Mass.
times rose to a high level, and the hearts
that it too was written for action. Our | The report of the Treasurer, D. Lothrop, that were not deeply stirred must have been
work as a Society is to carry the light of life || was made by E. W. Page, Esq. It showed sadly destitute of nerves.
J,“ God moves in a mysterious way
to the millions sitting in darkness, It is
[that $484.90 are in the treasury. This i& |" The great matter in hand was that which
His wonders to perform.”
only by active effort that this work can be mostly an invested fund, the interest of kept the Ed. Society so long in session,
It was'so in the overthrow of slavery, it accomplished.
It is not enough to procure; which meets the current expenses.
The at different times, avd which called out

results, the yote
reconsidered, and
proposing to give
$25,000 to Bates

extremes

have

The two

OCTOBER

GEORGE T, DAY. Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.

the burden light, the satisfaction abundant,

sons, failed to compe, the President had con- closed.
its tides up through the channel till the
banks. areoggrflowed and the intervale is not been made, is because many professed ments made
Rev. J. 8. Burgess spoke in a spicy way
upon thet, still ‘they toil on sented to say a few words. She said in
covered. Mutya young man who went temperance people have been inconsistent heroically, recelving constant tokens of di- substance: Some may wonder why wom- of the importance of all learning to sing,
out and sfrove forfour yearsto give us a in the bestowment, of their patronage. The vine ‘approval. The three missionaries en should embody fheir interest:in—___mis- [to the great merriment
of the pongregaany re- | tion.
nation and make liberty the birthright of Mum grogery is often patronized
in prefer- |
. Bachéler
“and | sions ina public meeting, or take
all, left his home apiece of - haman—drift-| encefo the temperance grocery,because it wife, reported as safely nearing their desti- sponsible work upon their hands. In reply,
L. 8. Coffin, of Towa, gave some account
we say that it is better that all classes of
wood, and came back to it a clear-eyed
can,in consequence of carrying on the abomnation; and the laborers in the field are dlof pioneer life and Sunday school work,

patriot and a resolute man.

BA
ah

WEDNESDAY,

energy of patient, bifave and believing spirits, earnest workers, consecrated powers.
Will we not take up the task and -carry it
on? IFit is accepted in the spirit of a true
faith and love, we shall find the yoke easy,
and the success large and sure.
(Want of
spacé compels this mere abridgment of the
address, which was heard with attention and
interest.) The Society then adjourned, and
the meeting was closed with the benedic-

that this brief presentation of it may

The Horning Star.

are will both test and tax, us, and call for the

subject

thanks to the pastor, dhvarch

this and commended to the candid and considerate
treated according to his deserts. This ad- municate with"another though removed by
strive to remedy it. Some reports received regard of our readers.
dress was such an one as only the speaker the world’s circumference. But God is not
;
are full of interest.
One of these was read: |
can make, and quite unreportable. It pro- out-done by the telegraph. While our peCollege, and a similar note of $17,000 to
The report then stated the donations made
Hearing and not Doing.
Hillsdale College. This re-opened the dis- dueed an abundance of merriment and good titions ascend on one line gracious answers through Rev. L. L. Harmon, the General
descend on the other,and the precious prom- Agent.
cussion, which went on till nearly: half past feeling.
Besides a small amount of money,
The Society then passed a resolution re- ises are fulfilled.
This seems to be one of the most fatal fol11 o'clock, through the courtesy of the
some 800 volumes have been given to desquesting the ministers of the denomination
The success of the past has been cheer- titute schools in different parts of the coun- lies of which the world is guilty nowadays.
Temperance Society, which gave up a large
part of the time belonging to it, to. the Ed- to preach upon the subject of temperance | i ng, but that gives no liberty to lessen our try. The report then gave some space to There is truth enough uttered and instrucucation Society.
The debate was ear- the last Sabbath in Oct., and circulate the efforts to-day. Especially should we pay the discussion of the character of 8S. S. tion enough given, both by the living voice
little heed to those croakers who pretend libraries. The publications of D. Lothrop and the unmistaken lessons of daily experinest, animated, and in the main dignified pledge.
AFTERNOON.
that the task of converting the heathen 1 & Co, were warmly commended.
and kind.
At the end of it, the subject was
Our S. ence, but a painfully large part of it fails of
The Educatien Society re-assembled at world is too great for human undertaking. 8. papers, The Litile Star and Myrtle were any good effect. Take the pulpit ministraagain referred to the same Com. as before,
the hour specified, 1 o'clock, and the Com. Our business is to go forward. Certain of- spoken of in the highest terms. The re- tions, for instance. Think of what a vast
and the Society adjourned to 1 o'glodk,
number of sacred desks there 1s in this
presented the following report:
P. M.
ficers expressed to the Duke of Wellington port concluded with an earnest appeal.
TEMPERANCE MEETING.
kh 1. Resolved, That this, Society proceed doubts of the suecess of a mission which he |" The President then made some remarks country, from which ate weekly uttered the
at once to raise $50,000 for theological in- had undertaken.
The reply was, “When referring to some reminiscences of the greatest truths that ever concerned human
The Anniversary of the Temperance
struction in Bates and Hillsdale Colleges; the chief issues his marching orders, what.
beings. “Eternal life on the one hand, on
past. Thirty years ago he passed through
Society was appointed at 10 o'clock.
At |"the amount of $25,000
to be raised for each.
that hour the Education Society was in the The payment of the whole or of any part ot is the business’ of the sarbordiustes? mn this village, a wicked young man, little the other wretchedness and despair. Love
and:its blesséd fruits here, hate and. its bitheat cf discussion, and the Temperance
this sum to either College shall proportion- “Why, to march,” So our orders are, from thinking that at this time he should be here
ter
harvest there. On this side the beauty of
heaven's
great
Chief,
“Go
ye
into
all
the
and preside at a great Sabbath school meetSociety postponed its meeting one hour ~| aliy release the society from its obligation
goodness, on that the deformity of evil.
to
that
College,
incurred
by
its
note.
world
and
preach
the
gospel
to
every
creating.
It was nearly half past eleven o'clock be2. That this Society give noles, one of ure.”
The narrow way leading to life, the broad
The millions already converted in
Rev. A. L. Houghton, of Lawrence, then
fore the way was fully made for the Tem$25,000to the President and Trustees of Yeathen lands forbid us to despair. Even
| addressed the meeting. He believed that way ending in death. Of these two oppoperance Society to hold its meeting.
Bates College, the interest on which shall
so notable ‘un anti-mission sheet as
the
|
the Sunday school of
-day had been rais- site issues mankind is made aware from
The President of (he Society, Rev. D. begin at the time when the Treasurer of
London
Pall
Mall
Gazette
acknowledges
this Society is notified by the President of
ed up to meet a want of to-day. It is an week to week, often from day to day,and still
Boyd, occupied the chair.
The 924th hymn
Bates College that $75,000, in additien to the great succes§ of mission work in India. institution of the church.
The wants which the broad way is thromyed, and multitudes
in the Psalmody was sung, and prayer was the pledge of Mr. Bates, has been legally
keep pressing ou,even against the warnings
Let us go forward, trusting in God, and he this institution is adapted to meet are:
offered by Rev. A. Lovejoy.
The records secured to the college, —also that a note of
that come echoing back from the places of
will
give
us
the
ends
of
the
earth
for
an
in1. A win in doctrinal teaching, Infidel
of the last meeting were read and approv- £17,000 be given to Hillsdale College, inthe
lost. To be sure, the world is not all
heritanee,
publications and infidel teaching are thrown
ed. The Treasurer made his report, which terest on which shall commenee at the time
going to the bad, but at the same time its
The
speaker
was
listened
to
with
marked
when
the
interest
becomes
payable
to
the
broadcast.
The
teaching
of
the
Sunday
showed-that there is some more than one
moral condition is sadly behind its’ priviPresident and Trustees of Bates College. attention, and at the close of his remarks a school greatly counteracts these.
hundred dollars in the treasury.
This reSaid notes shall'be made for fen years, the collection
leges.
:
staken
in
aid
of
the
was
2.
The
special
care
of
souls.
There
are
port was adopted. The addresses followed. interest on w
shall be.paid anoually.
Admit
that
there
is a good deal of cant .
3. These funds shall be available for the work. While the hats were passing Dr. demands upon the pulpit made now not and twaddle uttered under the name of
Rev. J. M. Brewster of Rhode Island was
the first speaker, He commenced by re- use of said Colleges as long as all teachers Perry referred to the meeting of the Evan- made in former times. The pastor can not Christian prexching.
Hearers often become
in these Colleges, supported in whole or in
ferring to the magnitude of the evil of in- part by the income of the funds of the Soci- gelical Alliance in New York, which he had care for all. The 8. 8. teacher is especially disgusted by it, and are set still more
temperance, and stated that. probably no ety, shall be approved by the ExeCutive left in coming here, and quoted the remarks the pastor of his or her class.
strongly to follow their own inclinations.
of a learned delegate to that meeting from
If the S. school meets these wants, the
single thing presented such. obstacles to Committee of this Society.
They often witness examples of faithlessness
India,
who
pertrayed
the
great
work
that
church
and
the
S.
school
are
one.
The
4. That this Society instruct its Execathe work of the Christian laborer.
The.
on the part of these
erds, such as the
tive Committee to employ the services of an missionary laborers were doing there, and pastor should bé in the Sunday school, not,
great question of the times is, How can the
agent for the purpose of securing the 850,- expressed the earnest hope that our part of however, as the teacher of some one class, worst sheep in the flock is not often guilty of.
progress of this gigantic evil be stayed? 000 named irr the first resolution.
But setting all this side, the world receives
the work should not be left undone,
but he should there be a living presence.
Some tell us but little or no progress: pis
truthful
instruction enough to save it seven
After a few words of explanation, the. | After singing the 836 hymn in the Psalm- The speaker urged ‘the importance of the

great strait is not likely to look on coldly

church,

raised. This

yielded small positive
adopting the report was
a resolution was offered,
an unconditional note of

sympathy and generosity, and make this
service regular, the better for us and the
world.
All great and good things among us had
feeble beginnings, and went up to majesty
and power as the oak from the acorn.
Christianity itsell once lay in swaddlingclothes in a manger in Bethlehem.
Harvard

John

On the other

the

motion, after a few remarks, the report was

aver-

spasm

and

adopted as a whole, and without dissent.
Formal business was then suspended for a
short time,to afford opportunity for the Com.
to solicit the names of those who would
unite in taking the responsibility of providing for the payment of the interest on #he
Societs note to Bates College, until the

age duty, like the Romish works of supererogation, that are supposed to pay for indulgences and hurry souls through purgatory, They who think of religion in general as the buying of a through ticket to
the kingdom of God, and missionary effort
as so much extra money. spent for luxuries
at way stations or for rides in the parlor
ear, make a mistake equally sad and pitiabie. The
missionary spirit is a central
quality in every genuine Christian life. And
the sooner we outgrow the need of being
kindled, now

hand, Mr.

is

cere and heart

take the support of one female missionary, and citizens of Farmington for the generof; if that is too much, two or more of them ous and efficient manner in which they have
eutertained these Anniversaries;
and to
can unite in the undertaking.
It has been Mr. J. T. Furber,
General Superintendent
fittingly suggested that we provide for send- of theB. & M, R, R., and W. H. Turner,
ing gut a lady educated at a medical insti- Superintendent. of the Portland and Rochtution, and Miss Crawford, now in the for- ester R. R., for free return tickets.
The Convention then adjourned.
eign field, forcibly urgesthe same view. (An
Beneextract from the letter of Miss C.; was here diction by Rev. E. Knowlton. So closed a
read.) As the Waldenses in France visited series of well attended, pleasant ‘and proffrom house to house, offering beautiful fab- [table Anniversary meetings.

Since the physicians
are, ave ‘mostly men,

‘titude of young girls and maidens who

away from her with disgust and fears the
jolly, rolicking sort. of man. He
good clothes and drives a fast horse.

sick

method

in nearly
all cases to enter female
apartments, therefore the woman who is so
unfortunate as to be ill must endure the affliction without medical treatment, and per-.
haps die in consequence. But physicians of
their own sex are eagerly sought and gladly rics for clothing the body, and then used
admitted.
Unfortunately, however, the the opportunity tp urge the proper adorncases are quite rare where their services can ment of the soul, so a Christian woman
be obtained,
Therefore, in view of the may be: sent by us, who, while prescribing
great moral as well as physigal need there for the diseased frame, may direct the inner
is of this class of missionary laborers; in eye to the Great Physiain of the spirit,
view of the fact that the large company of * And in order to success there must be pawives and mothers in India are constantly en- tient persistence. It. is easy to organize
tailing great suffering upon their off-spring and begin; but to work on, year after year,
for want of a proper knowledge of their when the enthusiasm has passed away with
this is what
Shey sien) mares and in behalf of the mul- the aovelty of the undertaking

serts, and his family is socially ostracized.
No matter how good a woman Mrs. John
Smith may be, Madame Good Society turns
of heritouch.,

the

(The

and since a rigid caste-system forbids men

The latter is punished according to his de-

contamination

is deplorable,

hardship to them.
there, such as they

ever touches him, Madame Good Society
transaction of other needful business,in tha Says, ‘‘ hands off.” She greets his wife
and family, who are in ‘full sympathy with
church, at 8 o’clock, A. M.; the President,
Rev. E. Knowlton, in the chair,
After his iniquity, with a smile. She nods, bows
hearing and accepting the report of the and caresses.” Such a procedure, which
"Treasurer, re-electing the Board of Officers, prevails in almost every community, is an
&c., the Society adjourned. to meet at 2 abomination in the sight of God. Let ‘the
rumseller and his family be treated in the
o'clock, P. M.
The Education Society was called to order same way as are the thief and his family,
and rumselling will receive a blow from
at half past 8, according ‘to adjournment.
” After devotional exercises, the Com. pre- which it can not recover. It will require
sented their report, which was substantially nerve to do this, and in seme cases produce
the same as that brought forward and con- convulsion, but it must be done, and it will
sidered the previous day, the chairman stat- eventually be done.—1#€%epeaker closed
with an expression of his conviction that
ing that there seemed to be uwothing else
promising so much in the way of harmon- the cause of temiperance would eventually
izing the commiitee and the Society. On triumph.

word to all disciples, and in every century,
is, ** As ye go, preach.” Shut up religion
in the heart, and it perishes like lame in a
vacuum.
We get by giving. The Kking“dom of God is built and extended only by
the aid of just such missionary effort as this
Sociely embodies.
_ This missionary work is not something
; something excepadded to religionnot
tional, extra, occasional,

of treatiig

ent” treatment from Madame Good Society.

OCT. 9.—MORNING.

ing" for the election of its officers

and it is enough

the

copies

_The Foréign Mission held its annual meet-

it palsies the arm or stays the step of a
Christian worker.
He presented and urged
the following points :—
prs
By its very genius the gospel is diffuleaven

that

The Cor. See. then made a brief but earnest appeal for funds, which was responded
to by pledges and a collection which really
improved the condition of the treasury.
Adjourned.

tion, and conservatism is mischievous when

like

and whose ‘well

a service

eternal completeness.

for the disciple that he be as his Master.
Caution must ngt suppress a living convie-

sive,

erowns,

spoken over

The condition of women 2 in that Our sisters in| Hosle states may well wider

heathen land

“fluence.
Jobn Smith, the rumseller, and
John Smith, the thief, receive very differ-

the beneficenee of his own, gives to life an

are pressing, the need great, and the extended and systematic effort of this Society
is what we shou’dat once provide for.
Rev.G. 'T. Day made the second address. He said it was well to hear and
answer all honest an | real objections to
such a work as this Society is. doing, but
the argument should not suspend or lessen
the labor, and we need not expect to escape
croaking,
criticism, or opposition. The
Master himself met these,

are many.

done,”

the calls

The field is large,

them at all.

Tndin,

If there be any zeal that is nT only at a with the. money “paid for Tea
hearing of the heathenism of Hindustan, But this would give crime the dignityof
And then what shall we
while the sight of vot less fearful heathen- legal support.
ism at our doors wakes no heart-throb, it is do with this money?
Shall it be putin the
a zeal in danger of cheating itself and - har- treasury from which funds are taken to
pay for repairing our highways, educate
vesting only chaff.
Unless the home interests ave carved for; our children and support the Lord's poor?
all others must suffer, for they form the No, never,
The priests were more consoil into which these strikeltheir roots and sistent when they refused to put the thirty
pieces of silver returned by Judas into the
from which they draw their life.
It is even more a privilege than a duty common treasury.
It was the price of
to enter into this waiting work. We toil to blood, and so is the money obtained from
save and redeem the country we love; to license.
In order for greater progress,
open doors that lead to a blessed life for this heresy must die and be buried.
our children and our children’s chi)dren ; to
. Still another reason why greater progfashion a future more glorious than any ress has not been made i because intempicture painted by inspired prophecy; to perance has been sustained by social in-

Continued from first page.

itself,If,
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fetid

all important measures, This Mr. Wells
shows to be a grave mistake, and that

seeins to accumulate that Mr.

suddenly vacatéd,

fled outof the know!-

——A UrioN COMMUNION SERVICE.

~ edge of his friends,
and was found to have
been practicing
a system

last half dozen years.

Alliance meetings in New York

J

a large building, and the
was crowded, even the

larly exposéd, and help to fortify them
against the first yielding to’ the tempter.

the ooeadion. mia:

one’s folly is to overtake him, does not have

‘on

.

latest illustration

method

of teaching

was

of this popular
at Fort Klamath,

Oregon, Oct. 3, when Captain Jack, Boston

Charlie,

Black

Jim

and

Schonchin,

some of the Modoes engaged in the treacherous murder of the Peace Commissioners,

were hung by thé neck till dead.
to have been

ment

the purpose

It seems

of the Govern-

to make it an object lesson, for they

caused to be gathered and witness the execution all the Indians within a convenient distance, and the U. S. officers stated
distinctly that the hanging was to be thus

privilege of sitting, at

——A
college

in this sensational and frontier style,

What wholesome efthat possibly

no

until they

unless

remiark,

table.
their

by

men

where

Y.,

N.

Brooklyn,

conversation, reading,

ably successful

Broadfellow-

sons by the hundred ? Of course the cases

are not exactly parallel. But if it was for
murder that the Indians were hung, did n't
these rebels murder in a much more atrocions manner? If the element of treach-

ery bad to do with the seatence of the Modoes, wasn't the. treachery of these unhung
blacker

nature?

We

venture to say that the whole record of
Modoc
picture
Libbey
ago.
Now,

tortures would present no darker
than the daily scenes at Belle Isle,
and Andersonville not many years
we know

that this is ‘the ery of

peace and brotherhood, and that the feelings of the conquered southerners should
not be needlessly stirred; butso long as

shese are both national matters, and the

Government has had the disposition of both
.cases, we should like to know by what
considerations the former criminals were
left unpunished and these so spitefully hung.

_Are
.ed

the few remaining Modocs to bo fpar

more

than the whole

South, that'

there

should be this seeming urgency to terrify

them into submission ? Or did the Government fear the consequehces of banging the

representatives of leading families and a
great constituency, but sees no risk in
hanging a brace of ignorant savages, ‘whose

allies it ‘would feel no hesitancy in shooting

into

submission, should

any

practical pro-

ast appear ?

It «is not the question itself of death by
hanging that should scem to claim special
attention :in this case, but the consistency
of the transaction with others that have re-

ceived quite different (reatment, and the
passionate not to say Frenchy

. rying ‘out the whole matter.

members have been

answer,

“There

increased, and hereafter it is hoped that no
one may be turned

away

from

style of car-

To be sure,

the Modoos were guilty of a capital offense,

but is this ChristianMand the place where
moral instruction by public” executions
should be attempted, and that under the
sanction of the Government?

The condemned Modocs themselves seem

away

fare have been all that

Rev. T. D, Talmage is at thé head of the

we

been sustained,

lived in a distant

standing and
parties.

sadness.

in the

could

wish; we

have found it easy to trust in God

while we

;

Ireland,

have

seen

cultivated grain farms just in - the

midst

harvest,and are now steaming by the Giant’s

FarmiNaToN, N. H., Oct. 10, 1873.

ried to ‘‘all the world.”

I came fo this place with a subscription

—

There
at the
which

——Ax OuTBREAK oF FurtOonisM,
was % decided outburst of Fultonism
Union anniversary,
Bible
recent

seemed to show that modest preacher in
his trie light. Read some of his utteran-

of about $17,000 to the College.

The Ed-

ucation Society

voted

fo

scribe $25,000.
while
Now,

So I leave with $42,000.
the subject is fresh and

yesterday

sub-

warm, I send this note to the Star to ask
the friends of the College to pledge at once
ces, taken at random, but not, on account the remaining $8,000.
The smallest sums
of disjointure, liable to any unfair inter |- will be gratefully accepted. We must first
pretation. He modestly remarked: “I be- raise $50,000; then Mr. Wood is to enter
belong to. Jesus Christ and the Baptist upon his work of raising $50,000 in Boschurch,” and that ‘‘the only means or ma- ton.
chinery existing on the earth for the salThe subscription stands in this way:

What

vation of men is the Baptist church.”
a catholic

reverend

spirit the

'B.E.

gentleman

Bates

- -

-

=~

-

Pledges

-

must possess | What a spectaele of Christian “iF, B. Ed. Society

Jove and union this poor world would be
obliged fo witness, if that were practical
Speaking
Christianity! But to continue.
of certain ' Christians represented in the’

Evangelical Alliance he gaciously observed,
«I suppose I love them well enough, but

not too well,” and added, that he was
whenever

ssready for union with them

Total

and the old world visitors to thf: great re-

ligious gathering in New York be insulted
by such impudent and clownish conceit
as this? Fortunately, that is not the typical
Christian spirit of this country nor of the
assur-

ance, that there is too much good sense
the Alliance, as wellas in Christendom,’

in
to

be seriously troubled by such exhibitions of
«‘ballooonery” as these.

In the words

of a

leading Baptist newspaper, *‘We can stand

it if Mr. Fulton can.”

—Mz.

ApAMs ReviEwep.

The public

is at last gratified by the appearanc

| Ex.

Secretary Wells's review of Charles'Fravcis
Adams's memorial address on William H.
Seward, in, which

it will

-

=

-

=

17,000

- - - - 25,000
-

- "=

few places. Brethren and
and children, send me
llelp me this once, and
Do not be deaf to this
O.B.C.
not to be. =

be remembered

that Mr, Adams indulged in some very

wse-

Memorial.

:
W. EDWIN ARMS, son of Wm. Arms, of Lundy’s Lane, Erie Co,, Pa., died in Napoli, N. Y.,
Deceased belong
Aug. 16, 1873, aged 23 years,
ed to the class of 75, Hillsdale College, Mich.
resolutions were adopted at a
The [following
he
meeting of the Theological society, of which
was an honored member: |
Whereas, death has entered our circle, and
taken fronyus gut esteemed and talented broth
er, W. I, Arms, we, the members of the Theo-

Friday

Nov.

HENNEPIN Ql
th.

Delegates.

sad‘Resolve, 1. That with feelings of deepest
ness we assemble again. to engage.in our work,
that the voice which bag so often
remembering

mingled with ours ix now silent in the tomb. an
9. That, by this death the Society has lost
a
earnest worker, an honored member, snd
:

Tali That we ace reminded by
the uncertainty
rking

working

of

while the

pe.

day

lasts,

“OH. B. LARRABEE,
A. AIKEN,

M. J. COLDREN,

were

in attendance

17

Friday,

on

A

o'clock, P. M.

WALNUT

Dec.

19th,

Di1us DAY,

to get rid of them.

represented every time.

¢ Com; on res.

nd

r to his bereaved

warmest sympathies,

this

mysterious

hoping

bereavement

family

our

and praying:ithat

may

MILLER’S

over-

BABY SYRUP

*

the complexion. It imparts
smoothness, transparency and rosy
freshness to the skin. Cures all eruptions of the face. 1s not injurious. Sold by Druggists, or sent by Mail. Price 50 cents per box.
: Address
MILLER BROS..,
26t39
113 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

catching
No pay, if Dr. Tobias’ Venetian Liniment dod
not cure (when first taken) Cholera, Diarrhea]
Dysentery, Croup, Colic, and sea Sickness. Taken

of

internally, warranted perfectly harmless, (see
oath
accompanying each bottle,) and Chronic: Rhiéumas
tism, Sore throats,
Mumps,
Bruises, Old Sores.
Painsin the Limbs, Back and Chest.
Externally,

Sold by all Druggists.
Etireka

this Liniment

Machine

has

been

watfanted

Birds.”

They gather

around

And TAN, us¢ PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
1t is RELIABLE,
and HARMLESS, '$old by Druggists
everywhere.
Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,
Blackheads
proved

the table with bright

The

price

Papers will be one cent

each

over

four

ounces, one

3

three

tf

KANSAS Y. M. will be held with the Spring Hill
.

M. W, CAMPBELL.

Q. M.

adjourned

its Sept

term to

house, in Waterville, ‘Oct. 21,
council appointed Uy the ¥.

M. to investigate any violations of F. B. usages that
By order
Com.

SANDWICHQ, M. wll hold its next session with
the 1st churchin Eaton, Oct. 31 and Nov. 1,2. Will
the

churches remember

their assessments ?

J. B. TASKER,

FOR

Clerk.

WHEELOCK Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church in Albany, Vt. Conference Fiiday Oct.
24, at 1 o’clock, P. Mey t is hoped there w ibea

hd

"New
York, Novémber 20, 1872.
This simple and ingenious Machine is as useful as
the Sewing Machine, and is fast becoming
popular ;
with ladies, in the place of expensive needle-work, |
its work being much more handsome, TSquiring less
time and not one-tenth part the expense. ~o lady’s
toilet is now complete without it. 4 Machine with
illustrated circular and full instructions sent on receipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2 75.

Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,
1yeow2l

AGENTS

Cross,—8tate

of the Dead;

Rev. Dickey,—

Scribner,—Church Discipline ;, Rev.

the Ministry;

Rev.

Shepard ,—Call

Kenyon,—~Infidelity.

discussion is to come off Thur«dsy, P. M., precedin
the Ministers’ Conference.
Conference opens at
o'clock.
Nextsession at Washington Oct. 18, 19.

A

J.D. Cross.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The F. B.
by vote at its last anniversary,

Temperance Union,
requests each mia-

ister of the denomination to preach a tempor
germon on the last Sabbath of Oct,, 1873, and p!
sent a temperance pledge to
Sabbath school.

|

derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask
your Druggist forit.’ BEWARE OF IMITATIONS,
lyeowl
is
ud

A
———

0 5

ps:

MARRIED

Benefits of a Minister? ‘Conference; Rev. Part.
ridge,~The Best Meansto Promote a Revival; Rev,
to

309 Broadway, New York.
WANTED.

Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —SANFORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious' Attacks, and all

E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.

The following assignments aré made for the G5
inth Q. M. Ministers’ Conference, organized at
the
last session of the Q, M. :
Z.D.

:

Samuel D. Tillman, Corresponding Séaly.

nr

good attendance from'@ll our churches.

|

*

»

“It is ingenioha and will meet the wants of every
matron in the land.”
:
Exhibition of 1873.
John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.
¥. A. Barnard, Pres.
|.

ble guanielly or yearly in advance, it the office where

WATERVILLE

great

Embroidering and Fluting Machines.

cents a

received.

the Russell meeting
at 7, ». M., 10 meeta

Im-

the

TO J. W. McKEE,
.

quarter or twelve cents a year; over four ounces and
not over eight ounees, double this rate, and so on.
On 5¢ Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, paya

tae

PERRY’S

Remedy,

AWARDED BY THE
American Institute,

address, not weighor,

use

Pimple

DIPLOMA,

per month, or 75 cents

cent,

and

skin medicine. Prepared only by Dr. B. © PERRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond st., N. ¥. Sold by Druggists
everywhere.
:
3313

We are to

of the 8. 8S. Lesson

per hundred.
Postage :—In packages to one
ing

and Flesh-worms,

Comedone

Notices and Appointments,
PAPERS.

over

families

Fur MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

have a game of Avilude.” A whole winter of enjoyment combined with instruction for seventy-five cents.
Sent post-paid, on receipt of price, by West & Lee,
Worcester, Mass.
8
3t40

~

for

Many

have used it for years, and state, ifit was $10 per
bottle, they would not be without it. Depot 10
Park Place, New York,
4. 5 41,
~~

twist

:-

eyes and smiling faces as it’s announced,”

-|

A.

5.00
C. 0. LIBBY, Tras.

MADAME DE ROSSA’S
- ANTHEO
is the best preparation mm the world for beautifying

Happy now are the children whose thoughtful parents have bought for them.‘ Avilude, or Game of

two

Rev.

Tract.

35 cents per bottle.

The “ Centaur Linimgnt,” “Quaker Bitters,” and
i Vegetine,” advertised in dnother column of this
paper, are for sale by Wm. H. Vickery, wholesale
and retail druggist, Central street, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail will be‘promptly filled and faithfully
executed.
:
© 6ml8

two

in this Q. M.,
this’ affliction of oy Moulton, formerly a minister
the necessity ‘of and of the magnitude of the loss to his tamil
und to the church, we express our heaptfe
sorrow,

KEEP

In this city, 6th

inst.,, by

Rev.

A. Caverno,

Thomas Wi Cnr Sud Mise Muy ’ Hangod,

Mr.

i

n Lee,
Me., Aug.
17,
ev.
8S. M.
ge
x.
Henry Crocker and ered Harriet N. Rollie both
of Li.” In Springfield, Me., Oct. 8, Mr. John L.Doug1ass, of L.., and Miss Julia A, Murdoch, of Carroll.
At Jonesville, Vermont, July 24. by Rev. D. 8.
Frost, Mr. Jay KE. Pierce, of Huntington, Vt.,
and Miss Mary E. Stokes, of Starksboro. “Aug.
20, Mr. Orin
Grace and Miss Marion E. Stokes,
both of 8, Sept. 8. at Highgate, Vt., REV. WILLIAM. ALSON
NEALEY, of H., and M188 MARTHA M.

BRILL, of Franklin, Vt. Sept. 9, Mr: Alvab Chamberlin’ and Miss Elizabeth Gill." both of Bolton.

Sept.9, ‘Mr, Benoni
Lewis,

both

T.Sprague

and

of Huntington.

} Farmer, of Bolton,
Richmond.

Sept.

Miss

20,

In Charlestown, Mass.,

6th inst., by

Ida

Mr.

Miss Maggie

an

M.

Peter

J. Kell,

of

Rev. J. Rand,

his congregation and
A. P. TRACREY, Sec.

Mt, Delwin

hold

James 8. Brackett and
Miss Ella Rass®i both of P.
In Wegt
Stephentown, Sept. 14, by fev. I, B. Cole.

oth

of

M. Gian and Miss

Lucilla

F, Phillips,

C.

o

In Phillips, Oct. 2, by. Rev. D. Waterman, Mr. _ /

NEW

DUrRpVAM

Q. M.

will

its

next

session

with the New Durham church, commencing Wednesday, Oct. 22, at 1 o’clock. Conference, Tuesday preceding.
C. L. PINKHAM, Clerk.

man, Mr. David

Horton

both o' Sand Lake,
nlannington,

Bro.,

and

}

Daman

on hand, and your children will never be sick. It
will instantly cure sour stomach, dysentery, griping
in the bowels, wind celie,
&c. [¢! ives reli
teethContains no opium or moring. Pleasant to take.
phine,. Relieves your child by curing, not by causmg it to sleep, as its restored health and thrifty
growth will soon indicate. Sold by druggists. Price

is not a matter of surprise,
for it proves exactly as

from all

§. M.—Held its last session
CUMBERLAND
with the chureh in Raymond. An interesting
meeting. Adopfed the following resolutions:
Resolped, That in view of the sudden, sad and

’

C.0. por.

years, and not one bottie returned.

and

Clerk.

x

Special Notices.
MOTHERS, READ THIS!

to know how

church, beginning on Friday, Oct. 31.

A SRR:Das I

our esteemed

is

ought

"

[}

Tamworth, N H, perJ Runnells,

with

A few doses of Hale's Honey

The very large sale of the

LESSON

B. A. GURNEY, Clerk,

appalliug deat

or

Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue.

with Pleasant Hill church, commencing Sept.
12. The attendance was no large, but the exercises.were interesting and profitable. There
was no special interest reported from any of the
churches, but those repotting evinced a spirit of
Rv. A. M. Totman was appointsteadfastness.
ed Corresponding Messenger to next term of
Collection for Home MisPrairie City Q. M.
Sabbath, $9.15.
sions on the
Next session with Burns cbureh. Dee, 12,
SHRMACTIA

Everybody

knows

7.40

Lebanon, Me, towards support of

Bible

its

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute,

with

at

100

100.00
5

x

oy

Dover, N. H.

Horehound and Tar, and presto! they are gone.
Why continue to cough, with a positive cure at hand ?

its fall term

Q. M.~Held

CREEK

in a snowsstorm.

and

y

aware & Clayton Q M,
rs Goodrich,
Laporte,
rs Moulton,
“
Bovina,
H H Withington, Toledo.
J Bishop.
od
Tama Q M,
Marble Rock,
Mitchell,
Orchard.
Burr Oak,

A.D. Corse, Clerk.

them, but everybody

hours there was no lost time, the divine pres.
ence seemed to be with us and all felt that it
yA
to be there.
‘was
Next session with the Minneapolis. church,

commencing

5.00

As

cine, Wis,
Mrs D 8 Lamprey, Belmont, N H,
Unity Q M, Me, per 8 Fogg,
¥
Collected by R D Frost fn Towa.

CoLDS ARE FLYING ABOUT in the air thicker than

in

In a session of over

20.00

Collected in family by Nellie Hart, 4 years old, Ra-"

The VEGETINE has cured many cases of Serofula

flakes

r.

Jos White in Tudia,per Miss White,
$l. at anutves rye
oD WO
ewmarket,
or
Durgin,
Lawrence Q M, N ¥ per D S Smith,
y

Q. M’s

session

e|

J B Stanton,

the rest.

of five, ten and twenty years’ standing.

the churches except one; the reports were generally good, the meetings were all very interesting, especially our covenant meeting in the

afternoon of the 18th.

our

With

its Sept.

Oct. 81st.

Clerk.’

Sept.

church,

Dague,

Dash

N C Bean, Fateneid, hE
JB
uo
Meredith Village, N H, Ret L Givgn,
Hallowell, Mo. per CB
Peckham

pre- may appear in the doings of said Q. M.
.
up a. of council.

eld its last session

Champlin

than

present from other

GIBSON Q. M.—Held

collection of something over $20 for that cause.
Mound church,
the Big
Next session with
Wayne, Co., III,
41-2 miles west of Fairfield,

the Anoku and

Mire Filer. Fagklin,

Liberty church.
There was a large delegation
present from the churches and a very interesting
season was enjoyed.
The meetings were spiritual, the preaching excellent. Collection for
Missions, $6.50.
Sle
Next session with North Sanford church.
Conference on Friday evening, at 7 o’clock,

Clerk.

J. 8. Hawk,

20,00

| Rev
ernaid, 8aco, Me. per T Stevens,
Lowell, Mase, pet Curtin, a

sions amounted to $17.00,

were

the meeting On; Sabbath Bro. Manning
Home Mission cause and: took
sented the

Nov. 1.

the

Next session with the Girard church, commening at 2, P. M., Nov. 14, continuing three
days.
D. P. HarcH, Clerk.

session

before the 5th Sabbath

CHaAs. M. BRADLEY,

Estate of Absalom Frees,
P
A
ver, NJ H,By, A
Rand Wah. bt. Dover

H, Tarbox and

who added much to the interest of the occasion,
and a season of much profit was $9joyed hy all.
Sabbath collection for
Home and
Foreign Mis-

its last session
Q. M.—Held
Co.
WAYNE
with the Jeffersonville church; in ‘Wayne Co.,
ThompHarrison
1ll., Sept. 6th and 7th, = Elders
from
son from Lebanon, and J. S. Manning
" were with us and added to the interest of

logical society,

hful brother,

and

prominent ministers

We had a very good meet¢heered by thew,
ing.
MRext gession with Shiloh Hill church, Shiloh
at 2
Randolph ¢Co., Ill., commencing
Hill,

on

L.A, DEMERITT,

Dover, N, H.

last session with the South Litchfield church,
commencing
Aug. 15, and continuing
three
days. The churches were all represented by
letter and dele
8. There was a number of

represented.
ing. The churches was generally
We had Elders J, S, Manning,and I. Kenny from

o’cloek,

Society.

N H, per Mrs P

urgin,

fine, the
throughout

CALHOUN & NORTH BRANCH Q. M.—Held

on

and

Mission

Hussey L

W. H. H. Davis, Clerk.

$142,000

Ministers and Churches,

Why must the Christian spirit be, outraged,

world, and there"is this comforting

-

-

=

+

-

$100,000

they

church.”

would come and join the’ Baptist

-

[ can visit but
friends, women
your pledges.
God bless you.
call; I pray you

- -

attendaneé,

Co., Ill, at
bHth Sabbath

in our meetings,

Woman’s

Jeunesse, Rinardstown, Mass, to con. her-

Woman's, Miss. Soc, New Market,

LAKE GEORGE, N. Y., Q. M—Held its last

in August, and organized by choosing Jas, H
Bradley as chairman to,preside over the meetHillsdale, Mich.,

-

Ll

vis,

session’ with the New Vermont church, anc
though two churches did not report either by
letter or delegate yet we had a very good season. We noticed some who seemed to be very
much impressed with the reality of the text as
it was preached and exhorted from, ** Time is
short.”
Collection $6.90.

Quarterly Meetings.

with O1k Grove charch, Juckson
11 o’clock, on Saturday before the

Ae

ingy. Conn.

Woman's Miss, Soc., Farmingto n,N H, to con. Mrs

church,

num-

.

LOONEY-SvHINGS Q. M.—Held its 4th

Ba‘es College.

v

ER

ny
Marx, Stan- |
ton. Helen
Stanton,.25 each,per
J Fairbanks,
W Lebanon, Me, T
pe
[Wa
i200
Wash. 8 ch, Dover, N H,
Lise
00
Woman's Miss. Soe , Buxton, Me, per Mrd'J B Da- =

Clerk.

usual

interest be but a harbinger of better days for
the No. Danville church and people.
C. W. GRIFFIN, Clerk of Council.

Causeway and in to Scotland, which we hope
0. R. BACHELER.., Bi sf “v\
to see-shortly.

:

more

Ordination.
the Wheelock
council appointed by
The
ting for the examination and: orQuarterly
dination of Bro. A. P. Houghtaling, met in the
. church at No. Danville, Vt., Wednesday, Oct.
pro1, and after a satisfactory examination,
ceeded to the ordination service in the following
Scriptures,
of
Reading
order: - Invocation,
Hymn, Prayer, Hymn, Sermon, by Rev. Isaae
Hyatt; Ordaining Prayer by Rev. D. H. Adams;

of

.

self L

About our usual

We leave at Sutton, a church large, united and
efficient, and we bespeak for our successor, Rev.
M. C. Henderson, a cordial reception, an ample
support and large usefulness.
\
F. L. WILEY,

its well

id

i!

Mrs C Stanton. SL Callie, Stanto

the Poestenkill chureb.

college, and his enthusiastic, practical na- have noticed the ever watchiul care of our
ture impels the students to faithful and act- "Captain and ‘his officers, feeling the con- JOhargeto Candidate by Rev. B..S8. Moody;
stant assurance that should our ship strike Welcome and Hand of Fellowship by Rev. C.
ive service. Of course the strain upon
his fime is great, considering his already the shore he would not be roused from his W. Griffin; Address te church. by Rev. D. H,
oO
slumbers and thrown from his berth by the Adams.
numerous cares, bat it is a needful work,
Depart.
Theo.
the
of
graduate
late
a
is
be
H.
to
Bro.
servants
shock.
All
honor
is
due
to
our
worthy
his
allows
and God hardly
and enters upon his work as
idle when that 1s waiting to be done, Could Capt. Young as a safe and competent vav- of Batesof College,
that church with sanguine hopes, and
pastor
unspirit,be
igator.
eid
pot a similar work,and in a like
of good are seen-as the fruits of
We have stopped off Moville to- leave already tokensors and sympathetic heart. May
dertaken by other Christian laborers in the
his earnestdab
The minister's hands of passengers, have been close in to the the ordination exercises which were ‘of thrilling
Master's name?
shores of Old

rover,

F. B.
MrsEC

ber in

experi

3

MAIL.

Addie Holbrook, Evansburg, Penn.

voted that this Q. M. hold four sessions
yearly
instead of three as formerly, commencing as
follows : Friday
before..the second Sabbath in
Dec., March,
June and Sept. Rev’s J. B. Randali; 'W. H. Fomerden and brother P. Beers,
were chosen Mission Committee’ as per Treatise. The meetings of worship were full: of interest, and attended with the quickening of the
(divine spirit.
the
Stephentown
and
Next session with
1. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.
Nassau church.

re-

baptism

M.

amount
of business transacted.

state,

the

ami.

RENSSELAER Q. M.~Held its fall session with

that
beautiful morning; the sermon
which
could not find clear utterance because of a swelling heart; the appreciative resolutions passed by
the unanimous uprising of the congregation; the
farewell address by a young lady representative
of the Sunday-school, and that other appreciative address at the North Branch Sunday-school
in the evening ;—all must be remembered, and
that, with a mingled feeling of satisfaction and

he

un-

The

Rob-

OA Sith. Marahineld, Fo. Coy Pas;

e!

oldest pastor

forget

ences of that closing Sabbath.

BY

James N Tucker,

8. BOWDEN, Clerk.

the kindest feelings between all

We shall not soon

LU
N Plummer

Rand.

1-H Thompson—B. V

Witham

Rev Wm Johnson, Co

!

the brethren and friends for She manner
friends were cared for during
the meeting.

added to the church, and

Woodman, ‘the

Revs:

But this relation which has had a pleasant

distance. The ship, its accommodations and

its doors.

Jonathan

oy

2d Poland, Me. per D O Burr,
Waverly,
Mich, per J M Kayser,
Andrews were with us and added much to the
's
Fisburg,
sapport of two children in
interest of the meeting:
Much credit is due to | 5%
fa, per J Pa.W. for
Guiles

existence for these years, has closed quite as
pleasantly, there being the best of an under-

der our lee, high, abrupt banks with farmstretching

was one of interest,

living, gave a comprehensive account
of ouy
‘denominational rise and progress, a lay brother;
gave the past and present of the Sutton church,
and Revs. T. P. Moulton, E. C. Heath and W.{
L. Noyes sustained other appropriate parts with
ability. The Sutton church being old and somewhat historic, the exercises, filling three full
days and evenings, were intensely interesting
to all, and very refreshing fo the church.

shall’ be . no more sea.”

houses and farms

have

ae]
aes

Forwarded,

.

WOODMAN, Clerk.

L. F. FARNHAM,

fhe

WATERVILLE Q. M.—Held its Sept. term with

but, through organized

living, except one, who

Rev.

A.

thewhurch in Rome,
The I
attendance large and the meeting

union,at which there came together many of
the former members dnd all the former pastors,

family

The shores of the old world are close

of three and

general peace and harmony have prevailed.
About a year ago we had a church family

medicine

and night

Wisi, Dec. 57.

Vt., during which our
of the ; parish, whether
met with hearty acceplon the part of the peo-

Religious meetings

§

Hillsdule; Mach,,
is the pastor, |"
Next session with the York Prairie

been regularly presented to the people in all
parts of the town.
As a result of God’s blessing
oun this kind of co-operative effort, eighty-five

account

with

Books

ju
Rel ower CHW
Raythom
EWA iA
rrill—J

N. Hand 8 N e

Littlefleld—A Losee—dJ
A
Meader—Mrs Anna Mons 8
—H M Potter—HattieP Ph
erts—Mrs L. P Rai ndlett—H
Tewksbury—N Vinyard—L H

LAFAYETTE Q, M.—Held its Sept. session
with the Wayne church. The churches were
well represented. The desire of the churches
was, O Lord, revive thy work in the hearts of
thy children. The
Warren~church is again
in good working order. Rev. AC. Hogbin, of

efforts in the form of devotional meetings,branch
Sunday-schools and a liberal circulation of religious - papers suited to all ages, the ‘gospel has

has faithfully fed the flocks with an occasional lunch thrown. Only daring these
last two days he is putting them through
a course of fasting. He seems earnestly to
long for the fulfillment of the prophecy,

is

its record

and

Atlantie, and morning, noon

"others quite as ignorant, and largely incapable of reason or reflection. . For we
would most likely get an audience on
Broadway that would be capable of drawing conclusions from the scene.
Moreover, how can this. Government | course are usually full, and in many cases
hang these hunted and outraged Indians, he bears much more than his portion of the
for simply retaliating ou the race that they burden, but whenever he can use his in_believe has haunted them to death, while it fluence to help along work like this, he can
lays no hand on Jeff Davis and Admiral hardly fail of divine approval. It is only
Semmes and GenerabWinder and the other by self-denying, persistent Christian work,
rebels and pirates, who, enlightened but even when the hands are weary and the
inbuman, murdered and starved a nation's heart is heayy, that the Gospel can be car-

of a much

ple.

3

"A.

‘

not only in the village,

worship every evening and services on the
Sabbath.
Our party has suffered little from sea-

already one that the college. need not Lesitate to own. The large number who have
instruction bere give
already received
sucli promise of success in applying it,
that the working force of the institution is

murderersat midday, than thus to execute
a quartets of ignorant Indians,‘in a remote
and ubseltied region, in the presence of

traitors

music,

Cook Eat
arl—
Mrs
§ M M Cook
D L Hurd—L. Hutchins

1 LA

Next session with the Campton church,

to what

HOWARD CLEAVES, & Parish Com.

a half years at Sutton,
plans for the cultivation
wise or otherwise, have
ance and prompt action

being well represented, also the fine arts.
Qiir time has been well employe@in study,

The free

CHriSTIAN ENTERPRISE.
in

On

Tre.

ROSWELL PHILLIPS,

f

Sutton, Vermont.
‘We have just closéd a pasto

the

OLYMPIA,
STEAMSHIP
:

bench, bar, navigation, trade and

living helpful, useful lives. The question
of how to workto the best advantage in
the field of practical philanthropy, which
perplexes so many, here receives a reason-

capable of intelligently reasoning on the
matter it would be a different thing. But,
of death as they are, and
d
to scenes
use
usually caring as little for bodily torture as
do brutes, from what crime can it be possible that the spectacle of this execution will
Really, it would seem
restiain them?
more fitting to erect a gallows on
way, and there hang Stokes and his

on

teach applied Christianity, that is, to in- sickness, exvept Bro. Marshal. - He has
struct people in the ways and means of taken under his worthy care the fishes of the

If they were

have on a band of savages?

Lords

and women are trained for practical Christian work, has already proved itself to be a
valuable help. ' Its object seems to be to

to employ the speech and the methods of
the gallows-instructor, and to stoop so far
from its high position as to deal with" crim-

like

along

of light winds and inferior coal we shall be
out nearly fourteen days. Our ccmpany
consists of about twenty cabin and fifty
steerage passengers.
In the cabin’ we
have a very pleasant party, the plpit,

omission.

lessons might not have occasioned remark.
But for the United States government thus

ect can a death-scene

cause

shall

for horse-stealing, this cant about making
salutary impressions and teaching useful

i deplorable indeed.

the

May the occasions be. repeated

poor wretches whom they had hunted down

1

4

D. J. MEEDS,

the voyage has been pleasant.

this unrestricted

indorse by their presence

A novel application, certainly, of the latest
method of Sunday school instruction.
If this had been a western lynching case
instead of a legal execution, and if the
parties had been disguised ruffians hanging

Jie

are now. -well

0

for
to

are,glad that an occasion was offered
and all,
those Christians, Churchmen

publicgo as to have a salutary effect upon
other Indians with bloedthirsty natures.

© §
ni

York,

bow

and
bad

our dear brother 4 1 sister, God bless
you and
youn labors” in Ne r new
field of
Christian
work.
—
-

koi Mine hy HEELAND,
\
My DeAr Bro. Lis ‘
BE of Ireland close a
e of High Churehism to keep him back
The abrupt shores
m this blessed service in his Master's | hand tell us that we are near the close of
name. Leading clergymen in the Baptist our voyage. Twelve hours more should
denomination were also present, and Chrisbring us in to Glasgow.
i
tian hearts were knit in closer union as
Our friends who watched us so kindly
they were reminded of the death and res- as we left the pier ‘at New York will be
urrection of a common Lord.
Although interested to learn that our voyage has
the Alliance as such will hold no Union been on the whole a pleasant one. For the
gale
service, still this is an ap- first few days the sea was calm and winds
ch to it which can not fail ofa wide
light. The “line storm” reached us on. the
and salutary effect. Let the prominent 17th and lasted three days. For a few
men in any denomination engage in a hours the gale was severe, but our ship kept
service, and no matter what the articles of on her way without serious interraption.
faith say, they will be followed in practice
One of the “men” was knocked overboard
by the masses of that denomination.
We by a loose sail and lost. The remainder of

Object Teaching.
The

Providence so directed, but we

Dean is a man of broad Christian sympathies, and: he could not allow the prac¥

EE dhens

—

New

Ts wer grey

‘| seems thé’ manifest will of him who Is too wise
to err and too goodto be unkind, and we say to

Our missionaries, who lately sailed from

presided, and

especially signifi-

’

wish of this ehurch-and society to have bim
bis esteemed wife still continue with us,

Missionary News.

what disturbed by the occurrence, but the

their guard. If they still’ shut their ears
and make as though they did not hear the
warning, what must the end be? -

:

They

catby the fact that the English Dean of journey, as the following letter just reCanterbury assisted in the service. Pro- «ceived from Bro. Bacheler and’ wailed at
schiptive Episcopalians doubtless feel some- Glasgow, indicates: '

sure

‘the effect to put all classes of men more

wade

was

in their hearts,

-

Letters Received.
M Atwood—F Bach—J Barr—J M Ballou—A H Burch

Whereas the two years of faithful Christian
work of the Rev. 'J. Malalvern, pustor of this ‘Wi
reatly cheere
a visit
fro
V8,
chureh, have now ended, and we have listene
Almon Shepherd and C. W. Griffin from Vey
with feelings of sadness to his farewelPaddress, mont, and
Rev.
A.
Tyler
from
Wisconsin,
wh
and whereas
his talents and efficiency ‘in the were with us nL
their Christian council an
pulpit
have won our respects and. his Christian earnest preac " added much to the interest of
walk and general deportment have greatly en- tue gathering,
The spirit of God was in our
deared him to us in Christian love, therefore,
midst. The business of conference was tran sactResolved, Thdt it would ‘be 'thé unanimous
hi perfect harmony and all felt it was good to

Denomisational News and | Note

last week

audience room
galleries being

closely filled. Dr. Adams

#1t will he marvelous if the last few years’
experience, showing as il does how

One

was a Union Communion service held Sunday afternoon in Dr. Adams's church. | It is

Of courte nothing can be gained by repeating these sad failures here, unless they may
serveto warn others who may be simi-

by a rising congregation;

even make it improbable that Lamon's second volume of his life’ will’ find a market,
and the statementis made that “the author
will not risk its publication.

of the chief features of the Evangelical

of fraud for the

:

his memory ripens

Current Topics.

he

Lincoln

was fullof good counsel and tender love, the

Ofice Addresses.

. Rev, 0. OC. Hills, Harrisburg, Pa:

of ministerial labor in the Q. M., only two
churches
reporting regular 'presching (the
Campion and the Coaticook churches), by Rev.
‘W.
H. Lyster; and nearly all the reports speak
of a want of zeal in the cause of the Redeemer.
The Campton church bas been enjoying a
precious revival of religion for a pulier of
mouths past, that commenced under the
rs

following preamble and resolution were read
by Rev. John Stevens and unanimously adopted

emphatically the man for the place, and’ the
public only estéem him more and more as

A position

ing all the tempations which it offered,

‘the text, ¢ And now brethren, T commend you
to God.” Atthe close of the sermon, which

Weean

object, this

Peat

Tues. P. M. preceding,

228

the lead of his Secretary of State in almost

certainly has not been it, nor are the Indians
the people who will be likely to learn
that he had held almost from boyhood simany
useful
lesson from it.
~~
|
ply because it was a: very imporians oue
\
and his integrity seemed capable of resist-

Trust Company of New York?

Minister’s Conference,

other ministeris expected to present a ske'ch
§ermon.
© G. M. PARK, Clerk.

Jr 3

this nature, and for fts avowed

of the Union

Each
of a

Next session will be held witli the church in
Casco, commencing Octi; 20,at 9 o'clock, A. M.

B

affair after all?

hor resident member for the present 'yeur. : Col.

Rev.W. I. Smith

Holy Ghost?-Rev.C

Eon
Bost

defaulter,”

very painful

Means of promoting Revivals

cents

¥
“M. BAILEY, Clerk.
Farewell Services.
Rev, J. Mulvern preached his farewell sermon | '
Quy Q. M.—Held its Sept. session
to the church in Biddeford, Me., Oct. 5,. using withUmioniE.
the Hatley church. There is great need

Lincoln was from the first master of himnot but believe that the execution has self and his cntire Cabinet. The review is
wholly failed of its professed object, and a deserved tribute to the late President,
that the whole affair is a reproach to our showing how his wisdom, foresight and
civilization, If one could conceivejof a self-abnegation brought the country safely
fitting
- occasion for a public execution of through its great peril. Indeed, evidence
no

to fifty

Mimioter

kEagslas

Secretary

against

equal

oti

uty of the Christian

Be Boos,

of the late

made

President Lincoln. It was claimed in the
address that Mr. Lincoln blindly4 followed

which must have impressed. them as being

What could be more deplorable than the
ease

insinuations

That we commend the interests of

the Mauime Mission Society to the sympathy of
the churches in the Q. M,” and recommend "that
they raise a sum of money

the best Means of

it ?—Rev. J. Beker,

>

a heavy

and

Resolved,

tion, what
is it, and

It

to be

charges

od to the ‘spiritual good of all and to the glory

[)

Galaxy, while it is characterized by strong
dislike of Mr. Seward, is atthe same time
a manly refutation of all the important

u

Roasolution: passed by the Wentworth QM.
at the September session:
Resolved, That we learn with profound sorrow of th death of our beloved brother, James
Colby, of the Hanover church, and that while
we share in the sorrow that surrounds his home
we extend our a m pathy to his mourning friends
in their deep affliction.
SI
CQ, W. NELSON, Clerk,

E 2383

is found

Martyr-president,

“Bew

and

he,

the matter-of-fact observation of Black Jim,

Last spring, when bank defaleations were who, as he stood with the rope about his
so numerous, and one after another of those neck and about to be launched into eterwhodad hitherto stood well in society was nity, philosophically reniarked, “ If we are
going down in disgrace, we kept querying to die, I think we should make some arif the spectacle would n’t have its effect up- rangement for our spirits in the other
on remaining cashiers and make them more ~world.” What wholesome impressions will
careful not to stain their good name, But such men as these carry away from a scene

how little weight it has seemed to have.
In nearly every state in the Union during
the last three months the same sad story
has been told. ‘*He was trusted in business
and social circles, but he has suddenly fled,

eritiesm ® of

The review, which ou We in the October

Ea

NEW

DURHAM

MINISTERS!

CONFERENCR.

The

Ministers’ Conference of the New Durham
Q. M.
will be held with’ the, chureh at New Durham

Ridge, commencing Moday evening, Oct. 20, at,6 1-2

o'clock.

Order of exercises for the conference :

Hxposition of 14th chapterof Zegharian,~Revs. E.

AT

Exposition of 2{th chapter

Smokingor Chewing?

C. L. Pinkham;

Tuttle and A. Deering;
vin

Aik

Christ,—Reva. ‘3.

8.

an

When was the Book of Revelation wri
; 1s It Right for Christians to Use
F. Joy

.

nt;

ao J.
000 by

Consecra,

and

N. Y.
v

Testdenoe of R. K, Pout

LS

=

by

Miss

Helen

GLIA

Rev.

«

M."

A; Kittle,
Park,

at the

r. George W. fli apne

of Washington,D. ©. and Mrs. Addie Exdgerly,

of F.

‘Mr,
e
A.
on. an
.
Teli
n, both of F.
x
I
iy
ag, J
In Lake Village, Oct 5 by Rev. 8.C. Kimball, Mr.
Horatio N. Maybee,
of Cambridgepoit, Mass, and

ios Mary A

ooriey, uf Auhiand

on,

June

We

Alton. duty

Mr.

X

©

by

Charies 0.” Rines. ana Mise Rototte Whitonbass

Fig

Ray

h of
Mr, Freeman D.
as and
house, both of Farmington.

wa
~~

«a?

© pursue the path that they must know can
“end only in hardship, disgrace or death.

vere

frre-

Witness

1873.

828

wholly

15,

>
@®

and

sponsible idea of their crime,

OCTOBER

8

ed to have but a partial

sistently oppose their own welfare, and still
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=
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‘Hume Fo White:
HOVE
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Fall,
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MORNNING

THE
- The

to; and if you won't b'lieve the ton
writin’-books, you ean write to Miss Giner‘al Harrison, for, o’ course, if she’s got any
sense at all, she ‘members the day the Gin‘eral died—though 1 don’t, for some reason

Bar “Window.
4

—

—

or ‘nother.

The old barn window, Jofin,
Do you remember it—
The tame doves used to sit,
And how we watched the sunshine stream
Through motes and gossamer,
When down they flattered, John,
With such a breezy whirr?

tease him.

1 think the sunsets, John,

From the high hayloft looking down
To tell me of the nest
The white hen hid there, John—

The whole brood’s handsomest !
Those times were pleasant, John,
When we were boy and girl,

To stop, who guesses when?

"Be thankful with me, John,
That we were children then!
Have you forgotten, John,

That Wednesday afternoon
When the great doors were opened wide,
And all the scents of June
Came in to greet us, side by side,
In the high seated swing,
Where flocks of swallows, John,
Fanned us with startled wing?

them

They called him *‘the grandpa

of the class;” ‘the Methuselah of the Sunday school.”
They were more thoughtless ‘than erue!,
for they often gave him money, took him to
sail in their painted boats, let him go fish‘| ing and nutting with them; and, simple as
he was, their mothers always felt easy about

Are seldom now as red;
They used to linger like a crown
Upon your auburn head,

The poor old world is spinning now,

‘Merican as

boys is, if their fathers is rich, and they
wears sleeve-buttons !"
This poor fellow was more than thirty
years old, but, as he could not read, hefwas
put inte.a class of small boys, and ‘with
| them learned the Scripture lessons,
The litcle fellows thought it fine spolt to

How just above it, on the beam,

“Though thodern young folks styled them * slow”
Alack! a giddy whirl

I'm as much

them when
;

‘‘old Jo" was with them, for

STAR, OCT OBER

put the meat, **I am sorry you spent your
| money on this, for I know there were sev-

C., in Youth's Companion.

eral

Duty First.

hoing potatoes

who

and

spent

driving

his

cows

summers

for

the

things you wanted to buy

self.”

The summer noonday sun shone broadly
and brightly over the hay-fields. The birds
sang in the trées; the rabbits ran in and
| as he got it frem others; and sometimes
out of the hollows; the insects hummed
| the advice of his teacher,the warnings of his overhead ; the merry little brook went tumminister, and the words of Scripture, | were
bling along, and the fish came leaping out
‘strangely mixed up in his mind.
every now and then, their silver sides flashThe superintendent, as well as the teacher
ing in the warm light.
of his class,» was very kind to the poor,
In the hay-fields the mowers were busy,
friendless fellow,

ish

Biterary Review,

he

had the fear of God ever before him, and
kept a sharp eye on all the boys about, that
they did not sin.
;
As Jo could not read for himself, he was
| obliged to store the truth up in his wnemory

15, 1878.

=
among them did nothin this poor, humble parol in’ his hand wrapped up in a newschild of God to carry complaints of him to paper.
heaven that mht.
And after that sermon
“There, aunt,” cried he, panting with dey the late Rev.
they ceased teasing poor Jonah altogether. light and with the speed with which he had LECTURES ON THEOLOGY.
John Dick, D. D., Minister By the United AsThey began to ask their mothers for clothes come, ‘‘I've brought you another dinner for
sociate congrogation,
Greyfriars,
Glasgow,
to give him, and they took him on. every uncle.”
«
ant Professor of Theology to the "United Session
church.
Two
volumes
in
one,
New
York:
picnic and other excursion with them; and
My: 3. Brown opened the parcél and found
Robert Carter & Brothers, 1874. octavo, pp.
more than all, they bought him a pair of it to’ tain a very nice piece of meat fresh
1124.—$8.00, Sold by D. Lothrop and & Co.
gilt sleeve-buttons!
from the butcher's.
THE WHOLE WORKS OF ROBFRT : LEIGHTON,
D. D.; Archbishop of G
To which is
“Why, Ben, dear,” said she, how did
If ever boys from another village called
prefixed a Life of the Authoor, by John Norhim names or teased him, they tock his part you get this 2”
mun Pearson, M, A., Trinity College,
Cambridge. With
a table of the texts of
ripture,
as-if he were their brother.
“Honestly, aunt, quite honestly,” replied
and an index of the subjects, compiledNo
Jonah Dilk is living to-day, working the boy. ‘I have savefl’ up all the pence
pussy for this ihion. Sume Publis
T4. pp. S00.—$3.00
when he can get work, and making the that T have\earned by ruvning errands, and
poor-house his headquarters; and is still the I bad made up my mind that as soon as I Tue WORKS OF THE REY. JOHN NEWTON,
containing
an Authentic NNarrative des Letters
companion of ‘the boys.” The generations could I would make up to you the dinner I
on Religious Subjects, Cardiphonia, Discours~
lost.
So
here
it
is.”
‘And
Ben
lobked
as
es intended for t
Rulpits
rmons preached
pass, and leave him behind, but new boys
in the Parish churchof Olney, a Review of
always come up, whom he amuses and pleased as possible.
Ecclesiastical History, Olney
Hymns, Poems, |
“But, Ben,” said Mrs, Brown, as she went
keeps out of mischief. He is called by
Messiah, Occasional Sermons, and Tracts, To
which are prefixed -Memoirs of his Lifeeete..
many people ‘the wise fool of Y.”—J. D. to the cupboard and got g dish en which to
by the Rev. Richard Cecil, A. M. Two vols

and berue on the gentle winds, softened to
a musical murmur, came the voices of the

umes in one.

©

“Duty ficst and pleasure afterwards,” replied Ben,

gravely.

auntie, when I went

¢I forgot that once,
10

review

the

Publishers, &e. 1874,

oc-

force of his thought or the enthusiasm of

But he is a plain, thoughtful

and

his soul.

instruttive eXe

positor, needing to-be read with critical care, and

while not all his views will. command a general
und ready assent, he never fails te my What
richly deserves attention.
THE LAND

OF MOAB:

Travels and Discoveries

on the east side of the Dead

dan, By H, B, Trista, M.
R. 8.,Hon. Canon of Durham.

Sea

sng. the Jor

Aid ni Da I.
With h the ter

+\ on the Persian palace of Mashita, b

re

son, F. R. 8, With map
and ii
fe i
Buxton and R. o. Johnso irons
York: fra & Brothers. 1878. 12mo. pp, 416,
Little by little, enterprise, gold, diplomacy and
persistence are laying open the. peculiarities of
that portion of the old Holy and Historic Lands

which luy * beyond Jordan eastward,” including

the territory once embraced within what was
known as Moab and Bashan. It is a section

whose thorough exploration promises to throw
no little light upon portions of both sacred and

secular history, It is a country into whose interior it has been hard to push one’s way, and [3%

It is with special satisfaction that we welcome erything like thorough and critical
scrutiny his
the new, excellent and wonderfully cheap edi- been sadly hindered by
the opposition, the jealtions of such standard works as those whose ti- ousy and the knavish avarice of the
Bedouin
ties are copied above, and which this old and en- trjbes that inhabit this region.
The history of
terprising [House is bringing out, It will put the Moabite stone illustrates
this statement, and
them within the reach of ministers and others other Incidents will be readily called to mind
whose means are limited, and supply an element which bave greatly discourage
d similar underin our religious and theological literature that is takings. This narrative
of a recent expedition ,
too valuable to be lost, and too much weeded at whose aim
was as thorough an examination oi
the present time to be left unused.
portions of this territory as could be made, is
. Dick’s Theology has had a wide use and met a

for your-

Saar

Same

tavo. pp. 966.—$3.00.

strength and grace than that of some otbier men,
and be rarely kindles and inspires either by the

ducks,

instead of doing as Iwas told; but now I
have started air and mean to remember it
always.”
We ave happy ve say that Ben kept his
resolution, and through life he found that
the happiest, as well ‘as the safest, motto
was “Duty First."—Cheld’s Companion.

generous’ appreciation. - It has a large and per
manent

value,

The

author

was

familiar

with

the field of theological thought as it had been

3

traversed by his predecessors, and he brought to
its study aud exhibition an acute and logical
mind, an admirable candor, a just view ot the
rtlations of truths so as to build them up into a
harmonious system, and
clear, simple ducid
and almost severely accurate style, The work,

one of unusual

interest, both in view of the in-

formation furnished and the vividness with
which the varied and striking experiences of the
exploring party are set forth, The results gin-

ed were really inferesting and
important in
themselves, and they give promise of much larg-

The Duke's Lesson.
er and better products in the future. It is realmen and the sharpening of their scythes.
They saw that he was comfortably eclothly one of the best things of its class that has apBen Mallet and his little cousins, Jenny
At home and cartless in the air
peared, possessing an interest that almost fascied, and kindly treated, and they always hu- and Jake Brown, were as happy and lightThere
was
a
duke
once
who
disguised
As if we both had wings.
nates, while it keeps
itself. conscientiously to
mored
him
in
any
harmless
fancy,
as
if
he
The mountain sides lay far and fair,
hearted this bright summer's day as any himself, and placed a great rock in the mid- though not thoroughly exhaustive, or adequate the work of giving definite information in the
were a child—as buying him torp : loes and
Beyond the blue stream’s shore ;
to
the
wants
of
the
modern
theologleal
student,
dle
of
the
road
near
his,
palace.
three children eould possibly be.
clearest und directest way.
It is a real contribuI'cried, * Swing higher, John!”
fire-crackers, and supplying him vith a litNext morning a peagant came that way is mevertheless a great storehouse of facts and tion to this rieh department of literature. And.
Ben's
father
had
made
him
alittle
wooden
And fell upon the floor.
thoughts, of argument.
and
discussion.
The
tle flag to wave on the fourth of July, when
sword, and this morning the boy had run over. with his ox-cart. “Oh! these lazy people,” study of such an author could hardly fail to give the mechanical featureés®f the volume are worNext time I saw you, John,
thy of the literary.
he hallooed the loudest in the crow of patsaid
he;
‘‘there
is
a
big
stone
right
in
the
to his aunt’s cottage, and carried the two
solidity and vigor to the mind of any nppreciaYou stood beside my bed;
riotic boys—for he always sou ‘nt their
middle
of
the
road,
and
no
one
will
take
tive and meditative Christian student.
young €hildren out to play with him,
Tears trembled in your glear boy-glance—
By’ Thomas. Wentworth HigOLDPORT DAYS.
company, shooting marbles and flying kites|
Archbishop Leighton’s works have long been
I thought that I was dead,
ginson.
With ten
They were in the middle of an exciting sthe trouble to put it out of the way.” And
Heliot Pe
illustrations ,
with
as
much
pleasure
as
any
of
them.
taken
accounted
a
remarkable
mine
of
mental
and
yy
for
this work.
so
Hans
went
on
scolding
about
the
laziBoston: James
But felt my childish pulses dance
game when Mrs. Brown's voice was heard
R.
&
Co.
1873.
13mo.
pp.
268.
spiritual
wealth.
He
was
a
man
of
rare
religiousSold b
The Sunday after the conversation re- calling id oem;
To be beside you still;
“Children, children,1 ness of the people.
y
we
Laue & Co.
E. J.
ness,
transparent,
sweet-souled,
benevolent
and
I lived to love you, John,
‘peated here, Jonah appeared in the Sunday
Next came a gay soldier along. His sympathetic in spirit, as he was eminent for MARJORIE Daw, AND OTHER PEOPLE.
waut you!”
By
As'to the end I will.
school much neater than usual, with a white
head was held so far back that he didn't c'earness of thought, delicacy of perception ;wonThomas Bailey Aldrich.
Same
Publishers,
Ben ran back to the cottage at once, “and
ete. 1873. 12mo. pp. 272.
‘We:swing no longer, John,
pocket handkerchief tied aroand his neck !
notice the stone, so he stumbled over it. drous power of insight and analysis, and aboundmet
his
‘aunt
coming
out.
‘We sit at. our own door,
By W.D. Howells. Sume Publishers,
Instead of taking his seat among the little
He begdb to storut at the. country people ing in those felicities of expression which make Poems.
“Ben, dear,” she said, *‘it is your unele’s
ete. 1873. 18mo. pp. 173.
And watch the shadows on the hill,
boys, he perched. himself, in great dignity,
his
pithy
and
precious
sentences
cling
to
the
round
there
for
leaving
a
huge
rock
in
the
dinner-time, and I have made him some
“The sunshine on the shore,
memory and lift the whole inner life to a higher THE TOURMALINE. Its relation asa gem; its
in the superintendent’s desk ! After he had
complex nature; its wonderful physical propBut the window in the barn is still
stew. He 1s working in Farmer Rix's hay- road. Then he went on.
and purer level. A healthy taste will never tire
erties, etg.,
whispered
awhile
with
him,
that
genie:
3 with special reference to the
Next
cam¢
a
company
of
merchants.
A magic glass to me;
field, and I Should be glad if yon would
of reading him, and a receptive soul will gather
beautiful and inicio
crystals
ery
found in the
"| man rose and said—
For through its cobwebs, John,
When
they
came
to
the
stoue,
the
road
was
state of Maine. B
pdms, M, D, With
heart-wealth frong his writings as the bee gathers
take the childgen with you, and carry your
Our childbood’s days 1 see.
Illustrations.
.*Boys, eur poor friend here is very
AN “publ ishers, ete, 1873.
Here it is in this little so narrow that they had to go off in. single honey from white clover. Itis with peculiar
"
g
—Tndependent. "| much grieved to-day, and feels as if he, uncle his dinner.
file on either side. One of them cried out, satisfaction that we receive this noble volume, so | 16mo pp. 107.
pot. Be careful not to spill any of it, my
Mr. Higginson persists, while acting in the
would like to speak a few words to you; ;
“Did you ever see the like of that big stone crowded with ghoice spiritual treasure.
role of author, in calling Newport by the name
‘boy,
for
itis
not
often
that
I
can
afford
to
The Cheerful Heart.
Newton’s
Works
déserve
a
commendation
will you listen to him?”
lying here all the morning and no one stopof Oldport. Those who know the city will see
buy meat nowadays.”
scarcely less emphatic. They are varied in sub—
“Yes, sir, yes, sir,” went around the vesping to take it away?”
d
an kk reason for taking such a liberty, And
stance and form, but glways minister to the highBen took the pot and trudged off to the
4 The world is ever as we take it,
try ; and the boys began to laugh, as if they
lally attractive, even beyond
It lay there for three weeks, and no .one est ends. He is a striking example of the powér he muk
place where he had left the little ones. They
_ And life, dear ebild, is what we make jt.”
meittis
of these ‘delightful deseriptive
expected sport. Jonah commenced :
tried to move it. Then the duke sent round of God's grace in bringing a wayward and worlds its —
“You may laugh, boys, if youre a mind were not there, but he thought he heard
Thus spoke a grandam bent with eare,
word to all the people on his lands, to meet ly soul into sympathy with Christian truth, and essays which graeed the pages of the Atlantic
To little Mabel, flushed and fair.
to, but I can tell you it’s dangerous busi- their voices, and following the sound, he near where the rock lay, as he had some- the service he rendered to the Master whom he Monthly. His vital sympathy with the varied
life of vatare, his keen appreciation of whatever
ness! It ain’t me, Jonah Dilk, you're mak- found the children in the poultiy-y:urd, thing to tell them.
: had learned to adore and love, and to the church is unique and. beautiful, and his rare power in
But Mabel took no heed that day
where
the
ducks’and
geese
crowded
round
purchased
with
his
own
blood,
was
of
the
larging sport on, but it’s o’ One whose shoes
Of what she heard her grandam say.
The day came, and a great crowd gather- est and truest kind. Those who obtain this col= delineating what be sees, so that others look
you're ounworthy to loosen. You know who them, expecting to be fed.
ed.
Old Hans, the farsi wagd
there, lection of his works may count on the possession through his eyes, feel by the aid of his heart,
Yeurs after, when no more a child,
“Hurrah, now we'll have some fun!”
and rejoice in the luxuriance afforded by his
| he is. He puts down every ugly word
and
so
were
the
merchants.’
A
hon
was of rare and abundant spiritual wealth.
Her pathin life seemed dark and wild,
imagination,
~all this serves
to invest such %
spoke to me, 2’gin himself, and every‘ cup shouted Ben, snatching up his sword, and heard,
a splendid cavalcade “ame galbook
as
this
with a charmis exquisite as itis
brandishing
it
over
his
head,
“Here,
Jenny,
Back to her heart the memory came
0’ cold water that’s gin me, why, he drinks
loping up. "The duke got down from his SERMONS AND LECTURES.
The publishers issue it in a style Selected from the undefinable,
Of the quaint utterance of the dame:
a part own’t. So look out how you deal hold the pot, and Jake and I will review horse, and began to speak to the people :
nysiipts of the late James Hamilton, D. every way worthy of its contents,
the
troops.”
L. 8. New York: Robert
Carter
&
“ The world, dear child, is as we take it;
with me! Itell him every night how [I've
Thomas Bailey Aldrich’s narratives are in
‘My friends, it was [ who put this stone
edb
1873. 12mo. pp. 532.
Sold by D.
Jenny took the pot,’ nd Jake was told to
And life,
be sure, is what we make it.”
their way really delightful. His * Story of a
been treated all day, and he writes it down.
Lothrop
& Co.
here three weeks ago.- Every passer-by has
“I've often thought, when I've been a hold the flag, which consisted of an old left it just where it was, and has scolded THE CHURCH IN THE HOUSE. A series of Les- Bad Boy” won him a great host of admirers and
She cleared her brow, and 8miling thought,
friends, and there were almost as many thoughthearin’ of the gospel, how't I'd like to be a pocket-handkerchief tied to a stick.
sons on the Acts of the Apostles,
By William
“Tis even as the good soul taught!
his neighbor for not taking it out of the way.”
ful men and women as wide-awake boys amoug
Then
Ben
grasped
his
sword
more
firmly,
Arnot,
Minister
of
the
Free
Church
in
Edine
preacher; but ‘there was a wery great diffiHe stooped down and lifted up the stone,
Durgh, Same Publishers, ete. 1873. 12mo. pp. these admirers, These later and briefer stories
** And half my wees thus quickly eured,
culty in the way, for some reason or anoth- and, blowing on’half a clothe’s-peg, instead Directly underneath it in a round hollow,
v
The other half may be endured. »
are not here seen for the first time, but they will
of a horn, he managed to drone out a tune,
er I never
could larn to read.
Some
lay a small leather bag. The duke held up EXPOSITORY THOUGHTS ON THE GOsPELS. For bear a re-reading and warrant this putting them
No more her heart its shadow wore; 3
family and private use. With He text coms oe a more substantial and permanent
folks can do one thing, and some can do which he thought very grand indeed.
form.
this bag, that all the. people might see it.
plete, By the Rev. J. C. Ryle, M. A. St. John.
She grew a little child oneé more.
The only trouble was that the ducks
apprehension of the peculiarities of a charanother; but nobody can do everything.
Fol. 1Li, Same Publishers, ete. Fry
12mo.
“For him who lifts up the stone.” He unacter is very ready and keen, and he cam set
pp. 478.
A little child in love and trust,
I’m one.o’ them that can’t read; but I can would not march in time, and ‘they would
tied the bag and turned it upside down, and
forth what Le sees in the dryest light. His huinterrupt,
the
music
by
their
quacking.
She took the world—as we, too, must—
SYNOPTICAL
LECTURES
ox
THE
BOOKS
or
Ho|
saw wood-and hoe ‘taters better than half
out upon the stoue fell a beautiful gold | LY SCRIPTURE. First Series. Genesis—Song mor abounds and is thoroughly
spontaveous and
It
was
a
good
half-hour
before
he
rethe lurned gentlemen that can read !
In happy mood ; and lo! it grew
ring and twenty large, bright, golden coins.
of Songs. By the Rev. Donald Fraser,M. A. wholesome; and while he never stops to moralmembered
the
errand
on
which
he
bad
been
Same
Publishers,
ete.
1873.
12mo.
pp.
803.
Brighter and brighter to her view.
“They gave me leave to preach a little
So they all lost the prize because :they
ize, and at times seems half the apologist and deThis list of reprints of books issued in Great fender
of the audacious and mischievous boys
sarmon to you, boys, and my text is, ‘Them sent. The game bad been so new and so had not learned the lesson or formed the
She made of life—as we, too,should—
* Britain indicates how large a prominence is givand girls set before us, his books, on the whole,
that the Lords gi'n much to, he'll spect full of fun that the thought of his poor uncle babit of diligence.
A joy; and lo! all things were good
en to the work of Scripture exposition in the inculcate
a high sense of honor and really just
much on.” He's gi’n much to you, like good working in the hot sun had quite escaped
Pl
teaching of the pulpit in that country, and espe- views
4 And fair to her, ds in God’s sight,
~~
of life. Each of these stories is something
his mémory.
'
homes,
and
mothers,
and
fine
clothes—some
cially north of the Tweed. Three ‘of the good enough
When first he said, * Let there be-tightsl
for a book; the whole nine of them
“Now I Lay Me.”
“Oh, dear me |” he cried, throwing down
{ four volumes whose titles we have given are make
on you’s got sleeve-buttons—(these articles
up an attractive aggregate of character—Selected.
made
up of such expository
discourses, and
his
sword,
“how
stupid
I've
been.
Come
were the poor fellow’s admiration,) and
painfing, sentiment and zest.
“ Mothet, may I'lay me down to sleep ?” the other will at once impress an observing
It ‘would be presumptuous to expeet Mr. How to me he’s gi’'n mighty little of them things. along, pets, let us take your father’s dinreader
with
the
fact,
that
the
sermons
which
“Now, how do you think he feels when ner to him. I don’t know what he'll say at said little Jenny one day, though the sun made thé" cliarch in Regent Square so attract- ells to excel in bis poetry as he does in his prose.
had not yet reached ‘‘the noon-mark ” on
That would imply a breadth and wealth and
he sees them he’s gi’n much to, tormentin’ being kept waiting so long. = Here, Jenny,
ive through the work of its pulpit, were eminent- roundness of genius
that can be expected to fall
the window-sill.
| ly biblical in the method of treatment as well as tothe
themrhe’s only gi'n a little to? Ha? Don’t give me the pot.”
lot of but very few persons. And there
*“
We
are
all
very
early-risers,
ma'am,”
Jenny
gave
up
the
pot,
but
as
Ben
looked
in
the
themes
chosen.
s
think he’s stingy to me, though, for he ain't.
is nothing here that comes up to the highest levThe Wise Fool.
The discourses of Dr, Hamilton are in their el
He's gi'n me what werry few of you's got, into it he gavea cry of dismay—it was said Jenny's mother, turningto me; “and
of. Venetian Life or Their. Wedding Journey.
RE
way noticeable things, as are all the products of
But, after all, it is a/ volame of real poetry which
a new heart to loge him and my fellow-crea- nearly empty. The savory broth was all our little girlso steadily trudges around,
his
pen.
A
ripe
scholar,
a
‘fresh
and
forcible
“I's been ’sulted, sir!” cried Jonah Dilk,
tur’s with ; and I tell you I wouldn't swap gone, and only a few bits of meat lay at the and helps to take eare of Laby when mother thinker, with a style unusually rich and cultivat- comes to us in this dainty and exquisite style, at
in a half-whining, half-angry tone, as he
:
is busy, that she always has to take a nap ed so that it seems at times almost the perfection once suggestive of H. H.'s * Bits of Travel,” &c.
‘that off for all your bomes, and clothes, and bottom,
stood before: his Sanday school teacher, in
“Oh, Jenny; how stupid of you!” cried before dinner, 80 as to be bright when of literary art,~having a glowing imagination,an Some of these metrical pieces have genuine melwatches, and chains, and sleeve-buttons!
. his counting-room, twirling his torn hat
Ben. ‘What have you done with all that father comes home from the farm-lands,”
ardent soul, a profound experience,—uit home in ody as well as artistic rhythm. Here and there
No, sir!
the thought is winged, and the woul is kindled
round and round.
‘‘
Yes,
Jenny,
come
and
let
mother
.loosstew
?
Have
yon
spilt
it,
or
what
the
varied fields of literature, in sympathy with
“Sometimes I wakesup in the dark night,
while the inspiration of the singer is breathed
“I'm sorry for that, my boy,” "said the kind
the
common
16t
#nd
life
of
men
and
Women,
joyen
your
frock;
and
you
will
find
the
light
Jenny began to cry. “I did mot touch
all alone, and I cries, ‘cause [ ain't got no
nto the reader. There is nothing commonplace
ful
in
the
privilege
of
speaking
in
the
name
of
his
gentleman; “‘who has been vexing you?”
mother afd 1i5 home, like other boys; and it,” she sobbed ; and, indeed, she had been wrapper on your bed-post.” And mother
and heavy; there is much that is graceful, ele“Oh, net wexin’, I didn't say,sir; nobody right away, likes as if somebody whispered as much interested in the game as Ben Lim-. unbuttoned the neat calico dress, which Master, and earnest to unfold to human eyes and vated and pure. The sentiment embodied aud
hearts
the
glory
of
a
redeemed
soul,
~his
{pulpit
hain’t been a wexin’ of me; it's ‘sultin’ of itin my ear, I hears, ‘Fear not, Jonah, fir self, and had only held the pot without Jenny slipped off ‘over her head,and taking
appealed to is suchi as it is an honor to awaken
utterances are full of power and unction,
One
me they’d been.”
:
and
a joy to exercise, We had marked several
it
up
carefully,
hung
it
on
the
low
bedthinking
of
it.
of the discourses in the volume here bearing his
Iam with you always.’ Do you think I
“Who are they om
had taken. the name vividly recalls the Subbath, sixteen years specimens for quotation, but space fs lacking, and
Just then Ben spied Toby, the old watch- post from which. she
need to fear anybody arter that ?
we have no fear that an appreciative reader will
“The boys in our class, sir.”
“Now, boys, I's got a word of ‘vice for dog, stinking out of the yard, with his tail light wrapper, or * sleepy: gown,” as Jen- ago, when we sat before him and heard him de- full to find really attractive things long before
“Oh, butrthey are little fellows, and ; you
tiver
it
with
a
power
and
effect
that
gave
us
a
ny calls it, which mother keeps for her to
are so much the older, that you:rought te you. You speak the kind word, and give between his legs, and his eyes glancing be- take her naps in, She then took off her new and higher idea of the function of the am- the last leaves of the book are turned.
hind
him,
as
if
he
knew
he
had
beeén
doing
The volume devoted to the Tourmaline is
| the cup of cold
water,
and
lift Ap.
bassador of Christ,
And yet; we tind in looking
laugh, and take no notice of them.”
little shoes, and kissing her mother, knelt through this volume, that it rises only to the av- written by au intelligent lover of the lower dewrong,
and
balf
expected
to
be
punished.
all
blocks
out
of
folks’
way,
and
don't
say
“Ha!” exelaimmed Jonah; “thdt-air will
“Ah, sir, 50 you are the thief, are you ?” down right beside her bed, and said’ very erage level of the pulpit addresses which are partments of the natural world. and not a little
do for talk, but’{ guess if they follered” you no bad words, and mind your mothers, and
“ Now I lay me,”—those sim- here brought together. Altogether, it is a rich curious and interesting formation is given
said
Ben, and making a dive at the dog, he reverently,
abont, a twitchin’ of your coat-tails, and a come steady and early to Sunday school,
touching crystallization in general, and the peouple
lines
which
have been uttered by so and suggestive und stimuladng vv lume that is
pinnin’ rags on to em, and a sprinklin’ eaw- and love your davicur. Then you'll keep boxed his cars smartly and sent the poor many lips before the weary form has been thus offered’us, and one that could hardly be liar propertiesof this member of the fumily of’)"1
“Now we must go
gems. . lt is a popular and yet scientific account Ll
read without real profit.
|
dust into your hair when you fell asleep on the right side of him that you'll need by thing away howling.
stretched upon its bed to rest.
to
yoar
mother;
I
suppose,”
said Ben, ‘and
Arnot is becoming a favorite, religious, author of one of the ten: thousand wonders that crowd
cweprrin® taters-sl guess; if they hollered darter you when you come to die.
. “Why, Jeuny,” said IT, as she laid her- with intelligent and spiritual-minded readers on the domain even of the kingdom that is without
“I'll 'peat the Commandments, now, to te!’ ber all about ‘it. Oh, dear me, what
you,‘Jonah,hew’s youn gourd a growin’ Pand
self on the bed, ‘‘ my little ones only say both sides of the sea, He is especially happy iu life,
will:she
say
P”
And
with
heavy
hearts
and
‘Good mornin’,Simon,
sou,’ of Jonas and lots jog your memory a leetle, and then I'll say
‘Now I lay me’ when they go to bed at running‘ expositiony, and in drawihig’ out practi-,
I can’t just tell 'em in the long Faces the children returned to the cot- night.”
more o’ nicknames, you wouldn’t stan’ it no Awmen to you,
Papers from my
cal lessons from the vacred narrative which a less ABOUT MEN AND THINGS.
L
Study Tuble Drawer.
ByC. 8. Henry, New
better’n T.do; but that ain't the worst on’t.” running order, and may be I shall forgit tage.
attentive
and
less
receptive’
mind
would
mise,
¢ Don't-theytakenaps like me when
York: Thomas Whittaker. 12mo, pp. 287.
To tell the truth, Ben had begun to feel
“I'm ashamed of the boys, and I shall see some on ‘em : but 4]l say more on ’em than
And he is as forcible and happy in bis presentaNot. long since we ga , some account of a
they are tired, ma'am P* said Jenny.
by ‘this time that he had done wrong in
tion of what he gathers ag he is skillful in accumu- uuique and entertaining volume entitled ¢ Dr.
5
them all before Sunday abot it. What is you'll keep, I bet !
“Oh! yes, my dear! Little Lucy always lating, We bardly know
whether there is more Oldham’s Talk.”
“You shalt not steal what don’t bllong to blaming Jenny. and beating the dog for takes a nap before dinwer,”
the worst of it, Jonah 7”
It wasby the same author as
to admire in the new and ¢learer light which he this book Bitore tis, ad fabodied similar qualiwhat was really his own fault.
© “Well, P11 tel you. I've been ‘bused you.
“ Well, ma’any, I'always’ want the Lord
throws
on the téxt of the author of .the Acts, or ties, The topics here dealt’ with are more varied
«If 1 had renly: done what I was told at
“oout’s bad’s any fellow
5 been kicked oat o’
“You shalt not kill anybody.
‘my soul to keep’ whenever 1 lay me inthe ready fiicility with which he leads the [read- and desultory, and there is no attempt to connect
“the stote and the tavern, "cause I was lazy,
“You shalt not covet what other folks once,” said he to himself, ‘this would never down to sleep,—always.”
e1’s mind out upon lines of practical suggestion them-even by the slightest
marrative thread.
when nobody would give me work, and has ‘gof.
have happened,” ~And go he told all to his
‘It. is a notion of her own, ma'am,” raid that teach the highest uses of the sacred record. They remind one of Arthur Helps's Friends {n
aunt,
just
as
it
had
taken
place,
not
excuse
then kicked out o’ the poor-house, ‘cause I
“You shalt not lie about folks.
Jenny's mother; “and I #hink a right and One will find new meaning and larger help fa Council, or some of the Country Parson’s briefer
was big enough
to work! Now, you see
“You shalt ‘member the Sabbath day to ing himself or Iaying; the blame upon .any good notion. Whenever she Ties down to the historical book known as the Acts, after and more vital essays; and yet they’ ‘have both a
making a free use of these more than one hun= flavor and a character of their own. They arc
one else,
I'ma skeart o' kickin',though I can gtand that, keep it holy.
sleep, she ‘always says this little verse, . “dred brief and expository talks.
quiet and genial, but never egotistic and prosy.
I've been
starved, and gone with my
Mus. Brown was very sorry. She could day or nights’ and father and I think they
“You shalt not drink whiskey, nor smoke,
Kyle has heretofore proved himself u clear and The utterances are uvhackneyed
and fresh,
toes out ’o’ my'b
ts in snow time, and 1 nor chaw tobacco.
hardly be otherwise, for she was poor. and need the Lord to watch, over them through painstaking expositer
of Scripture, full of peéne- though never smartly ambitious, and a fine incan stan’ that; but when it comes to callip’
“You shalt not swear, nor say any ather could not afford to throw away a goad dir- daylight as well as in the darkness of tration, spiritual sympathy, pungency and pow- dependence and a noble cafholicity run through
me an Irishman, and writin’ of my name bad words,
er, striking at once to the heart of bis subject and saturate them all. Such topies as the folner; but she saw that Ben was very sorry, night."—Youtl's Companion.
and to the heart of his reader, never forgetting to lowing are dealt with: Cartying One’s Flag Un“with
chalk on fenees and barn-doors, ‘Jonah | “You shalt *hey your fathers and mothers, #00, and she félt that he had bad a lesson
be eritical in bis exegesis, and yet always remem- furled; Self-conceited Folk; Being worse than
»' it's more’n I ean stan’! Why, sir, whose days is long in the land the Lord which he would uot soon forget. So she did
‘chamber, in bering to be earfiost in every ‘attempt to bring we know
3 ‘I'he Spirit of some Woman’s Rights
hows orn every bit 0’ me, down to Jeri- thy God giveth thee; and if you hain’t got. not scold the child, bat cut a big piece of | «Human life is a ns
"¥ircho Four Corners —that. wi ts my aioli no fathers and mothers, like me, then’ you bread and a slice of cheese to send to hey which the images of the other world shine the truth home to the conscience und’ the will Women; Humility at a Valugtion;. to Paley’s
be taken up
‘This volume eloscs bis work of expounding the; | tious Man, ete, eto, Tt is a book
the
brighter,
the
deeper.
it
is
darkened.
Mig
the
ne
all "know shall ‘bey your Sunday school teacher, and husband for’ his dinner, and bade Ben wipe
gospel of John, and embraces mot excellent, at odd whd fitting hours, and, however opened, at
ok
Rie line , the day’ the ‘nian yoii work for. Amen.”
his eyes and. not: take. his, carelessness too
notes on chapters XITI.—XXI, The Notes are randoalor often, one can "hardly fail to find
Bud 4
oo
died po if
Although the boys ail lnughed, at first, muelr to ‘heatt,
""Wery few in the world have their pas- especially intended for the use, of ‘the average something worthy of a reading’ and “adapted to
won't blieve me, “or £hi6"o11 16S 5 he and smiled now<and then as Jonah went on
Some weeks hts when Mrs. Brown had sions adequately océupied; almost every- stullent und rélider, ahd. they cal hardly’ fii to pend the mind off on’ gruteful lines: of inquiry or
reflection. The type and paper suggest a quiet
poorthe
in
look
can
ye
with bis sermon, they looked pretty sober forgotten all about this little event, Ben body has it in them to be better than they serve their purpose.
cho Four Corners,
Fraser is less scholarly afid critical, his expo luxury, and help to put it into the reader’s conhouse books, where mother 'n me was tok when he closed, The most thoughtless rushed into the cottage one morning with a are.
=
:
sitions of the text aro briéfer, his style has less geious experience.
;
foe
Up to the barn eaves, John,

farmers, and his winters in the poor-house.

.|

&

We swung, two happy things,

Th Family Cirele.

od

round the room, each crow think- mental energy, he was no sooner commising he had the best right to it; crows every- | sioned than he entered upon the work of
whe re ; hopping about on the table, drink- [reparation with all the application of which
ing from
e bath ; crows perched ou the | © was capable, and with a firm resolution
to do honor to the place, - rather'than to be
window-sill, and more crows about to come,
and each crow doing all in his
ower to honored by it. With this determination he
make
the
greatest
possible noise.
:
The studied the best models of judicial style,
faithful Pandoo would take all this in ata familiarized himself with any principle of

Toueh one of the dark-blué and wiolet-clad
dames so closely packed, side to side, and
* instangly a’ thousand olaws and legs are
. struggling to ward off the intruder’s hand.
\ Those are the *“shedder crabs.” Tn the
a hundred dark

brown

seaweed,

glance ; then would ensue a helter-skelter
retreat, and the windows darkened by the

are

beanties
— plump,

lost their

are defenseless; these ate

crabs.”

bard
may

be .seen

came round, and was able toj got up, and
even eat my meals at thehe table,
ta
found my
friends, the: crows, a little more civil and

his opinions at once, as one of the latter has |.
expressed it,*‘models of judicial excellence.”

gan a regular system of feeding

green bodies, climb-

every meal-timeé.

ing, rolling, tumb ng over each other;
savagely snapping with sharp, hard claws
at everything
anything that interferes
with them in their semi-amphibious gymnastics. Those are the *‘havd crabs.”
f
Without going deeply
into the natural

as the range of decisions.

This was

lv. Along
the markets

bird that bas been for any time living with
human. beings, is put. fo instant death the

front of the low-grade theaters on the
Bowery, and all over the streets at night,

earis

stalls of breakfasting some forty trows, my club-foot~
the ed pet reappeared, and actually picked the
assailed by the harsh cry of ‘‘Boiled bit from my hand, and ever after, until I
left, he came regularly thricea ddy to be

manufacture,

and

continuously

hard crabs.”
ey form a cheap food for
non-dyspetics, and meet with ready
sale.
As the snow-storms in this latitude becowe less frequent, and the milder climate

fed.

loaves were

the arc of a great cirele, and: oavrying ‘0
in his flight the largest lump of bread he
could py.
‘bless t

that

and

cover

Having

is detached

procass

at

d,
ad

n

was

in

a

broken,

and

the

embellished forms.

poor mantis had prayed

sentences

I never

all

went

to

the

window

illness.— Chamber's Jouraal.

ac-

: 3 Land-Slide’ in Peru.

|

A correspondent oF. the Panama Star &

are

Herald, writing from Lima, under

until

points

Aug. 14, furnishes

except just around the eyes. After a little
while the eyes are disengaged, then the
feelers, and all parfs of the mouth.
. Another straggle takes place, during which

full details

date

of the

of

great

and

Sor

dtr

was

and breaded, jost the

-are washed

They

same

of

and then laid in a pan

a

fat over

If

sides.

quick fire, and browned on both

) ing supayip Gt.

oyster,

an

as

hot

pd

surprise

.

:

cine

by

didi

its po

giving

peace, joy

Hence
Jesus.

his

labor.

and reconciliation to the divine

will.

sister, wife,

and

‘a Christian.

Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.
}
:
FE
LT

Long

and sweetly will ber friends.cherish her memory. Her remains were deposited in the family
burying ground at Wateryille.
M.H.T.
IRA GOODRIDGE

died in Dead

River

,

tion, July 10, 1873, aged 33 years. He experienced religion 15 years 120 and joined the F, B.

;

church, and died in the triumphs of a livin
faith. He leaves a wife and three children, an
S. BAVAGE.

oi MAY, dauglitér of Rev.

Purinton, died in Bowdoin,
aged 17 years und 4 months.

:

Sun-Dials.
i

Scotland Has" some rather curious sundials still left, chiefly in and around the old

mansions and abbeys. = At Dryburg Abbey,
there are four dials on the fouy faces of a pillar,
all different—indeed, they must ‘necessarily
be 80, to accommodate the- different’ directions in which®the shadow: is thrown.
At
Glamis Castle, the name of which is known
to all the readers of Macbeth, there is a suns]
dial of specially eurious character. Four]
carved stone lions stand on a base, each:

E. and

Me.,

D. E.

August 1,
Com.

MAINE

Moses H. Davis, of Springfield, died of
heart disease, at Lake Village, Aug. 24,
aged 65
years.
On leaving home g few weeks before to
visit his children in Lake
Village, he expressed
an impression that he should: net return alive,
and gave directions respecting, his funeral.
He
lived a devoted Christian for many years, and

died in hope of a glorioys immortality”

youdon’t like them as they come hot from
the pan, with “the fisual “condimaats, © wait
¢old,

get

until they

and

“edt” thum

‘then

with toast. Hiving been properly dressed,
that is with the gilis, eyes, mouth and. saek
removed, there is absolutely no-waste,

lies.

«=

¢

"The disaster, which

occurred at's p. M.,

less the consumer is very pacticalar, when
delicate; brown, wag heard in Matucana, and a slight vibrahecah easily remove the
tion: of the ground felt by: the in faiiants.
skin on the top and proceed with safety =i ibis
| his was supposed’ to be #oslight earthJournal of Commerce.
qnake, and hiaay hate attributed The ¢dtas4 31
+4
Ld

Pet Crows.
— hhc

Ry

ETS

trophe itself to one of those wonderful and
inexplicable throes of ‘nature. They had

5
i

It was my lot once upon a time to be
down with Yover i Tndia, The. room in
was the upper flat ‘of ‘an anti
which 1

od. building, in a rather lonely
a town,

the Buburbs

pat of

It had three win-

dows, close to which few a large baunyantree,
the
hung
tree

ever found

his

home.

great,
leaves
hope.

a cordial

welcome

Only six months previous

Miss

in

they

were

Miss

the

room,

these

black

Hopping in:by the

score, and, regarding me no

more than the

hed-post, they commenced a minute inspec-to
tion of everything in the room, trying

destroy everything that could not be eaten

They rent the towels,
or carried away.
, stole the butuniform
my
in
holes
drilled
tons from my coat, and smashed my bottles.
Ono used to sit on a screen close by my bed
every day, and scan my face with ‘his: evil
«eye, saying, as plainly as could be:
getting thinner and beautifully
“Youre
less; in a day or two, you won't be able to

Wt a hand;

then

a sone
such

as this:

Dll have the pleasure of

My
picking out your {wo eyes.”
doings, my servant would
such
Amid
generally come to my relief, perhaps to find
rows,

with
Li

two, or three hostile

their feathers

standing | up
wl

confounded cause with effect. The sight
viewed Irom the opposite side of the val- |

douty
one panfyl,
ley must have been
hans who saw it lived totel
Sly

markably

principles

of the

clear notion

whéreon sup-dials must be’ bas¢d. © Nor was

it a bad idea on the part of a‘ young lady
who marked the hours on the door-sill for
every, day in the year, thrown by the shadow

tha Year Round.
of some: ofthe finming.-+A!l

yr

called to

——

1:{s hardly possible for & city td be pret- |

tier than Edinburgh,

The old town is hud-

dled and picturesque and original, with its
on its
and: Cowgate, the
Tolbooth'
hill at one end, ‘and Holyrood Palace, with
its rtiined chapel, at-thé: other, The new
handsome, full of mon-

and

hills

opposite

across

Princes

street

heltof the public gardens,
and the bread
while close at hand rise the Salisbury
Crags, overlooking = the Frith of Forth.

overwhelm- | phe"suburbs

‘are

on the

A bereaved

sea, and the braw

EVANSVILLE

sod

2 F
_ ALEXANDER STRONG died Aug, 27; 1873; at

Monticello, Maine.
fore.

He

has. only

He leaves a wife, ‘besides a

NeLrie

M.,

daughter

of

AN

large

Hh

CALENDAR

Sipe
1874.

Good board can
$3.00 per week.

Room

garden

of earth,

to

iy

C. Kilpatrick, died in Water-

=

=.

-

-

«12.00

6.00

8.00

be obtained in private families at
Those wishing to hoard themselves

OF

32tf

COLLEGE

PENNSYLVANIA,

:

CHASSICAL.
Not sectarian,
but

thoroughly Christian.
i:
;
i
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $178 for Colle
if 40 weeks,
including Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture.

Ww

For Catalogue or further information, address the

President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D.,or the PIs aphesi
Miss JANE W. HOYT, A. M., Agricultural
Hege
P.0., Center Co., Pa.
’

| The Spring Session of the above institution, located
near Bellefonte, Cénter Co., has opened undér very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hufidred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter. Profgssors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and- Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this imstitution, and are much encouraged by the results: al:
ready achieved.
Yhis
i
1y48
NICHOLS

LATIN

SCHOOL.

The FALL TERM begins August 13, 1873,

and

L.G.JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist

De-

ants.
mC
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it de open for

b ”

Sexes. Tho Sohott

eng composed of only one
départmen
ness mn on
their work is sored aw
ers and
pupils, which is not ordi

ughboth teach. found in

schools where so many kinds of work
are done. The
gout are fastitinlif Yeillct iy (lasinbang/ Greek.

ncient
Geo
,
Ancien
8
Algebra
an
Geometry.
sal attention is pA to readin »
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &¢.

The location of the

school

so

near

WEST VIRGINIA

FOR 1875-%.

EXPENSES.

rent, per term, from
4

HBL.

;
Notice.
bs
Many have expressed a desire to obtain the Photograph of Miss Sibbie Cilly, one of the newly ap-

pointed missionaries to India. - All such may now be
accommodated

:

EXTRA

of the General Conference, can

to

4.00

3.00

$10.00

quity.

1.50

one vol, amor

t

i

Primary Studies,
Common

English,

-

13, 1874.

.
-

-

LLD

ain ation, its doc-

ting forth, in a plain,
TRACT

trinal basis, its church polity, and some of its chief
benevolent institutions. They are fitting things to
put into’ the hands of those who would learn; by
means of a few words, what ave the peculiarities of
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to, those
who order them for this purpose. Price—$4 per 1000;
50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen, Send orders to
I. Ds. STEWART,
DOVER, N. H.

A. PERKINS,

TUITION:
.

D. D.,,

I. D. STEWART.

an outline of our his~

tory as FR

=

of 13 weeks, begins March

ries

THOMPSON,

In answer to many calls, and to meet OUR
what we think a real want, we have recently published
in very neat sty!
brief way,

LITERARY INSTITUTION.

CALENDAR :
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.
WinterTerm of 13 weeks, begins Yecember 2, 1873,
Spring Term

be had

Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid ©"

a four-page tract, NEW

Lil(it

]

n P.

post, on receipt of price, by

term, paymg from sich time to the close of the term.
at the regular rates.
(
}
ke
For Catalogue apply to.
WM. REED, Séc. & Treas, !
Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873.

now

AN: IN GENESIS
AND IN GEOLOGY s

2.80

CHARGES.

Use or Instyument for practice, per term, 1.00

MISSHELLEN

Ae: y

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, of
4 cents each for two or more copies,
Orders are solicited
:
:

$7.00

VI

The pro-

on application, for 25 cents for éach copy.

ends Ang. 21,
:

clubs, about

LYNDON-CENTER,

at Hillsdale, Mich,

ceeds, beyond cost, will go to the Mission.
:
J. W. HALL
Hillsdale, Sept.6, 1873.

The New Treatise, just revised by order

Vocal Music, twenty lessons,

LYNDON

Ly enclosing 30 cents, with address,

to the undersigned

~

$2.00

COLLEGE,

* FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institation offers to students is porfiatiny and
peculiar, advantages. For particular: information,
send for a Circularto
:
REV. W. COLGROVE, A, M.. President.

Wis.,

r Penmanship, tiitesu lessons,
1.50
:
t Rooms for self-bo wding may be had at reasonable
rates.
Students nay enter school at any time of

in

Euxior H..widow ofthe late Moses Gerry and’

daughter of John

=

Ten Professors and Instructors.

Pr %
&

and

¢

' «

TREATISE.

Instrumental Music. twenty lessons,

|

circle

bloom

"4 oe Tio 5.50
SD

maaan
.
+.

AGRICULTURAL

COLLEGE.

begins June 2, and
.

Term

#

8. LORD.

“i

fuse

-

West Lebanon, July 29, 1873,

INSTITUTE.

Board, per week, in private families,

BERTIE Cs; only child of Frank and Martha
Me, Supt. 24, 1878,
Huff, died in Waterboro’
aged 7 months and 13 days. Another sweet

the

at pleastre in

can obtain good rooms near the Academy. ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.

in Belmont, for

paradise.

el

Use of Piano,

Baptist “clitivch
Faculty :
more than forty years. Her hape'in Curist was
J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
~
a source of ‘comfort and support during the
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
many months of sufferingshe was calied to enM188
MARY
C.
BRADFORD,
Associate.
quickCome
‘‘
request;
audible
Her last
dure.
ARY E. MOREY, Music.
MiSs
ly,” was granted, and now she rests,
COM. 4.
Penmanship.

bud from

present management tak

SCIENTIFIC aid

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

MEHITABLE NORRIS died in Belmont, May
11, aged 76 yeurs, Sire had been a member of

the First Free

It is free from those

Instrumental Music (20 lessons),

ins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874.

Spring Term

Com.

A.

Orlando

surpassed.

aie

Fall Term begins Aug. 23, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.

Mary A. Blake, diedin West Lebanon, Sept. 12,
1873, aged d years and 5 months,

is

Higher
“
Languages, -

SEMINARY.

RIDGEVILLE

“on be-

gone

The

is a beautifiil one, being surrounded. by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased,
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof."
Bradley and wife having, after four: years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency.
CALENDAR:
t
ol
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,~ends Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens
Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March bs, 1874,—ends June 12.
For tucther particulars, address,
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A. M,, Principal,

child

ope

husband,

Assistant.

AGRICULTURAL,

The location of this institution at Evansville,

few weeks previous to her death, she was called
to part with her youngest child (one year of
age). With calmness she bade it adieu, belieying they would soon meet again in the -heavenl
world. The ties on the other side of ‘the river
were indéed strong, and her hope in Christ was
Slowly she came down te the riverprecious;
side lea./ing on the arms of the Saviour, fearand a large circle of relatives had ten ¥ mourn
WILSON.
their 108s.

Principal.

the College
and Theological School, affords advanrates.
tages of association with
studeits of a higher rank
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
Pittsfield, Maine.
A.M. JONES, Sec.
- are invaluable.
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

reverence she bowed before the heavenly father,
saying * not my will, but thine be done.” A

ing no evil.

A. B.,

presenting the Corps
of Teachers to thé attention of
parents and
guardians and the public, as eminently
piliieq to fit scholars for every
honorable position
n
life.
Ha
;
TERMS:
2
Common English,
-.
'- $43

he price of board, in ¢lubs, ; varies trom $1.60 to:
$2.00 per week:
Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s are formed.
Roops and board in private families at reasonable

arins were underneath and
felt the * everlasting
God was her refuge,” and with humble
the eternal

of friends.; |

"Attractions of Edinburgh.

their

of over-the-way to each other, Now, of all
birds that fly, the Indian crow must bear
the palm for audacity, Living by his wits,
himself,
be is ever on the best of terms with
and his impudence leads him to dare anything. Whehever,by any chance, Pandoo,
left

;sus-

uments and fine buildings; and ‘the old
and new towns look at one another from

we stood—the crows-and [—in the relation

my attendant,

held.

location

Four terms of

R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German
Mathematics.
\
CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal

8wsl

laces of resort conducive
to idleness and
cious
0 morals, common to large vi
8 and cities,

artment.
Miss PiNDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French.
Miss ELLA C. HURD, Teacher: of Music.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher.
THT
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of ‘the term.:

part with their dear mother, but they have the
promise
that the orphan’s God will sustain

pended from the finger, and a boss was se
placed as to govern the shifting of the inner

town is broad

beneath the shade of whose branches
crew of a line<of-battle ship might have
theit hammocks ‘with comfort. The
was inhabited by « colony of crows;

gentry paid me a visit,

sur-

was

this

Spring term commences Feb. 5, 1874.
Summer term commences. April 25, 1574,
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER,A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M, Associate Principal.

In the church and social meeting he will be sadly
missed, and his earnest prayers and words of
exhortation will never be forgotten.
He was
hospitable, warm-hearted, and friends of Christ

ring, acpordingto’ months and days marked
on it. ‘Whoever invented that ring hat a re-

the result of the softening
was nndoubtedly
of the sof). At that hour, a rumbling sou

un-

the interior

ring

The

‘hour-numerals.

)

2.25

Winter term commences Nov. 6, 1873."

few and was remarkable for faithful, attendance
and readiness
for service in meetings of orship.

During his sickuess his sufferings. were
but endured with Christian patience. He
four children to mourn, but not without

WARREN FOSS, Secrelary.

MRS. M, E. FLINT, Péacher of Instrumental
;
Music.
I. G. N, FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music. { ie
ne Sourse of studies fo this schcol embraces
everything necessary
to fit one for co
or a
practical business life. 44
i
oge
pra
For beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,

1 one week.

CENTRAL

$5.00.

Miss SARAH C. GILMAN,

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academ1cal and Ladies’ fail course of “study. frerms, 10
weeks.
%
Fall term commences Aug. 21, 1873.

beyond

nao is

‘The FALL TERM of this Institution will comm nce
Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven chs,
under the instruction of

PITTSFIELD, ME!

the
grave. Inthe organization of the church in
Springfield he identified his interest, with the

‘CENTER STRAFFORD, N+ H,

LEBANON ACADEMY.

Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 19, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.
.
Summer Term ‘begins Monday, April 27, 1871.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 2, 1874.
For farther particulars, apply
to the Principal, or
:
E.C, PTS, Sec. Trustees,
New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1874.

other friends, who deeply mourn their loss.

.

LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.

Friday, Jan. 23, 1874.

ac:

§

can be obtained at reasonable

\
under
the ins
ns. of MR.
ier: of the senior
asMAXFIELD
ykLD and a member

CALENDAR:

Winter Term sloses

600
Lo GB0

Cegiter Strafford, N. H., July 17, 1873. -"

at im begins MSnaay, August > 378; Sa
orm gloss riday, October J
.
a
or weeks. y
2
Winter Térm begins
Monday, Nov. 17, 1873.

Planta-

.

4

the Princi
0
NS address
TANKER,
Seoresary.
;

i

2.50

“Wy

al

particulars

Tuition $3.50 to

§

ged seansssane EE
EE

.

«

Board $2.50 to’
$2.50.
abi
Rooms can he had for those wishing to board
themselves.
GEORGE C. PEAVEY, President.

associates,

and too much can not be said in her praise, as a

latoan. seen | face of the ring, Which was engraved with
ndred feet

nT

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight

she was ready
to depart and be with
The writer has known her lor 26 years,

daughter,

;

small hole, and fell upon

AST.

Common English. ... eis nsoslh
an ous dads
Latin and
5 extra,.
Hi

Boa:

before

=

;

G. W. FLINT,

is:seahoee
Med
Music, ..eoisaeereennens

id

I,

AUSTIN ACADEMY,

D,
s

:

Usé of Piano and Organ,............ve.

oie

Rooms

For further

Prin.

Fuaition:

RE

Northwood, N. H., Aug. 10, 1873.

WINTER TERM; 12 weeks, Opens
Dec. 2, 1873.
SPRING TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Feb. 25,1874.

or

and

rates.

Calendar:
4
13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.

FALL TERM,

death that he relinquished

weeks

Board

:

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
:
Faculty:
|
Rvs iy Somer. M. Aa
Be
rs. EB. €, Smit
ri
adies
partment.
Miss NE. Prentiss, y rr ber
;
G.'T. Swasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Sith, Miss
Abbje Lyon.

French, extras.
Instrumental

his efforts to

Mosgs

’

-

French and Music extra,

GREEN

grief to him, His disease (consumption) was
Jie fut and it was known his days were nambered.
-He' kept ‘up much longer than many

Snd.smiall rock | declination of the sun at various seasons of
¥ the in. | the year. The sun's light passed through a
nly

Higher English,
Classical,
"'/'=

4 SWEAT, oy,

JKER,

pat

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM
This little book has been revised
by the author, wds
been clothed in an enti
new dress, and
presents
a very comely
appearancy. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem

with the ani-| fish-wives in striped kirtles walk about boro’, Me., Aug. 1, 1878, aged 42 years. Bister Higher English
w)
ber have d copy of this newly revised and useful
ex erienced a chunge of heart under the Latin and Greek,
the streets with men in kilts and plnids. Gerry
¥rench (extra), w+
.
.
OH
Batbrick in Saco, and united
8.
Rey.
of
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 ots.; In paper covers
labors
,
romance
and
spirit
.
of
.
tull
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The liveliest are

crabs are salected.

. DR. MOSES

Branches,

Comin English,

?

North Seituaté, B. I, July10, 1873.

land:slide in Peru, July 81, on the route o f | holding a dial as a shield ; the names of the them if they put their trust in him. His remains
months and days are engraved below; be- were carried to Springfield and. funeral services
the Oroya railroad :
. C. HENDERSON.
tween and above the lions, ‘inva kind of attended by the writer.
The slide took place in the yalley skirts pyramidal or obelisk arrangement, are no
JOHN HORNE, formerly of Middleton, N. H.,
the
railway
embankment,
about
sixtyed
by
the claws and [wet are stripped, and theu
less than eighty other :dial-faces, cut dia~’ died in Lebanon, Me,, Aug. 26, aged 85 -yeairs
the
crab,
suddenly
distending its fail three and a half miles from Lima, and one mond-wise op the several blocks of stone: and 5 months. Although he never made a pubon
moves backward out ofthe old skin and mile beyond the old town of Matueana;
Every one of these was the result of muek lie profession of réligion,yet during his last sick‘leaves it forever, The soft shell crab is tlie left bank of the river Ritac. At this calculation, to see that the markings bore a ness he felt his. need of something more than
heart to
proper relation to the plane of the surface ; this world could afford, aud gaye his: hig
then about one-filth larger than before he point a narrow gorge intersects the avalley
sickvery some among them could have, shown only God. The writer visited him during.
right angles, ranning back at
left the shell.
Exhausted and defenseless, av’
ness and prayed and’ talked with him, und he
they are caught hy the net or by hand and steép molination until it ends in a platean a few of the hours after sunrise, or just be- said that he ‘was trusting fully in Christ, and
forwarded by the fishermen to. market. of about a mile in depth and half a mile fore sunset, on and near
the longest day. felt willing to depart and be. with his Master.
He leaves a wife, three children, and two sisters
But oy are not
ess: Jong. Before wide, surrounded by high walls of schist, At Kilburn House, in Ayrshire;is a taper- older
than himself, besides numerous other relathree flood tidés
Nave flowed over them part! decomposed and mixed with a brown- ing pillar on steps, swelling out in the een- tives to mourn their loss.
C. W. HORNE.
yey
earth.
«This
tableland
is
occuish
ter; it is covered with small sun.dials on
the delicate brown skin commences to hardescultivated:
small
of
MRS.
MARY,
wife
of
John
F.
Brown, died in
number
a
by
hemen—or buckle;
asthe fishermen say, apd pied
all sides, and of all shapes—cruciform,
Scriba, N.'Y., Aug. 10, aged 22 years and 10
in a week the
shellis ag hard as when they tates, watered partly by natural springs fall- ispherical, shell shape, etc. Scotland,as. days.
' Ttie deceased from childhood was candid
commenced to shed.
So the fisher must be ing over the face o 4 the surrounding cliffs,
well as England has preserved a few speci- and thoughtful. In her youth she gave her
artly
by
a
large
aqueduct
six
feef
in
and
the
take
fishers
the
mens of the ingenious ring-dial, much
in heartto Christ and united with the 1st Presbyprompt. Sometimes
the excess of water filtering through favor-during
wi
the “seventeenth century. It terian church in the wp A Oswego. She was
pains to catch shedders and put them in a the
an
outlet
in
the
narrow
and retiring in
disposition, ‘ever regardsoil
and
findin
was usually a brass ring, with .a .nacyower modest
." Then as soon. as the crab
can or
ing the wishes and desires of others in prefer:
river.
ring moying in a groove in its circumfer- ence to her own. She was of frail constitution
leaves his shell:he is taken from the creel gorge leading to the slides
shave previously
Various’ small
ence; this facility‘of movement being nec- and has early fallen before the deceitful foe,
and sent to market.
If
luxuries,
indeed,
ng ot Tie Tower essary for the adjustment of the dial to the consumption. Through her entire illness she
Soft-shell crabs are,
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WILLIAM H, COTTON, A, B., Principals

INSTITUTE,

Wednesday, Aug. 20, 1873.
. .
bespt
Complete courses of study byt yoib BULeY:
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no

at ane

* NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.

LAPHAM INSTEXUTE,
The FALL TERM, of 14 weeks, will commensa on

prosperity of -the F. Baptist

His death

complete

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence

Book-Keeping, Penmanship,
Pen-Drawing, InHe was waiting and anxious to. go, and. happy
Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax
when he could’ perceive his powers were fast struction in
Flowers,
&c.,
each
extra.
failing. He passed away asl gently
as a child
Location.
falls * asleep, and rests with the
redeemed.
Loved
ones mourn their, loss, . which is. his
The Building, one of the finest in the State, is romantically
situated amidst the highest mountains
gain,
NeW.
and grandest scenery of Vermont.
Mgs. IRENE B. HOLLEY, daughter of the ‘late
Theology.
i
Ivory Bracket,died of felon on the hand in FarmA special effort will be made, by the Principal, to
ington,
Me.; June
18, 1873, aged 48 years.
Jisjiare those. students who may have the
Gospel
Sister Holley Juve her heart to Christ in early
in view, by faruising them Every assistance
life and united with the F. B. churéh in Bing- 1mlinistry
his power towards thé prosecution of t heological
ham. She maiotained Christian. life-@mid the studies.
.
f
4
changes of time and place, Her
attachment to
For further particulars, address the Principal at
33tf
Christ and the F. Baptist denomination was very Waterbury Center, Vermont.
strong.
Her sickness - continued about three
months and was very painful. Her hope gave ber
NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.

which are so re-
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who do

third in Fayette, his place
185L, : He cameto Wis. in
Here he never forgot his
but" did mych for the es-

would, and it wag only a few

Harper's Magazine.
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Star,
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J. 8. GARDNER, Principal,

g

26, and continue eleven weeks,
under Enosda
ue
charge of J. LINSCOTY, Principal, Mrs. Fxa Barker,
Teasher
i
: as may
easier ofof Music,
Mu 0 with With snch y
other assistance

wishung obit-

Marshall was also an

of Taney,

Seotch

and

denomination,

markably reproduced in his own writings.—

to call him

Persons

He was three times one .of. the mem-

tablishment

ideal of his of what a judge should be; but
his more elaborate and metaphorical style
'.|'bad mot the sympathetic charm for him
which he found
in the simple, synthetie

bottle

y

PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
The FALL TERM will commence Tu
i

Verses areinadmissible,

Wis, in 1847, and the
of residence, in about
the spring of 1845.
Christian obligation,

utterances, better adaptedto the uses of reason and logic than the-more rhetorical and

without bis appearia at, once with a joyful
caw ; this feat I use often to exhibit to my
shipmates, who came to visit me during my

their,conts,
i “convulsive
the

repeated, and they raise themselves
the upper shell

id

.

COLLEGIATE

« Catalogues sent to Ei

bers forming‘a new F. Baptist church, The
first
of these was organized in Cherry Valley,
'Ohioy in 1839, the second in Willow Springs,

ommended itself to his taste as a forcible
and compact form of ‘expression for judicial

lub-foot, I think, must
skin, have stopped all day in the banyan-tree, for

their

the swelling

at least must be ope

e last act of their aggression was

itselfl eapsized ; the
in vain for once.

til the first joint “of the tail, between-the
back and the apron, separates more than
usual. The membrane which unilgs the
upper and under shells then breaks and ex-

movements and

to

to devour 4 very fine Specihen of praying
mantis I had confined
in a uinine bottle.
The first day the paper cover had been torn
off, and the mantis had only escaped by
keeping close to the bottorn; next day, the

they rub their feet one, against the other,
and put themselves into strong convulsiye
motion. Then they swell their, bodies uu-

skin.

Windows

upon.

large, Dead sheddets are worthless, because the bait will not stay on the hooks.
If the shedder
is not taken from the water,
the moulting tikes place. Just as soon as

brown

two

: they neyer, appeared except

Shedder crabs are used solely for fishe
bait, and are the most killing bait for midwater or bottom-fishing used in these waters. While the fishing season lasts, the

y
hed that
Prive 4 0 ens
“Phen

stopped

As to the othérs, their persecutions.

:

poses the new,

never

hand of the giver; but the-crows,

I know, were not ungratefal. “Club-foot
used to perch besidéme on a chair, and pick
his morsel ffom the floor, always premisin

pressure, and the top shell can be

the crabs are ready to change

He, for one,

worker,

tion, no declamation, no prolixity, but, in
brief, the presence and absence of every
thing required to make their opinions exact
parallels of judicial completeness and intellectual mastery.
1t is not claimed that this eminent jurist
was his special study, admiration and example because he did not find great excellence elsewhere—for to do so would be to
do injustice, to his estimate of others, and
violence to truth—Yut because Mr. Taney’s
terse, unimaginative style peculiarly rec-

government ones.

y

WiLTox, Iowa.
Commences’
its Fall Term September

was soon connected with the chureh of Christ,’
in, which he was ever an earnest and active

There is the same

SEMINARY.
year of this institution’

Whitestown, N. X., June 4, 1878.

H. E, HIBBARD, Principal,

WILTON

:

WM. M. ToyrJEE died in Fayette, Wis., Aug:
18, 1873, aged 69 years and 11 months. Bro.
Toutfed was, a native of Stonington, Ct.” In
early manhood he moved to Ohlo, where he

concentration, the same precision and power, and a like absence of'abruptuess, coarseness, and incongruity,
There is no asser-

These pets had a deadly enemy in a brown

easily 1
from the back toward the
“front, or eyes. When raisedit shows Dbeneath a dark brown skin the preparation for

for shedder erabs is steady

from subject to subject.

raven—the bramla-kite; swifter than an arrow from the bow he descends,’ describing

men,” or
gills, hecome soft on their lower
sides, and show a fine crack or crevice extending along toward the eyes. The joint
vearest the body, on the claws, cracks upon

demand

return

task to fill so many mouths, althotigh the

a “shedder.” The Jong points of thé shell
over the top, and covering the “‘dead

a new shell.

to be, then fly away for

and have another peep. As soon; however;
as Iapproached the window and raised my
arm, 1 was saluted with a chorus of cawing
ftom ‘the banyan-tree; then down they
swooped in dozens ;and it was no very éasy

abundant than in the winter, the crabs increase in weight, and their shells apparently become uncomfortably small. Then a
peculiar process begins, The crab becomes

=

in convincing logie as it concludes. There is
the same elegance of diction, force of expression, and ease and grace in passing

shutter eutside the"window,

I7happened

|

faculty of marshaling eonclusions,

peep in, as if to ascertain how’ nearly

five or ten minutes, when he woyld

food in the riversiand bays beconies more

—a slight

the same

with surpris-

10 till 12 o’clock.

1y52

soul, he

begins
1, 1873.
Course
of
Aoi on EL
1570 oD oaraat

+H

is in

ing exactness at meal times: first one would

done

the
and
softthe

There

sof that they swell and increase in momeéntum as the opinion proceeds, and culminate

an

the real crab.The hard crabs

are nolonger seen on the stalls, but in
markets and better classof restaurants
hotels we ean procure thie luxury of
shell crabs, Karly in the spring, when

The other crows came

light on the

of Virginia warms the waters. of Elizabeth
river and Hampton Roads,
fishing season ¢ommeneces.

obituary.

their judical writings the same succinct
statement of facts, the same directness in
dealing with the main question in a case,
and care to avoid frrelévant and immateérial
matters suggested in the argument. There
is the same
skill in ; grouping, and: order in
:
arranging the subjects of discussion, and

moment he restart fo the bosom of his family; when, one day, while eng
d in

the bright red bodies are seen on

rade

identical.

tion from

single square can well be afforded to. any single

and chained to a chair with a fiddle-strin | accession, when the ‘writer. of this paper

position strikingly

human

uaries published
in the Morning

He

the river-shore and
in the day-tim® in

Next
school yedr
stud , Somme

equal bo fen cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a

wat a funny old fellow, with: one clu © | first became familiar with the “affairs of the
He never refused his food ‘fiom the court, the fact was already the wonder of
and the exclamation’ of his
very day of his captivity, and I soon aught the profession,
wd
him a few tricks.
One was to lie on is late political associates.
At “is clear, from a close compirison of
back, when ‘so ‘placed, for any ‘length of
history
of the crastacea, it is well ‘to know
time, till sot on his legs again. This wag styles, that, unless nature endowed them
that
the crabs supplied to the New York called turning the tartle. But one day this with ‘such similar mental organizations as
markets are received from the shoresof bird of freedom
to. beget in their minds like processes of
hop ed away, fiddle-strin,
the Atlantie agd its arms along the coast, and all, and a whole fortnight elapsed be- reason
, his immediate predecessor, Chuef-.
from Norfolk, Virginia, to the eastern’ end fore I saw him again. 1 was just begin Justice Taney, was his chosen model, and
of Long Island Souml. During the fall ning to put fait in a belief common in that from habitual study of his works he
and
ter months, hard crabs aré in plen- Indin—~namely; thal\a crow, or_any other imbibed from him a manner of judical com-

tifal
through

kindliest
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not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

his
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besides his lofty place as
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early.

remarked—so early that one year after

y

themselves

Ohituavies,

|

and his acqnaintance with. precedents wide

them after

One old crow 1' caught

the

His knowledge of every depariment of the
law was discovered to be deep and profound,

make friends with them ; I consequently he~

a

for

debtof gratitude and reverence.

task that the bar of the court and his brechren on the bench were astonishedto find

~The thought ocourred to me to

Surely,

over which be was to pre-

And so well did he accomplish

clear

oet, author and

decisions

ik ih bk

Rl

household
words, not only wherever English is spoken, but to all the nations of

out

eserves the highest pedestal of the patriot,
the man to whom his country owes a great

black wings of he fing eraws, thon si ance
Ww
gome
apolofor a moment, only
n hy:
ap
geti¢ remark from Pandoo.

side.

tribunal

rules, and
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stand

try’s story, and made their names familiar

of the

respbctful.

the ‘‘soft-shell

In another crate

tangled mass of dark

coats, the

not encountered,

mastered the practice,”

When at last happy days of convalescence

tender and delicate, who submit to careful
handling ; with no other demonstration
than softly
waving harmless claws and
feet.. Having

law his practice had

a

-«»

are seen
covered
with
culiar-shaped
crates containing hundredsof crabs, all alive.
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Crabs, - commercially
considered,
are
-curlous.
Strolling through the
great markets of the city, some of the marble stands

ad

our mind. Seotthas given life and reality
to the whole dramalés persone of his coun-

which

of it, getting | endowed with physical strength equal to his

at each end

Br
TR

j

tory or romance? Bruce, - Mary Stuarf, and
Charles Edward are almost the only figares

whirled

'

next erate, reposing on cool

a crow

-

rang long before the time had come for his.

‘bat on the floor over
a silver
spoon or a’ many years been regarded as an able jurist
tooth brush; half a dozen perched upon: by. those acquainted with his professional
every available chair; an unfortunate lizar d, | career and competent to judge. Aud being

with

——

Wl WO

a

great distinttion as a lawyer, he had for

around their necks, engaged in deadly com-

Crabs,
4
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Sixteen cars of tea and three of
from Omaha, Sunday.
;

MISCE LLANEOUS

The meetings of the Evapgelical

Alliance

in

New York were well attended during the week,
and were generally harmonious and successful.
Theological and
Scientific. questions were dis-

cussed, in which great ability,

and

candor

were

shown.
The Buddington party
of the Polaris crew
have arrived in Washington, and their report
seems
to settle it that Capt. Hall died cf

apoplexy.
The mammoth ballon intended for a transatlantic voyage started from Brooklyn last Monday with Donaldson, Lent and Ford on Board,

in Connecticut

the

same

day,

and

that ended it.
The yellow

fever

scourge

still

continues

in

thre Mississippi valley, and relief funds are being
seni in from farious quarters.
The forty-third semi-annual conference of the
Mormon church was opened on Monday at Salt
Lake City.

Deputy Marshal Burton was brutally

ed at Paris, Kentucky, Tuesday,

by

:

;

The Missouri superintendent of insurance
obtained an injunction against the

has
uis

alleging that

its liabilities exceed its assets by nearly a million dollars, and that its managers are guilty
of grossly dishonest m nagement.
The vote on the annexation of Charlestown,
West Roxbury, Brighton and Brookline to Boston was strongly affirmative in all places except
the last. That went *“ no” by
a majority of
four bundred,
Boston voted to receive them
all.
Charges
are preferred
against
Controller
Green of New York, ignorant misapplication of
the public funds being alleged.
It is intended
to induce Mayor Havemeyer to remove him or,

failing in that,
to restrict

the

controller

by

in-

junctions so as to compel his retirement.

An election was held in Connecticut, Tuesday,
on the eonstitutional amendment

ford the sole capital.
in the affirmative

making

Hart-

The question was decided

by

a majority

of abomt

four

thousand.

Jobn T. Irvin,

the man:

whe

professes to

know all about tire Nathan murder, has arrived
at New York. The officers now admit that his
is not a fabrication, and important ford
are expected.

In the suit of Israel P..Beal against fhe old
Colony Railway Company to recover for personal injuries, the jury returned a verdict of $2000
for the plaintiff.;

The generajgonyention of the Roman Catholic
National Potul Abstinence Union continued its
sessions in. New

York Thursday.

elected for the ensuing year, and an

address to

the Catholics of the United States adopted.
reserve to pay current expenses, but the amount

taken does not exceed $3,000,000, and it is believed that it will not be necessary_to withdraw
. more than twice that sum.
high

tide

in New York, Thursday.
it
The third trial of Stokes began in New York
last week. Ascompleted jury has beeb secured,
and it is expected

re

proceed.
Four or

that

the

trial

will

speedily

wn
five sbortinists were arrested in

Boston, Friday, and held under heavy bonds
trial.
An unknown

schooner, bottom up,

for

was towed

into Boston, Friday. The body of a woman ¥ as
found la8hed to the wredk, * -» 7
’
A cyclone swept over the Florida reef on the
6th instant, causing seriotis damage.
J
The second anniversary parade of the Massa-

‘chusetts Catholic: Total Abstinence {Union occurred Friday-in Boston, There were 8000 men
in line,

Iv

| °

to #F

48 vow

officially

stated

that

President

Grant will'léave Washington on the 14th; reaéh

brush,

will

effect

a marvelous

Ten grains of oxalic acid, in half a pint of wa-

he has seen fiftoe has

remove all

ink

and

within a few days from the indiscriminate use of
the combined mower
and reaper.
The following A
of only thirty-four letters contains all the letters
in the alphabet:

from his studies of the campaigns in Virginia.
The San Jose (Cal. farmers’s club is considering the advisibility of importing girls from the
East for servants.
At the Floyd county, Iowa, convention, a map
was beaten by a woman for the nomination ss
school superintendent,
He was so overcome by
the event that he offered her his best hat.
A chantable Cincinnati man keeps a pair of
dogs chained-at his front door so that poor people who stop to “ get a bite” can be accommodated without taking the’ trouble to go into the
house.

fruit

stains.

Managing

Wet

the article in hot water, and apply it to the top
of the bottle, so that the liquid will reach it,

:

a handle in a strong
softens it at once,

dipping a swab with

solution of

Common lye of wood-ashes
putty in a few minutes.

oxalic

acid.

soften hard

and réstore colors

injured by acids.

the pres-

Harper & Brothers.
The Brooklyn Express reckons the number of
daily journals which have been established in
that city during the last twenty years as 109, of
which 100 are dead, at a loss of over $25,000,000.
Jourtalism is hazardous, but none the less fascinating.
4

A few years ago, when a visitation of the chol-éfa was threateved, an enterprising subscription publisher hired a hack-writer to get wp a

book on

the

disease, its prevention

ment, in hot haste,

The book

was

and

treat-

written and

printed almost inthe twinkling of an'eve; but
the cholera did not come, and the large edition
of the hook still yeigine in‘an obscure storehouse.
A Commission hasbeen appointed in Fratice
to“ suggest some remedy for earthquakes.”
:
The Duke

January.

of Edinburgh will

be

A

weaker solution, applied to ill-smelling feet” and
arm-pits, removes the odor, removes grease spots
from carpet and clothing.
A weak solution in
water makes a good wash for. the hair, and stimulates its growth when impaired by fever, and

he

or beer

are

in

Paris

11,814

saloons, containing

cafés,

wine

fine, limber brush, gives new life to plants. Even
if a little is sprinkled over the earth at their
roots their growth is invigorated.
Borax, half a teaspoonful in half a tea-cup of

The fumes of a brimstone
bérry stains from a book,

ing.

J

match
or

will

remove

or

engrav-

paper,

-

This is ‘excellent

for

fencing

twdturns of astring and see-saw

engendered

expands

Mersey,

to accommodate

the

increasing

steam

trade, has been “sanctioned by the committees of
the British Parliament.
Three new -war vessels havesjust been ad
to the British navy, and twenty-five others are
building.
Notwithstanding the Abyssinian war and the
Gengva award, the, publie; debt of England has
been reduced by $328, 722,776 within the last fifteen years.
M. Thiers has completed a volu me on

the arts

in Ltaly,
31
rd
There is great exultation in New South Wales,
oldest. of the British colonies in . Australia, over
thé discovery of coal, in great hundance, within
thal vast territory.

and commanded
the

see.

Besides, President

Grant,

Generals

Sher-

of Joa-

which may We published vext winter.
Pere Hyacinthe is now a temporal as wel) as

Washin,

on Satardayby M. F. Conway of Kansas, fofmerly a member of Congress and afterw
consul
at Marseilles. He was but slighfly
woundéd, however, and Conway was rel

on $10,000 bail.

The cashier in the office of

the Unio

Railroad at New York has absconded
$10.000 of the company’s funds.
The yellow

fever prevails

at

with

Memphis

with

unabated virulence, and no hopes are entertained of any inedinge. improvement.

PES

EE.

FOREIGN.

Marshall Bazainei8 on trial in France charged
with betraying the garrison at Metz

into_the

handsof the Germans. It witkbe likely to
tinue a long time.
hd

v1

gon

‘Bank of France bas - snortus
,000 francs’ during the week. -

ge. Bright has written an address to his constitients at Rochdale preposing himself for reelection te Parliament.
The complete defeat of the Carlists in Navarre

by the Spanish government forces under General Moriones is reported.” A sorjie by two
thousand insurgents wis ihade yesterday from
Céirtagena, but the

[3

in London of an edition

the same occasion.
Ex-Senator Pomeroy was shot in

.

There is talk

quin Miller’s poems, to"be illustrated by Dore

besiegers

repulsed

the

at-

tack.
The
republican: members; of ythe ;French Assembly (have organized and adopted an electoral
schemei Thiers dnd Gambetta approve the

aud Rosetti.

He has a new poem, “Montezuma,”

many

years

in meadows.

sity,

aftermath.
Grass

We

obtains

per

aftergrowth; ‘nota hoof

leav-

to touch it.

forms pabulum
and for

in the

Bismarck’s wife, who lately died, was her husband’s secretary, clerk and messenger.
Al private despatches were first read
by Frau Bismarck.

Mr. Froude is to contribute

an important se-

ries of papers to the next: volume of Seribner’s
Monthly, entitled,
The Annals of an English
Abbey,” and giving the history for six hundred
years of the most notable of the religious houses
|
of England.

of policy to feed close

and

there

he seized a decanter instex

i

"

Ny

4

“The, Bwiss. federal council has received a
memorial from the council at Geneva, complain.

tht the French

ly A

government be requested to put a
%

24

stop

to

the

i Ahi

rew
the whole of its contents upon
the heads of the house secretaries seated just below atid before the Presidential chair.
A general laugh ensued, and for a short while good-hu-

mor prevailed throughout the Assembly.
American

newspapers

are not woe

fore they shuffle off this mortal coil.

prevent further trquble in Cobahuila between
the opposing factions in that State.

in pub-

lishing obituary notices of distinguished. men beLondon

papers

anounced

the

Neatly all
dea

to do all

to gratify

personal spite; but if a suspicious dog

is found

nothing

They

that

such

‘wonn

itl
AND

attacks sheep,

dogs wander

far

any good
the owners
for the half-
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starved prowlers from thé city, find = that they
had better fasten theirs np at mght. In this way
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lying

and’
sketched: the: biography of Dr. Nelaton, the fa~' bent over and twisted a little with the fingers,and
French surgeon, when he was supposed the twisting “is
concluded withWy
i
oo he at the ‘poingref death a mouth or two ago. the awl being put inside the ring snd
But the doctor recovered, and at the latest ac- the nose, so that the twist shall be upon the wire
counts was. taking his daily walks and eating
itself and not tipon the nose, This completes the
po
ith appetite.
ringing, execpt tof turn up the twisted point of the

| the

pobvihol goverament ‘will interfere 10

Wi

pledge himself

for

be done

often

John Weiss on Shakespeare; of Wendell Phillips on

| extremely low

in the State, vote

dogs in the neighborhood, infortn
of the fact that you have set a trap

A clever Eaglich mecbavic has invented aThe tools needed are an awl, pincers, wire
drag by wich he can'stop, in'a very short time, adapted to the size dnd age of ‘thé hogs, and a
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Let
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“I would like to keep sheep on my hilly farm,”
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lectures on the Method of Creation, the final conclusive scientific answer to the Darwinian theory,
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that a well-bred ' and well-fed dog

and

way, but our pastures in a similar manner.
worst
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the animul.—Commercial Ad-

writes a correspondent,

and it js not

off drouth.

isthe

deserves

ly, it will“ have a wholesome effect.

cold
water.
The
hogs, must be
in a small
Victor Hoio, during his jong and eventful
Cates,
life, has made with his. pen several fortunes, and | enclosure where there is a free ora post,
the animal by the ear, your. partner at the suma
lost them,
He is perhaps, not as rich as Thiers,
ackion
en.
but he owns, besides his valuable property in time being ready ‘with the rope duly noosed,
nish government has issued an order
Wirt a duty of five per cent. upon all’ wines Germany, five,or six large houses in Paris, and which he is to slipinto the pig’s mouth the'moment it- is opened, ~and ft will not fail’ to be
is the principal;stockholder in the very luerative
p54
after this month,
“I've French pohee have seized 22,000 photo= Rappel newspaper, besides the heavy copyrights opened the moment that the swine finds that he
graphs of thé son of the'luté ex-Emperor Napo-| . whieh he Bull receivés on several of his older. | can’t pull his ear off, or run away wiih the man
| who hag hold of'it.' A hand on each ent Will genworks.
:
;
leon, which were exposed for saie in’ Paris,
erally, be necessary to balance and steady the
‘The German, Ewiperor, with a suite of fifty
M. Buffet, president of the French Assembly,
il persons, is expegted in Vienna on the 16th. is 80 short-sighted that in one of the last sjitings head; henee the absurdity of saying,~as ove
Slip
of that body,

The hi is intehded to be quiet

he

the coming
Hidt sun
s strikes if, and thus warding

lip

a vehicle:going at [ull speed; and, better still, he
stores up the impetus and renders it available for
starting the velivig usain as soon as the drag is
removed.
:

it may,

apiece of mutton on hand for « hungry dog that
may visit you from the city or village or: swamp.
If this work is done systematically and constant

soil before

‘We should not enly treat our meadows

Mexico

preserve the. meat for months. Cut it up into
Joints and hang it up, and you will always have

on the ground, comes in contact with the roots,
and there is an immediate . benefit, In some
winters and localities, the grass (aftermath)
the

in

dress it and wash it with water containing a
few tablespoonfuls of crude carbolic acid. It will

permi

thus has a start in the

practiced

they can keep their dogs at home,
A good plan to adopt is, when a sheep dies,

runing

This,

as

i

spring for an

further growth.

is

feast was provided solely for ‘visitors, so that

.

early start

it

are often abused and half-starved, and it would
be a mercy to them to give them one good meal
of ‘mutton with a liberal allowance of strychine
in it. The meighbors might be told that this

The

Hegvier crops are réalized from’ bélter land.

down and

The gen~

lage dogs must be taught to stay at bome.

and all

acre,

was

That

prowling about the farm, shoot him.
Then, if
the owner can prove damages, let the association
pay them, and repeat the process.
‘City and vil-

out grass im a few yours, and this alone by leay-

ing the

stager.

Sheep-killing Dogs.

an

richer it

crop,

this

or groom

no man

varying but little from it, op land that: was light
aud bad produced but ‘moderate

that

2, lf there is no dog law

poorest of land. Ardso our farms may be improved by simply leaving part of the crop,—the
more that
is left, the better for the land, This
1 will say,—and T'wish 1 could reach the -ear
of every farmer in the fand and induce him
to test the matter,~that we liave grown and seen
grown for many years iif succession, good crops
two tons

an old

Is there any remedy P’—There are three remedies: 1. If there is a tax on dogs in your State,
see that it is enforced in your nieghborhood.

becomes,
and the better the growth;
hence
the fertilityof the prairies; hence also the rich
muck-beds which are sometimes -found on the

averaging

like

tied made him at once docile

vertiser.

nearly all its strength from the

keeps green, and

Among the novel manufactures lately introduced into Japan are those of paper hats, to imitate felt ones, and paper ‘ slates,” for schoolboys.

Be

to shoe

atmosphere. Itis for this reason that natural
pastures sustain themselves, and the more of the

of timothy:

respects

intimated

horses.

have fornd these where there

the

as

he ¢an to have one enacted, 3, Let all the sheep
men in the neighborhood form themselves into

to it.

growth that is left on the ‘ground,

and

thanks of all owners of such horses and especially the thanks of those whose business it may be

experience

adapted

subdued,

and

the

testing,

"perfectly

and South Americgin the management of wild

Gentleniin

Our

covers twelve years of thorough

and advances'at once, oceypying

The city of Paris has a suit peidiag against
M. Thiers for the. cost of a road built through his
lands. He disputes his liability.
:

obeyed,

Our Extra Offer.

i

Which gave a ‘complete and adequate account of
the transactions of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science at its rece annual meeting at Portland, Me., and republished the same in
a TRIBUNE Extra Sheet.
Which published entire, Agassiz’s great series of

Whoever reads
it will be instructed, way
en
ned, and amused. Whoever reads WHY
it
become wiser and better. ‘Wher- 'H
ever it goes it is a welcome visitor to the WHYY!|
household, Its pictures are
utiful
and refining. Its
price, on
1.50 a wuv
Year, places it within the reach of every
man, woman, and Youthof
ob
wWHY
iy |
Every one will make
itd hints and Ty!
Ma da wy
¥
good by increasing its circulation. Now WHY
see
WHY

tleman who thus furnished this exceedingly sim- WHY American
WHY
“
ple means of subduing a very dangerous propen- | WHY with

it; the heat’

have wivousted

pain-

instantly

and obedient as any one could desire.

writes:

For

not

him to follow; and

simple string thus

RE._.

making up a purse for the benefit of his son.
menfor a

horse

acting in all

fore a correspongdfig .expaunsion
reaclies the
stopper’
a
If you want a new
shoe to fit as easy as an old
one, put on two pairs of stockings before your
measure is taken,

4 spiritual father, and the ladies of Geneva are
Anjos, Brazil, is overrun with
agents of
ageries, who are buying boa constrictors
dollar apiece.

vix

gentle and obedient asa well trained dog; suffering his feet to be lifted with entiré impunity,

Toledo, 0.;"0n the 15th and remain until the | Upwards of a million copies of the penny edi - The secret.of this is in” the reproduction of the
not
17th, the object of the visit being to attend ‘the tion -of fhe * Pilgrin’s Progress” are said to crop, the aftermath. This growth retained;
only protects the roots'of the grass, but it rots
meeting of thie Society of the Army of Tennes- have been sold by |the English Book Society.
man, Sheridan, Pope, Logan and many others
have signified their intention to. keip proseni; on

WHY
WHY
WHY
WHY

of a com-

passing his left ear uritler the string,

the peck of the bottle be-

A éorrespondént of the Coumiry

about the size

nal cost.

wiry

WAY ENORMOUS OIROULATION? Nir

Ww

fully tight, but tight enough to keep the ear
down, and the cord in its place. This done, he
patted the horse gently on the side of his head,

other exposed work.
If a glass stopper won’t move, hold Yhe neck
of the bottle te a flame, or warm it by taking;

was no coat to protect.

A scheme for expending four millions sterling
in dock extension on the Liverpool side of the

He took a cord

ud

Which instructs and educates its readers at the

WHY

WHY

proc-

—

same time that it gives them the news,
Which reports the best thoughts and opinions of
leading men, as well as the actions of others.
" Which published the only full and accurate reports
of all the new and valuable scientific lectures-of the
past year, making a complete library. at merely ad

WHY BECAUSE: for all large or small wiry
WHY cultivators of the soil, and all members WHY
wi of their families, old and young, it Is
wuy

aside everything but an anvil,and came near kill-

ing made acquainted with the difficulty, applied a

If rats are’ about, scatter powdered glass about
their holes, or powdered copperas, or fill up the
crevices with hard soap, or smear their holes
with soff tar, or dip the rat ina cup of tar and
let it go, and. it will tarplaster every hole in the
house.
If you wishto make
a nail drive easily and
last long, without
rusting, dip it in
melted

grease first.

ATTAINED SUCH AN

In an attempt to shoe this
resisted all efforts, kicked

complete remedy by ‘the following simple

i

WHY The Best Paper in the World! ! WHY

But

ithTo

The Great Family Wewenapor

American
ui
Agriculturist . 3

ht 1
WHY
why
WHY
wHy

when by mere accident, an officer fn our service,
lately returned from Mexizo,was passing,and be-

smoothly.

The London
country
takes.

glish stage and gives but few in return.

by

afterward

mon bed-cord, put it in the ,mouth of the horse
like a bit, and tied it tightly on the animal’s head,

ment that'trees shall be planted in the streets of
8
London.
Orchestra complains
that this
all the shining lights of the En-

crippled

was

an d scalp cleaner in the world. Rub it into the
scalp with ‘the balls of the fingers, head held
over a basin, eyes shut, until the entire scalp is
in a foam, then rinse with warm water.

kinds ‘of soil §éem to be
British govern-

stocks;

ess:

only evil effects we have
found
are in wet
soil, where, the frost throws out:.grass.
There
is dlso objection made to mice harboring in the

There is a proposal before the

the

water makes the mildest
and most efficient hair

ing of aftermath

shops

he

in

perfectly docile, and especially in hatness.

Retaining the Aftermath.

in all 27,711 public

nearly

put

cleanses the scalp effectually. A weak solution this defect was just on the eve of consigning him
scatteréd "over the. leaves of plants, from a soft ‘to the plow, ‘'whefe he might work barefoot,

aS Ty

borne estate about $300,000 to fight the claimant.

At one time he was

being

—"

om $4

WHY tes THE

Wily

ing himself against that, and finally was brought
back to the stable Junshod. This was his only
defect; in all other respects he fs gentle, and

married next

Mt. Sirakoseh has beéd doiminated for the! position of manager of the Italian theater at Paris.
It has already cost the possessor of the Tich-

him.

as could approach.
horse recently, he

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has reIfa door does not shut without a *“ slam,” put
duced the number of hours for laborers and road- | a drop of sweet-oil on the catch, or on the hinge,
men to eight per day, and the pay-roll will be if it greaks.
Soap will do, but not so well.
reduced accordingly. The labgrers will strike
If tere is rust on your flat<iron, or other
the new rule.
roughness, ‘put some fine salt on a board, and
tub it rapidly while .warm, until it moves
ohn Harper and Flotabos Harper, with

of the original firm, compose

P

would

thrown down and fettered
at another time, one
of our most experienced horse-shoers was unable to manage him by the aid of us many hands

Keep some strong spirits of hartshorn in a
ground glass-stoppered bottle; a teaspoonful in a
tablespoonful of water will clean combs “and

brushes,

;

horse

person to handle his feet, without a resort to
every species of power and means to coutrol

It

:

will

A beautiful and high-spirited

ot od ot Dt tt Dt

pitt
' DO GOOD
i THE NEW YORK TRIBUNE,
Which publishes all the news.
dirAnd ‘Make Money [vie Which
is honest and independent in all things.

wi
te

a Vicious Horse.
———

5

wity

never allow a shoe to be put on his feet or any

then rinse it well.

Dry paint is removed by

billiard tables.

The government is drawing on the green-back

hair

ter, will

It is stated that the publication of the ninth
edition of “ Encyclopedia Britannica” will involve an outlay of £200,000.
Four fatal accidents occurred in Minnesota

Officers were | There

Much damage wis caused by a very

a camel’s

|

cure,

A ‘Wisconsin man said he could tell water when
he saw it—it looked so much like gin.
teen cases where drawing on the great
had a serious effect upon the brain.

Knowlels e,

—————
A single drop of the sesquiped chloride of iron,
put on a corn between the toes, once a day, with

It is stated that the second volume of Lamon’s
Lincoln will never get into printso discouraging
was the reception of the first.

murder-

two despe-

:

Mutual Lite Insurance Company,

Household

sale of

General Robert E. Lee, from original and other
materials, collected, by a writer already known

The cashier of the Merchants’ National Bauk
of Lowell is a defaulterto an amount not definitely known,
bgt placed at from $40,000 to
$75,000.
The capital of the bank, however, is
said to be unimpaired, and depositors will lose
nothing.
The matter iis undergoing investiga-

story

The financial panic has lessened the
postage stamps in New York $2000 daily.

[

XY.

«irite fellows named
Cunent.
The murderers
were arrested and threats of lynching were
made.

tion.

entered the Michigan

says ‘that

2

Dr Dt rd Bt Dt Bt

ring,
The “4 boss » steps to the side of the anima)
whose power of lungs has all the while been
subject to the healthiest kind of exercise, takes
the ear in each hand, pulls thé hog forward a
trifle, so as to loosen the strain on the rope, the
assistant slips the noose from the upper jaw,
and his hogship is at liberty in a moment, and
rushes to his brethren for consolation, or to
show his new ornamental appendage.

silk went East

‘ Johu quickly extemporized five tow bags”
The Edinburgh, Review contains a mémoir of

Snow falls are reported at Fonda,
N.
Pottsville, Pa., and other places.
:

\#

Eighty-six women have
University this term.

Dr. ‘Brown-Sequard

but landed

[TE a Bones

Parediaihe.
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